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Second Period Vote Offer Positively Ends at 10 O'clock
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With but llttlo more Uian
twclvo hours reinulnins before
tho close of tho present big
credit period, candidates in
the Journal's mammoth prlws
giving campaicn have their
lant o;poriiinitjr of gettln
credits on the "double quick"
and literally "clinching" Um
of tliolr choice.
prio
Never befnro In tho history
of Xew llexlco has a race of
any kind been so extremely
close, or so hotly contested.
Tills fact alone has aroused a
wonderful interest In all parts
of tho territory In which tho
Morning Journal circulates. It
Is dmibtrul if thero exists a
slnclo homo In this entire
cftfimiimity that Is not vitally
interested in the success of one
of their favorites In tho
and watching
every
Bain with ouscrness, hoping
that their choice may coma
under the wire first, and lo
acclaimed tho winner In tho
race for tie SrnCelMiker Sedan.
Ktndehaker Touring Car and
tho three. Chevrolet.
TONIGHT'S
TI1K NIGHT.
(Saturday, December
Tonight,
17) at 10 o'clock is the last chance
for votM under the Becond Period
Schedule. Promptly at 10 o'clock
the present bift vote Inducement
will end, and after that time the
third and last vote period will be
in effect and LESS votes will be
the order.
ATTFXTKW
CANDIDATES.
Get in every subscription that
ou possibly can on the present
offer; subscriptions count much
more In votes if turned In before
10 o'clock tonlicht than they will
if turned in next week. A six year
subscription brought In tonight
will rIvb you 270,000 votes and
100,000 extra votes, or a total of
After 10
470,000 votes In all.
o'clock tonight the same subscription is worth 380,000 votes. Get
in aU the big subscriptions that
you can the three, four, five and
six year subscriptions count the
most.
cam-'paif-

fn

next Thursday night.
Think H over slnrty it,
AND.
CLOSING lUTES
TOMOKKOW.
In tomorrow's Issue af tho
Journal will bo published tho
closing rides of this big cam
Watch for tho pno
pnlgn.
ad. containing information retho
garding the fairness of Uul-lcampaign and tho Scaled
Uox plan. Every candidate
gets a fair and square deal and
tho best workers will win tho
big prizes.
DO YOUR DEST: get In
every sulscrip!ion possible on
tho present big Second l'criod
offer.
ot

PACT
DOESN'T IMPOSE

SAY

Y

TO ARMS
(Continued

from Page One.)

treaty and in reply to the attacks

of Senators Reed and Borah, repub-

lican, Idaho.
an
Senator
Heed, however,
nounced that he proposed to send
'the treaty to the American people
Just as was done with the treaty of
Versailles, ' and he predicted that
by the time the voters have an opportunity to act on the question,
"they will know that this treaty has
all. of the vices charged to the
treaty of Versailles, with none of
its virtues."
Nothing Dut Trouble.
Mr. Reed declared he could see
nothing but troubles in the new
agreement and attacked the administration for what he described as
a "changing face," saying there was
no difference, except grammatical
changes between the
pact and the Versailles covenant.
His speech throughout was interattacks on Great
spersed with
Britain and Japan, eacn
he declared had come to the arma
ment conference with the ' avowed
purpose of getting themselves out
of s hole."
"This treaty ties us tip with the
only nation that has shewn us an
I
J'W.V
ugly pair of teeth in years," he conTDK Ij.VST DAYS.
tinued. "I wonder what the people
ble
The Journal's
gift campaign of the Pacific think of their new
ends next Thursday night, Decem- protector.
I wonder it they feel
ber 22nd and if you are in the race that they can go to bed at night and
to win, then do your very best dur- say, 'Oh well, Japan will watch
ing the few remaining days of the over us.' Ah, senators, we refuse
campaign. Use every spars minute to make a treaty to protect France
of time to the best advantage pos- from Germinv, but we make nn alsible. It Is a case of NOW or NEV liance with Japan to protect her
Kit. Votes alone will win thosj loot."
A "Foreign Stepmother."
valuable prizes, and better by far
The Missouri senator said that
have a millon too many than to
lose out bv Just a few thousand.
although acme of he sponsors of
tho Second
the treaty were talking privately
ItEMKMHFK,
to be
of the good fellowship
vote Period voto offer ends at
10 o'clock tonight, and thqt
brought between the nations by
the treaty, he could not arrive at
tho campaign ends for good

For' gifts within the household,

think of electrical appliances.
They meet every requirement of
useful beautiful gifts and in addition, there is an atmosphere of
good' taste and lukuVy about giving them. There is something
Christmassy about their ebony
and polished nickleV And they are
Permanent, for, a generation at
least. As most appliances are used
every day, they are constant reminders of the giver.

Electrical appliances cost as little
as they can cost at Raabe &
Mauger's. And they, like everything else in our store, are fully
guaranteed. Among the appliances most purchased for gifts,
are:
.

Percolators
Coffee Machine.

Toasters

.

$12.00
.$19.50
.$ 7.50

Curling Iron with

Comb

6.75
$10.75
$

Electric Bed Pad .
Electric Grills
Irons
'Electric
6-l- b.

any such conclusion. "This longing
for good fellowship is very good as
oratorical extravaganza," he added,
"but this silly longing for a foreign stepmother makes me sick."
As Senator Reed concluded his
address, started yesterday, Senator
Norris, republican, Nebraska, introduced a resolution urging the
president to invite representatives
of foreign governments to ths international dairy congress in the
United States In 1923. Mr. Reed
was on his feet in an Instant and
queried:
"Can the senator guarantee that
there will be no treaties evolved by
that meeting? I am getting so I
am afraid of all of them."

four-pow-

Electrical Appliances
FMe Popular Gifts

Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric

Abdul Medjld Effendl.
This is a new portrait of Abdul
Medjid Effendi, crown prince of
Turkey and the man who probably
will ascend the Turkish throne on
the death of Mehmed VI, present
ruler. Should the crown prince
succeed Mehmed VI it will be more
as a regent to rule, for the present
sultan's son, Prince Ertogrul Ef
fendi, is now nine years old.

$11.50
6.75

.......$

QUESTION OF SPECIAL
- SESSION IS POPULAR
T0PICJN SANTA FE
(Continued from Page One.)

tuted.

judge announced that the full powers of his court would be used as
necessary, even to the convening of
a grand jury in case that became
Imperative, in" orccr that the
state's right might be fully protected.
Both the state treasurer and the
land commisHlonor gave out detailed statements today showing the
amounts of mcney on hand and the
banks in which It was deposited.
The state treasurer had on hand
The land commis$3,207,874.08.
divided
sioner had $203,407.82,
banks. Investigaamong fltty-on- e
on
October 6 the
tion showed that
land commissioner had paid to the
9
state treasurer the sum of
and that on November 1 he
paid over an additional $4iS,254.76.
These figures reveal the fact that
prii r to October 6 tho land com- mls:iioner naa on nana jbso.ji i.oo.
'The Journal was accused of ex
travagance In its statements when
It expressed the belief that the
amount was between $450,000 and
This money earned the
$625,000.
state no interest.
The chanafe in the atmosphere
around the
building is remarkable information is available
If any one doubts
upon request.
that the world "do move" ha should
while
be here a
and feel the
chance. The Journal Is clven gen- jeral credit for bringing about this
change.
The governor has not decided on
the question of a special session of,
the legislature. He doubts whether
public opinion demands it. With
practically everyone admitting that
there is a rotten mess which needs
a legislative inquiry, tiio govornor
Is unconvinced as yet. The law re-- !
quires surety bonus for all state de-- !
posits with, not more than SO per
!cent of tne fce of the bond de
posited in any accountr xne
breach is made a felony. The state
treasurer ' had $36ii,0UU in a bank
with a $110,000 surety bond. The
treasurer ci"n be removed only by
Impeachment by the legislature,
fubiic opinion is l'avoraole to a
legimativu session. It should make
itself felt with the governor.
Kverybouy admits inut the state's
system of accounting is a farce.
Tne governor sougnt very commendable cuanges in the ladt legislature but tailed to get his bill
passed. The very gentlemen now
under fire were largely instrumental in its defeat. Now th'ey
would be without influence. With
the legislature lrl session for the
one purpose of changing the accounting and auditing system of the
state, pubiio opinion would force
the enactment of a suitable law.
Governor Mechom seems to lack
assurance that a ' hill now would
fare better than his bill did last
winter. In the shuffle of a thou
sand bills, it was easy to lose this
tne. It would proDumy nappen
again next winter. With nothing
else before It and with the eyes of
the state upon it, the legislature
could not fail to act now.
session would cost
A special
about $5,000 a week. Three weeks
should suffice to Investigate and
legislate. It would be the most
profitable $15,000 the state has ever
spent.
Democrat c leaders or me type
who put politics first, do not want
a special session. They want the
republicans to go into the next cam
paign bearing the sins of tneir
If Governor Mechem fails
to call a speolal session, his refusal to do so will be pointed to by
by these same gentlemen in the
campaign next fall as evidence that
refused to clean
the republicans
their own house.
$286,-685.8-

'

Out of the tangle the only national attitude to be clearly enunciated was that of the British.
They said frankly they could not
approve of the French plan, since
it would give to France by 1935
a great preponderance of new',
first class ships over every nation
in the world. It France built, they
said. Great Britain must build,
.
too.
Italy was also represented as dis
approving the French plan, but as
that she, must keep
insisting
abreast of France in any rear
rangement of naval strength.
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lack were arrested here by John
S. Boaven and J. D. Hannah, prohibition agents from Albuquerque,
on' charges of violation of the naIn tho
tional prohibitory law.
woman's home the officers found
two barrels containing
mash,
which she said she used as a cure
for rheumatism, externally applied.
The woman told the officers that
a still found in the house belonged
to Andres Pollack, janitor for the
Pollack was
Normal university.
arrested, but denied having had
do
to
with
the violation
anything
of the liquor laws.
The' officers found Indications
In several places that a still had
been in operation, but were unable
to find the still. They believe that
a gang is operating with a portable outfit which Is moved often to
avoid capture. One" of the places
that indications showed had bren
used for a still was an irrigation
tunnelv several miles east of the

--
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FOR SALE

C. H. CARNES

HtiTpn

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

iDl Tilt AMocinieS Trail.)
Dec. 16. AnAriz.,
Tucson,
nouncement was. made today by J.
F, McKale, coach of the Wnlverslty
of Arizona football team, that the
squad of thirty Wildcats will leave
Tucson, no earlier than Friday,
23 for the
game in San
Diego against Centre college the
following Monday.The entire squad
is working until dusk dally and. the
heavy schedule of training has been city.
followed.since the
Pollack and Mrs. Miera were
of the training table the first part
Next week will be placed under bond to appear for n
of the week.
devoted to light workouts and skull sloner W. Q.
Ogle.
practices during which time several
new methods of defense will be perfected. The team is already in excellent shape and the last week of
uractice will be used merely to put
the players on edge for the grid
classic.

J

I nan I re
O C R N A I

OFFICII

Pfeaae

Assistant Coach Pierce, Indiana,
handles the line from tackle to

who

tackle, is devoting especial attention to his men and, has perfected
a new defense that is expected to
stop the hard hitting Colonel back
men
With two
field.
on the ends it is expected that little trouble will be found at the
wings, even taking into consideration the greatness of Red Roberts,
,
end.
The Wildcat squad Is in excellent
physical condition, only one man
being out of the daily scrimmage
nnd it is expected that every regular, with this one exception, will be
ready to step onto the field against
tho Kentucky Colonels.
Especial
attention is being paid by the local
mentors to the overhead attack thai
has been one of the most formidable weapons of the Wildcat scoring machine during the past season,
and which has constituted a serious
threat in every game played. The
aerial attack of the Wildcats is
famous in southwestern circles but
docs not constitute the whole offensive play of the Wildcats as they
have a trible threat that is a serious

The San Diego game has made
imperative the purchase of entire
new equipment for the team as well
as the reopening of the training
table and other heavy expenses.
While light training had been ordered pending the outcome of negotiations with the San Diego authorities prior to the signing of the
game, the training table had been
discontinued but is again open and
will be kept until the team leaves
for

the

coast.

Interest in the game Is growing
keener daily and several former
grid stars of the university have returned to aid if possible itr1 preparing the Wildcats for the clash with
A special train will acCentre.
company the team and a large Arizona delegation is certain to be
.
present when the game starts.

and

yet more workers was tho constant
effort during the day. "Give us
the workers and we'll get this
thing across while they're saying
we can't," said Marcus Sawtelle at
the noonday luncheon which has
become a part of the regular dally
program. An Invitation was extended by the committee to the
business men of the city to attend
these noonday meetings whether
they could give any of their time
during the day or not. The presence of all who can attend lendi
courage to those who are doing the
job for the town, it is claimed, and
no one Is asked to subscribe at
these luncheons. The luncheon today will be given at Bracy's cafeteria and it Is hoped by the management that the place will be

When raw
t

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a subscriber, so they will reach us by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock up to clos-- p
ing time is the congested period and you may
not be able to reach the Want Ad Department
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.
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Baker's
Cocoa

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66.

It imparts a cheering
warmth, valu-

able nutrition
and has a most

ALL

delicious flaodorof a steaming cup is ap- If.
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Amorlated Prei.
City, Utah, Dec. 16.

$11.25

AZTEC FUEL COiPAKY

attractive. 1 1 is absolutely pure and of high grade.

L J.

Phone 251

MILLER, Pres.

1

MADE ONLY BY

WALTER BAKER & CO., LTD.
Established 1780
MASSACHUSETTS
BosMai of Choica P.acipca tent fraa

GLASS, PAINT. '
CEMENT. PLASTER,
LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER

DORCHESTER,

ALBUQUERQUE

423 NOKTII KIBST 8TKKKT.
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(Br
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PRICES

COAL

$1.25 PER TON.
FANCY EGQ

vor. The very

DEFEATS HER BR0THFR
'

IF YOU CAN.

BY NOON TODAY

one.

REAL
ALBUQUERQUE
Ijllss Steen Scorupi a hteh school
ESTATE MEN PLEDGE
teacher, who recently defeated her
brother, P. C. Scorup, for the post
AID
of Sallna, Utah, declared
T0H0JEL DRIVE ofshemayor
intends to advocate good roads
and an improved water system. '
Continued from Page One.)
Miss Scorup said she did not
fesslons would save time and ex- want to win the election but her
is glad he lost and was
brother
pense.
In closing, he urged that In deal- the first to congratulate the new
of the city government.
ing with real estate problems, no head
' I did nothing whatever to brlnir
one could use too much care.
success for my race for th?
about
he
"Settle the disputes now,"
I
Miss Scorup said.
urged, "because if the real estate mayoralty?'
campaigned for my brother."
disputes are not settled at the next even
sale of the land, they will have to In spite of this the brother was
be settled later and probably at defeated by fourteen votes.
born at Sallna
greater expense and inconveni- andMiss Scorup was
has taught school there for fifence."
That headway Is being made in teen years. She said she always
the big campaign for more and In considered It a citizen's duty to
creased subscriptions became more accept nomination for pubiio office
evident In the results shown by the and decided to accept the nominafew workers who reported yester- tion because she thought it was
duty to do so and also because
day, but who remained faithful at her
the tasK all day. Subscriptions she felt her acceptance would at
to
ranging from $100 to $500 brought least add variety and novelty
,
the, total in the new drive past tho life of the town.
the $25,000 mark.
PFTTA KATjmoW 3.XZZ OK- By t o'clock another even thouTONIGHT OOIXKGn
sand. had poured In and when the CHKSTItA.
last committee had turned in its INN EATS SWEETS
report for the day the chairman
was able to go before the real
estate meeting with a total of
$28,200.

fspfjisjfi Itr

(Sntdnl Crreipondrnc to Ths Jonmal )
Ias Vegas, N. M., Dej. 16. Mrs.
Quietera Miera and Andres Pol-

,

Thirty Wildcats
Tucson About Next

Salt Lako

Inc.

New Mexico Steel Co.
una
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Boilermakers
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TWO STORES
In Albuquerque
105 N. First St."
Mi,. A

wi4

N. Third

325

SHOP FOR. THE CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAYS NOW
With the, approach of the Christmas Season
we are expending every effort to afford you
the best possible selections in all kinds of food
at lower prices than usual.
products,-an-

A Chain of
675 Stores

Our Buying
Power Is
Unequaled

TUBERCULOSIS

Or.
proof

Qlaw
posuivt,
bm it ibli tar' curl
by inhttlstlia
id injr cllmiti.
For further Informatloa

..

RONES

tubareulosls

APPLES

AND

f

iddreaa THE T F. QLARf
INHALANT CO., MASON
BtllLOINO, LOS ANG ISLES CALIFORNIA.

King's Dehydrated Prunes, a
pkg. equals 3 lbs. of fresh
26c
prunes, per lb
King's Dehydrated apples,
equal to 10 lbs. of fresh apples,
26c
per lb
b.

b.

PEARL STRINGS
$5.00 to $50.00
'
MINDLIN'S
"What

We Say

In original factory packages.
49c
Figs,
pkg..'.....
2
lbs
,49c
Peaches,
2-l- b.

Apples, 2 lbs.
Pears, 2 lbs..

TOTAL

DISARMAMENT
SENTIMENT GROWING

COCOA

Hersheys Cocoa,

1--

5

lb...... 9c

lb.. ...... .19c
Hersheys Cocoa,
Walter Baker's V lb
...27c
1
lb
Walter Baker's
.53c

BRIED' FRUITS

It Is, It Is"

tnrongea.

...

t . .

.'. 59c
.59c.

Dunham's Shredded,
Dunham's Shredded, VHb...25c
. . .47c
Dunham's Shredded,
11c
Bakers, J4-l- b
.22c
lb..
Bakers,
43c
Bakers,
l-l-

b.

....a...

--

b.

,

(Vj Ths AmnelatrA Tress.)
Washington, Dec. 1 (by the As
soclated Press.) Analyzing petl
tlons and resolutions received from
all parts of the country, the Amer
lean advisory committee to the
arms conference announced today,
snowed a growing sentiment In fa
vor of limitation of armament and
of open sessions.
The committee estimated
that
communications voiced tho
ntl
ments of more than twelve million
people.
A total of 1,066,000 Individuals
expressed themselves as favoring
some form of an association of
'nations, tne statement said, and
5,180 favored the abolishment
of
IfpjidnchcN From Sllltht Colds.
the submarine. ,
Tjnatlva HROMO QUININE Tab
lets relieve the Headache by cur
ing the Cold. A tonlo laxative ana EXTRADITION PAPERS
genuine bears
gernvdestroyer.of The
FOR BERG ARE MAILED
E. W. Grove,. (Be
the eignatufe
uc
sure you get BROMU.)
ttlj The Aninrlufttl PimO
Austin. Tex., Dec. 16. Governor
TKfc'jfov of Uvins.
No one can reasonably expect to Nehf announced today he had been
get much pleasure out of life when notified that extradition papers for
his bowela are constantly cunsu-pate- Mont Berg, Loyalton, Calif., bank
er, under detention at Terrell, Tex,
A few doses of Chamberlain's Tablet will move the bowels, had been mailed to him and prob
He
strengthen, the digestion and give ably would arrive tomorrow.
the real did not Indicate what action he
vou a chance to realize
-;,
take.
.
;4 ;
,:
might
living.
';

f,IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT"
First rc( Cepper Phone 74

ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF PROHIBITORY LAW

PRACTICIMG FOR

(Continued from Page One)
sibns were making unexpected
progress.
VmnpA furnlnhed the latest com- f plication In the naval problem, anl
although aetans oi ner, aimuuc
were carefully concealed, she was
represented aa desirous of launching a capital ship building program
on a scale that would scrap the
whole ship scrapping plan agreed
on by the United States, Great Britain and Japan.
In the Far Eastern conversations, the question of Japanese
v
withdrawal from the
railroad In Shantung, which twenty-four
hours ago seemed to havo
reached a stage of considerable delicacy, was brought suddenly to the
point of a tentative agreement between the Japanese and Chinese
delegates.
Other Issues of the arms conference remained at a standstill, although In the senate the attack on
the four power treaty was renewed
Misby Senator Reed, democrat,
souri and administration spokesmen took notice of the debate lona
enough to say they did not regard
the treaty as obligating the United
States to take military action.
In the new naval committee o(
fifteen the British formally presented their request for abolition
of the submarine, but abolition was
deferred and it was Indicated that
the point would not be pressed
with any hope of success. The request was all ,but lost sight of in
the stir created by presentation of
the views of France.
with
What actually
happened
respect to the French proposal was
screened behind the interdiction
of secrecy that surrounds the meetings of the committee of fifteen
a secrecy which was agreed upon
today by the committee itself. An
official spokesman of the British
delegation, however, made bold to
say that the French had presented
a building program that wouli
give them ten 85,000 ton
during the ten years
subsequent to 1926 and that Great
Britain, the United States and Japan all had objected.
Developments that followed this
disclosure gave evidence of a brewing storm over the question of se- ,
crecy for sessions of tho commit-tee. The French declined to comment, saying that "under the discipline of the state department,"
they were pledged to keep quiet.
An official American spokesman
followed the same course, saying
that the situation was that thu
committee met at 11 o'clock ani
adjourned at twenty minutes to 2
to meet again tomorrow.
Both the French and Americans
expressed surprise that anyone
had ventured to reveal what transpired behind the closed doors of
the committee room, and thero
were hints among the French that
an investigation should be insti-

Sae TnMfcxa 1MTS 01 1HW03

2 ARE ARRESTED FOR

FRANCE UPSETS FLEET
REDUCTION PLANS; TO
BUILD 10BATTLESHIPS

MAY ASCEND TO

BIGGEST AND BEST VOTE

Give

"

:

Trat

CRANBERRIES

15 D7 nicrrle Bnle.
atock of high-irrad- a

vor ahnwn
prlcea.

Blerelca
la Albuquerque, at raduoad

DROAH BICYCIJ5
TRADING
fiO South Second Street.

CO- -.

ROLLED OATS

A fresh shipment, of the finest

Per pound.
Skill and larnlnar are In demand
Awkwardness and ignorance com.
mand nothing in the way of

coat

5-l- b.

'

the market affords.

School
This
ha
SKILLFUL
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED,
TEACHERS.
The couraea are
thorough, modern and omDlete
Our students are In demand and
are 'being placed aa fast aa they
complete our couraea.
ARRANGE' FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't

sacks 29c
Pawnee Brand, in
National Oats, family size
29c
package, each.

....

... ....... ,27c

POP CORII

we have

White Pop Corn. The kind that
pops.

Per lb..

.7c

everything tffctf you
will need for Christmas baking

and at prices that will please
you.

'

much.

d.

for Christmas
il

V

vVlnd Shield Glass-Lumbt, C. BAIJIKL. ;k LUMBER
er

Ill

rJotilb Flrat Btreat.

CO.
1'hone 401

Prices Quoted By Us Are Good Until the

Market

Changes.

rr

I
4

December 17, 1921.

CHILE

E

ARREST4W0

ACTIVITIES

SAINT

PACKING

SAEN5, FRENCH

MINTSTR1KE

IN

COMPOSER.

PLAN TS

HIT BY STRIKE,

DEAD

SAY

CLARA

II

N'S

COUSIN SHOOTS
AN AUTO DEALER

JfllSTS

El Paso, where,
they told their
friends after their return here, they
were married.
Early last summer the couple
separated, Miss Kmith resuming her
duties as a nurse.
Last November Christensen and
Mis Rooney motored to Phoenix
and Mias Smith requested tho police in the capital city to arrest the
couple. The couple were found at
a Phoenix hotel where they had
registered ns "Mr. and Mrs. Christensen."
At police headquarters
Christensen announced thst ho and
Miss Rooney had been married.
Investigation proved his story correct and the couple were released.
When the couple returned to this
city the following day. Miss Smith
demanded nn explanation of the El
Paso' ceremony and was informed,
she said, that it hnd been a mock
Then Christensen was
wedding.
arrested, charged with having violated tho Mann act ns a result of
his relations with Miss Smith, but
when the case came up before J.
F. Hechtman, United States commissioner here, Miss Smith failed to
appear ns the complaining witness
and the case was dismissed.
Miss Smith had been married In
EJ Pa: four years ago but she did
At
liive with her husband and was
ri
grpntc a divorce hero in 1919.
Christensen was well known In
the mining ramps of the west
where he hnd been employed for
rears ns r mechanic and engineer.
He also had been employed by a
large mining company in Alnska.
In 1918 he opened a garage here
and was engaged In the automatic bupine?:? nt the tlne of his
!
death.
.

Are Held Under Charges of

Unlawful Assemblage;
Kansas National Guardsmen Patrol Coal Fields.
(By The

Ai.1imS Prrn.)

Algiers,1 'Africa, Dec. 16 (by the
Associated Press). Camille Saint
Sacns, French composer, died here
suddenly this morning.

Spokesmen for the Packers,
However, Claim Plants
Are Operating Normally;
No Disorders Occur.

Of Camille
the famous Wagner sa'rt some forty yeans
ago: ."Ho is the greatest living
French composer."
He was the
man of whom Liszt also once said:
s
"I and
are the only
two men loft in Europe who know
how to Tlnv the piano." Paint
Knens was everywhere acknowiedg-- !
ed as one of the greatest musicians,
of his time and his career over-ian- d
three generations of music
Saint-Paen-

s,

(It; The Amni iutril Prrm.)
16.
Kans., Dec.
Pittsburg,
Chicago, Dec. 16. While spokes' Four women said to have pnrticl-- men for the packers contended that
pated fn demonstrations In which
their plants are operating normalunion miners were
driven from work early this week,
ly despite the strike of packing
were arrested tonight and are in
plant workers, representatives of
the city jail here. The women are
the Amalgamated
Meat Cutters
held under charges of unlawful
Butcher Workmen tonight
counthe
assemblage, prepared by
a statement detailing a. trip
e,led
ty attorney here, C. A. Burnett. l,
.ra,
'
through the yards district by in- The women nre: Mrs. Mary
Making his premier public ap-- , Vest!gators for the union,
45 years old, wife of a miner: pearance ns a pianist in Taris two
..0n the whole mtle activity was
Mrs. Mary Skubltz, 32 years old, years before the French revolution vifjjb(li..
the
paid. "No
wife of a former deputy sheriff of of '48 he lived to experience thewa)ron waR pp,,,,report
hauling fresh
Crawford county; Mrs. Mario Ma- - tragedies- of the great European 1T,e!,ts.
carried
met
Every wagon
mother of two children; war into whic h his country was storage meat
, loney,
and carta which, are
' Mrs. Fannie Wimler, widow of a Plunged in 1914, and though then
sed t0 carry away refuse from the
SO he was still in possession of such
miner.
slaughtering floors were all un- ;
Sheriff Milt Gould of Crawford vigorous energy mat ne unuertooic hitched and spic and soan, indicnt- county explained that while the a mission across tno seas as me- mg they are being put to little use."
which 'they are French governments representaoffense with
Many of the workmen employed
c exposl-- l sInce
charged is bailable, the clerk of tvo at the Panama-Pacl- f
the strike nre quitting, the
the district, court had closed his tion in Fan Francisco in 1015. and rpport wys an(1 charKPg
that old
women were also to deliver a series of lectures, men who had been pensioned off
' oftlce before the
In
as
to
the
America
"first delegate
brought to Pittsburg and it would
arn belnfr ol.a0red back to work,
commission
therefore be Impossible for the the
No disorders were reported In
prisoners to get bonds before for the development of political, tho Ktock vards district here today,
economft, literary and artistic
morning.
at Omaha several persons were
The women were arretted at lam1ns'
arrested when strik. sympathizers
the great com-- ! attempted to stop a street car
their homes. Mrs. Rattorl and The early life of "wonder-child.was that of a
"
j Mrs, Skubitz are residents of Rln-- i
rylns WOrkers to the plants. The
go, Mrs. Maloney's home Is in Rid- -' Porn October 3, 1 835. in Paris, It -- endurance test" in other packing
is
Frank-was
In
said
of
out
;
his centers was marked by no unusual
he
ley and Mrs Wimlor lives
hardly
nurse's arms before he developed ni..,.n.sirii
lin.
in sounds.
O. M. Land, deputy sheriff, ar-- ', a passionate Interest
rested the women and there was "My greatest pleasite," ho said in
has
Apart trom riding, which Prinno demonstration. By direction of his own account, "was the symph- first
place in her affections.
R.' J. Hopkins, attorney general, ony of the kettle on the hob."
loves dancing.
I
At two and n. half voara he nlnv- - cess Mary dearly
visitors have not been permitted
many royal ladies, she Is
since they were d the piano: he played with taste Unlike
, to see the women
to
handle a gun, for,
find skill at five.' He studied under never likely
lodged in the city Jail.
of her high spirit, she is
in
One man, Nobe Cross, of RIngo, Benolst and Halovy, devotinj him- too spite
tender-hearte- d
for shooting.
, was arrested
late . today. He is self to piano, organ and theory to As a child she suffered not a little
charged with assault and battery, such purpose that ho became a from the same
the county attorney's office said. prize winner in the" Conservatoire. for her young brothers were by no
His first symphony was written means averse from making Mary
,
Kansas national guardsmen sent
here to assist in preserving order, and performed, when he was 17 cry over some threatened
danger
tonight continued to patrol the with success by the Societe del to a pet or doll.
Salnte Ceciile. He became organist
coal fields.
The advisability of asklnjr for of the Church of Rt. Merri !n 1S53,
Dr. Hoashoo, a graduate of the
an additional battalion of troops and organist of the Madeleine In
the first
also 'University of Edinburgh. Is t0
was under discussion for some time 1858. He did some
begl"
P.!.lcian
this afternoon, but it was decided iiL imn time, but gave most of his Ch'""0
no additional men were needed at Hmo to
l,lnv.fl nreunnttn nf Practice InHongkong.
'
His facility In. that!
this time.
composing.
3X7,7, OJI- direction was the basis of many
stories. Them are few erasures on C1IK8TRA. TOMGHT. COLLKG1.
DAXC- his manuscripts.
He put ideas INV EATS SWEETS
down rapidly on paper, chatting IXG.
sometimes the while and he need.
ed no ptnno 1o assist him. Ho
wrote his opera,
without having an instrument In
UP
reach.
Aa a student of the music of
tbor masters, he was probably
without a rival. Yet one of the
s
nnd h's
peculiarities of
ON FACE
work it is said to bo a .distinction
which he alone of recent
posers of consequence possessed
(By The AMoclnlrt
wa8 h, roTnplcte independence of
Festered and Scaled Over. Face
16
AsDec.
(by the
Washington,
Richard Wagner. Ho a'one, in the
soclated Press). The proposal of opinion of most authorities, would
Disfigured. Cuticura Heals.
the French arms conference dele- - have been what he has been if
. Ration for increase of the French
"My face was almost covered with
sgnerj hiwi never existed. And
navy by ten capital ships to make et he helped France to nnderst!
plmplsa which festered and scaled
over. They Itched and burned so
good the deficiency caused by the Wagner. As he himself said: "I
suspension of France's naval con- admire the works of Richard Wagthat I could hardly stand them, and
struction during the war would not ner profoundly in 'spite of their my face was so disfigured I was
necessarily affect the ratio agreed eccentricities.
They are superior
unable to
anywhere. I lost so
upon between the three principal and powerful, which suffices mc. much sleepgo
that I was Rbouf crazy.
powers, in the opinion of British But I have never belonged, I do not
"The trouble lasted two months.
experts. .
belong, and I shall never belong
I started using Cuticura Soap and
A high British authority today to the Wagnerian religion."
Ointment and after I had used two
M.
declared that the allowance of
most celebrated
such a claim would, however make musical compositions nre, with tho cakes of Cuticura Soap and two
boxes of Cuticura Ointment for three
"Leo
It absolutely necessary for the date of their publications:
United States, Great Britain and Noces de Promethee." 18G7; "La weeks I was completely healed."
Prlncesse Jaune," 1 872; "Le Timbre
(Signed) Miss Dorothy Danielson.
agree- d'Argent,"
877; "Samson et
spective ratios In the
Jackson, Calif.
,
1877: "Etlenne Men-el,1879;
ment, to Increase greatly tho num-Cuticura Soap dally, with Cuticura
Ma"Rouet d'Omphale," "Danso
her of their capital ships,
Ointment
occasionally, prevents
Great Britain, it was said, had a cabre,"
".Teunesse
f
d'Hercule,"
I
They are
certain number of ships which bear Symphonies en mi, en la. et en ut. pimples or other eruptions.
to
a
pleasure use, ss is also Cuticura
a certain relation to the number of "Henry VIII," 188,1; "Ascanio,"
Talcum for perfuming the skin.
1890:
ships of other powers and If
"Phryne." 1 893; "Chneurs
AMrw"0tlmntak-rfcWrtM- ,
bT
S.iarl lu
power outside the three prin- d'Antigone." 893; ".Tnvotte." 1890:
Dept. H, UWtt 48, Hw " Sold tvtry
to build up to "Dejanlre," 1898; "Les Barbares,"
cipal powers ofwere
ivhprp. 3op2&c Ointment 26 and Me. Talauntte.
either one of these 1901; "Parysatis," 1902; "Helene."
MrCuticur Sop hT without mu.
;the strength
powers, manifestly the three powers 1903; "L'Ancetre," 190B, and many
would have to reconsider the dec- concerto."", sonatas and quintettes.
More than ten pages of small
ision as to the number of ships al4
print are necessary to catalogue all ELGIX, WALTHAM, HOWARD,
ready reached.
was
also
This spokesman
of the of his musical compositions.
In
ILLIN'OIS, nASITLTON
; opinion that if any power outside addition he had over a half cen$10 TO $175.
' of the
agreement began to build tury of continual travel, performing
tnavat vessels to a large extent, it his own works, conducting and
might become necessary for par- helping to produce others, and
ities to the agreement to meet again giving piano and organ concerts all
"What We Say It Is, It Is;"
over Europe and the United States.
?and reopen the matter.
',,
The British speaker said that
of
consideration of the question
submarines rested with the United
States government, more than with
;the Invited powers.
Salnt-Saon-

non-striki-

Bat-tor-

-

;

'

,;

'

franco-America-

;

n

J

ut

car-pos- er

j

:

:

(By The Amoclnttd Frew.)
Globe, Ariz., Dec. 16. Miss Alma

Smith, a c'ousin of Clara Smith
Hamon, who shot and killed Jako
Hnmen at Ardmore, Okla., Rhot and
fatally wounded H. L. Christensen,
a local automobile dealer, today,
according to Miss Smith's statement to Undersheriff Gns Williams,
Tr.5 K. D. Kennedy and Dr. C. C.
Gunter. Her statement was made
in the hospital to which she was
taken seriously wounded, following
the shooting of Christensen,
Christensen dieVl an hour" after
he was shot.
!UIrs
Smith was
wounded at the saile time Christen
sen was shot.
The shooting occurred in a room
In a local hotel occupied by Miss
Smith early today.
Immediately after the shooting
Pill Thornhill, a cowboy, was arrested and taken before the county
attorney by Sheriff To! TCinsey, who
had heard that ThofVihill hnd been
in Miss Smith's retfm Inst before
the shooting.
Thor'nhill told the
ooHintv attorney he hnd not been in
Miss Smith's room for a dnv. Miss
Smith later told the nndersherlff
end two doctors that ThornhH wis
In her room
before tho sbnofJnT
hut not afterwards.
Thornhill was
held to awn it action at the coroner's innuest tomorrow morning.
Tbn killing of Christensen, ac- I
cording to a statement bv Sheriff
TInsev, crew out of the Ultlnrr of
the Smith woman bv Chrlstenien
last November when be was married in Phoeniv to Miss Florence
M. Ttoenev, of San
j
Cilff.
Chrlstensen's first wlf" obtained
1 divorce and the custody of their
wo children about two roirs ago
out n vear anro Christensen and
"Iss Smith, wo was employed a"
n nurse at
dta rountv hospital
here, went to Tucson and later to
:,

r

IF THE GIFT

Tl

Paint-Paen-

PIMPLES

,Sa.int-Faen-

s'

.

1

,"

"

er
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1

M

;

!
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'BOILERMAKERS ELECT
OFFICERS FOR 1922
t

Local No. 76 of the International
Brotherhood of Boilermakers and
Iron Ship Builders and Helpers of
America met last night at Labor
;Temple and elected officers for the
year 1922, as follows:
President,
Joseph Pisarz; vice
president, M. P. Trossello; treas-L.
urer, Sarafin Perea; inspector,Arri-gettMoya; Inside guard, Camillo
recording secretary, P. C.
i

'.

Pay cash and buy for less

Padilla; financial and corresponAbel Gutierrez;
ding secretary,
trustees, James Stewart and Joseph
James
committee,
shop
Plcarz;
Stewart, M. P. Trossello, Lewis
Landon.
ilhidziak and Noble

Boss

48-lb- s.

.........

Boss
.$1.20
Diamond M....$2.00
Diamond M..,". .$1.05
Wolf Premium. .$2.00
Small Sacks Meals
35c
Oranarn Flour... 52c
s.

48-lb- s.

Mrs. Mary Nichols, the newly-electe- d
city commissioner of Birmingham, Ala., is the first woman
to hold - such a posisouth
the
in

Fancy Figs, in

Sun Maid Raisins.
Seedless, pkg....
Seeded, pkg
Dromedary Dates, pkg..
Cranberries,
lb..,.

s.

4S,-lb-s.

f

$2.23

.f

......

Sack, Flour

tion.

."

,

package

of

Britt's Powdered Ammonia
and receive one free.
.Name

i

n

......

20c

NUTS
BUY

YOUR

CHRISTMAS

Some of the best on the
market. No. 1 soft shell
... 850
Walnuts, lb...
Almonds, to, .
Pecans, lb, . , .
Brazils, H. . .

Filberts,

lb.

GIFTS

10-lb- s.

At the Big Sale.

Let;

nothing keep you, away:

It's without a doubt
greatest

Christmas
f

....
,

...

80C

25c
25c

2,C
25c
40c

Black Walnuts,
Chestnuts,: lb.
36c
Silverleaf . Lard.
84c
Silverleaf Lard.
$1.30
Snowdrift
Silverleaf Lard.. $1.00
'

th6

...$1.00

...

SUGAR
SUGAR .

lfl-lb- s.

100-lb- s

.

You may choose from
hundreds of Conklin,
Sheaffer and Waterman fountain pens and
Evershavp Pencils, ina1
cluding
sizes,
1

mounted in plain
cases or in silver or

......

1

II

i

. .,

Pistols.

gold.

......

.v.

... .'.

Air Guns.
$2.50 value Box Paper, only

Prices range from

$1 to $1
H.
Green Stamps
S. &

206 West Central

1

....

-

POTATOES
POTATOES

ll-lb- s.
100-lb-

s.

...
....

16 BARS P. & O. SOAP $1.00
10 BARS SODATE SOAP $1.0C

Paul's
lS-o- z.
13-o- z.

Delicious
Jams
Assorted flavors.. 40c
14c
Johnson Jam

.?

....

Butter, per lb. . .
Guaranteed Eggs, dos.
Fresh Eggs. dos.

....

Comb Honey

Baby sets
Knife and fork sets
Tea, dessert and
table spoons
Gravy ladle '
Salad forks
Berry spoons
Stainless steak
knives

SELF-SERVIN-

m

Sale

ever

STORES

ALBUQUERQUE
Incorporated
.
'V...'
No Mall Orders Taken.
'
Phone IS8
Comer Broadway and Central.
CO.,

1

DREYFUSSfiCO.
North First

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

speeial

$30,

4 8
COATS

zs5:.

mm

We

have

a beautiful

Bilk

Dresses

assortment

of
t)

at

Ladies'
8t.0P

1 t.tJ O

Also a nice line of Lae
dies', Men's and
dren's Shoes at reason-speciable prices.
Chll-Valu-

IJIare
Opposite T. M.

A.

C.

GULLS

GROCERY

II

G

Always uo uetter

At

$1

All Sunshine Sweet Crackers and Soda Crackers,
C
regularly selling at 8c, will be sold

tP 1

A

ff

.00

Fancy Plum Pudding, Date Pudding, and
Fig Pudding, large size
Fancy Plum Pudding, Date Pudding, and
Fig Pudding, small size

.Things Electrical

42c-

c

Maraschino Cherries, small size
17c
Maraschino Cherries, medium size
33c
ezis s3jb 'saujaqo otiupsi3.reTr
ojjg
Del Monte Brand of Pumpkin, No. 2Va can. . . .lcc
.17c
Fort Pumpkin, No. 2 can. ."
22 He
Fort Pumpkin, No. 24 can
. .7Sc
Fort Apples, each gallon. . ......... . .

Electric percolators
Electric toasters
Electric curling
iron
Electric coffee urn
Electric irons

APPLES!
APPLES
Buy Them by the Box
APPLES! APPLES! Buy them
by the box. Fancy Jonathans . . .
1

'!

Pyrex ware

.

.

:....$2.80
S3.10

is'!

Because It's "Rich and
We Sell

Extra Special, Community Silver Tea Spoons,
Par Plate, $1.23, Set of Six

CHOCOLATE
Sell

J. CCOREER & CO.

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.
212 to 228 North Second.
Phone 878.

GROCETEiM

This will include
Sodas, Yum Yums,
Vanity Wafers, and many others.
All Sweet and Soda Crackers regularly selling at ISc
will be sold this
1
J.1L
Saturday only for
This includes Vanilla Wafers, Delito Sandwiches,
Clover Leaf, Perfettos, Scotties, Fig Bars, Graham
Crackers and many others.
All Soda and Sweet Crackers, regularly sellmrr at
"! Q
25c, will be sold this
JLO
Saturday only for............
3?c
Fancy English Walnuts, lb
2"c
Fancy Almonds, lb
23c
Brazil Nuts, lb
Mixed Nuts (without peanuts) lb.
32c
'
32c
Pecans, lb
23c
Cranberries, lb
9"
Raisins, fancy clusters, pkg.
.3Cc
Figs, Blue Ribbon packages, per lb
22c
Raisins, Seedless, per pkg
21c
Raisins, Seeded, per pkg
We Carry All Kinds of Fancy Box Candy
As Well as Christmas Mixed.

$1.00
75c to $1.00
5c to 15c

25c

Broadway Central Grocery

COATS

I,AI)IES'

Plush Coats, value

ST0I1E

First.

Tak-Hom--

5c

Our Meat Market Offers You tlio Same 'Opportunity to Save.

rQ
l5J.t0

this Saturday only for

15

43c
60c

Fancy Sunkist Oranges," Per Dozen. . 30c

SIUC SHIRTS
Value $10.00, Qf)
special for. .

109 North First Street
Opposite the V. M. C. A.
Phone 353

321 West 'Central Avenue

Roasters

fr(y fcfb

tDj.ei V

.

IB

You

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.

'

Value $5.00.
speeial for.

Best Shopping

Albuquerque's

109 North

before

held In Albuquerque.

113

iATSOH'S

....

REMEMBER

N

Plate

$0.40
25c
$2.25

wm

V

$1.00
$1.00
.75
.50c to $1.00
85c to $1.00
$1.00
35c to $1.00
5c to $1.00
$1.00
$1.00
.15
.15
.15
,

Pianos
Holly Boxes
Books for Boys, Books for Girls,
10c to
Books for Ladies
'.

ii
We give

Cars.

Wm. Rogers &
Son Silver

...,,.$1.00

for.

EEEYB0D

Sandy Andy, for the boys
Towel Sets..
Balky Mules
Post Card Albums (50 pages)
Sleepy Dolls.
Wheel Barrows.
Cooking Sets.
Dolls
Nut Sets
Smoking Sets.
Engines.

JC
QQ
iOt

$1.B0.

mi.TS
oersnarp

''

MEX'S DRESS SHIRTS
Value $2.00.
ClQst
GL
special for

$3.l)8 and

nn

'

FOR

of Toys.

ciiOTII

MEX'S SILK TIES
Value $1.00,
special for

Ml

20c

20c
22c
27c

Ladles' georsette Waists.
r11 styles and sixes, beau- tifully embroidered; val- ues $10.00;
(J(? QQ
0
Special

forget that we
carry a bis assortment

-

JUST A FEW OF THE MANY ARTICLES INOURSTORE
THAT WILL MAKE USEFUL AND PRACTICAL GIFTS

22c

Beautiful Xmas boxes of
embroidered, flesh and
white, beautiful styles
all sizes; $8 (gq QQ
DO.iU
values, spe.,

oix,
value for your
Special
monoy;.. 48o,
QQp
Tiic and
UOs

GIVE USEFUL GIFTS

DRIED FRUITS
Fancy Prunes, lb ...... 20c
20c
Fancy Peacnes, lb
Fancy Apricots, lb ..... . 80c

FLOUR

'

Art

i
one

OOC

and

y

Don't

"

'

e;

48o

J.iO

rtvimiii'faiittwtiHiW

Save Money By Purchasing
Quality Merchandise

Xmas boxes of
Handkerchief.
Special
prices, a box, QFT

Beautiful

COUPON
Purchase

SMI!

you can't beat these prices. Call
and you will always be satisfied.

(By The Associated Frets.)

Columbia City, Ind., Dec. 16.
Fred Decker was found not guilty
tonight of the chargo of murder
placed agnlnst him in connection
with tho death of Leroy Lovett, an
Elkhart, Ind., youth. Lovett was
murdered ns part of a plot to obtain $20,000 insurance, according
to the state's contention.
Decker,
It was charged, instigated the plot.
His brother, Virgil Decker is serving a life sentence at the state
prison for the murder.

Gift .Headquarters

At Our Stcre Where You Can
get the best

iSilii

FOUND NOT GUILTY IN
CONNECTION WITH THE
DEATH OF LOVETT BOY

MINDLIN'S

;

4V

or

)

i

(By Thei AkhocItiIkI

Lexington, Ky.. Dec. 16. Kale
Noble and Tom Noble, two alleged
leaders of the attack on tho
Breathitt county jail last Saturday
morning, have been captured on
top of the mountain over the cave
in which they took refuge, accordmessage reing to a telephonic
ceived here late tonight by Jin
V. II. Mullikln from her husband,
who with his bloodhounds went
to Breathitt county from Lexington Wednesday night.
No particulars of the
capture
were related to Mrs. Mullikln by
her husband.

Date and Number of Invoice
.1
.,
This coupon, properly signed, redeemed for 13c cnsli by
136 WEST LAKE STREET
THE BRUT AMMONIA CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
(Present this coupon at any store)

there can be no
mistake in choosing

SIS

UNITED STATES

&

JAIL
CAPTURED

ON

Wholesale Grocer

DFITA-RAIXRO-

"Bro-serplne- ."

ATTACK
REPORTED

(Dealer fill In below)
Dealer's Name and Address .

7a"

TO

OF

Address

Vea-M-

LARGELY'

2 ALLEGED LEADERS

TMe-rO-

tender-heartednes- s,

LIMITING
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CREAM

C

f KB
U

jta

5?

JM
glBUS

Th Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD

if

Page Frur
-

..

TTT

01 EFFECT

EUROPE TOWARD

V

OF

MP0HT1HG SILK

the

One Expert Says the Industry Is "Seriously Men- -

, Must

Face

Greater Wrong of Armed

s

COST THE GIANTS
, 75,000 SMACKERS

WAR, SAYS EDDY
Church

Disputes

rr.)

(Bj The Aoclated
diChicago, Dec. 16. One fact
vides humanity today the great
War and it has left the world torn
asunder by three great cleavages
and facing three challenging prob-of
lems, Dr. G. Sherwood liddy,meetNew York, told the annual of
the
ing of the Federated Council
Churches of Crist In America here
''The
was
tonight. The subject
Church and International Relations."
."We are separated by national,
racial and class strife, every nation demanding
With a new and intensified nationalism and patriotism, every race
demanding its equal and rightful
of man,
place in the brotherhood economic
every class demanding
freedom and a more abundant
to
life," he said. "We must return
of a
the dominant uniting forces
remighty love. The church must
character.
assert its
Two Contending Forces.
"Two forces are contending in
the church today the centrifugal
and the centripetal, the devlslva
and uniting forces, the national
l.
The devisive
and
forces during the last nineteen
centuries have been an exclusive
nationalism and religious
Bupra-nation-

if

f Wt.

L

X

f

supra-nationa-

Jock Hutchison, left, and Jim Barnes.
Jim Barnes, holder of the American open golf chamnionshlp, and
are preparing to
Doverished by the great war, yet in Jock Hutchison, possessor of ths British open title,
exhibition tour. They
bitterness, hatred and suspicionun-Is- sjart on what is expected to be a
will cover the Pacific coast and other warm sections of the country in
again,
drifting back into war
less we can now find means to pre- a series of some 45 exhibition matcnes mat win occupy mem lor aoout
vent it. By the very terms of the three months. They will cover over 10,000 mile.
treaty, Germany is becoming the
sweatshop of the world, threatenof Eu- lzes the
on both sides, and
ing the economic situationtold
us leads to people
rope. Frank Vanderlip
less of truth and the deTO
in Europe that only a great spir- moralization of both victor and
itual revival could save the world. vanquished alike. Wo must be told
to
future
time
Now is the
prevent
an unbroken stream of enemy
war. In the light of tho mighty atrocities; every unfavorable fact
sacrifice that was made, we must about
ourselves and our allies must
RACK RAIL
resolve "that these dead shall not be silenced.
vain."
in
have died
"7. Because modern warfare, as
War a Mrnl Wrong.
conducted in the last war. Is Inhu"As I returned from Europe it man and unchristian.
was with ihe conviction that modago the church
"A.
ern war as a means of settling In faced generation
the moral issue of slavery
ternatlonal disputes is a monstrous and put an end to it. Today
we
moral wrong for the ' following must face the 'greater wrong of
Railreasons:
and find its moral equivalent
war
inevitable In
"1. Because of the
peace."
Be
Is
to
in
wholesale destruction of human
Shantung
way
life. Ten millions of the flower
Nine
Within
Returned
of the world's youth lie buried on INDIA IS PLANNING TO
fhe battlefields of Europe.
Months, Is Agreement.
PRODUCE CHEAP STEEL
". Because
of the inevitable
wholesale destruction of
(fly The Asuocluleil rreae.)
(By The Amioclnted PrM.)
Thirty millions of
Dec, 16 (by the AsWashington,
will
16.
Dec.
India
have already been
London,
Tentative agreesociated
Press.)
to
followers
soon
able
be
five
those
cheapthe
produce
camp
killed,by war
further wars, rev- est steel in the world, snys an an- ment to return the
of modern
olution, hunger, famine and dis- nouncement by two British firms
railway in Shantung to
ease.
which have undertaken to orga- China within
nine months was
"3. Because of the enormous nic the "United Steel Corporation reached today during the convermaterial loss, the 'waste and de- of India, Ltd." They propose to es- sations v between
and
struction of wealth, and tho bur- tablish, as soon as possible, work Chinese delegates. Japanese
An
den of debt left upon the nations on a large scale, near deposits of was also being approached agreement
on other
. which
d
have increased
by Iron, coal and limestone.
points concerning the mode of payIron ore of high Quality, fluxes ment,
the last war.
it was said by the Chinese,
"4. Because war mortgages the of suitable character, and excellent
It was decided that the road
race coking coal occur close together in nhnnM h,a Titiirt for In instil 11m Ants.
future in the
y
Bllhar and Orissa, the companies t,ut no decision was reached on the
lor armaments. Now that
Is disarmed, Europe has instate, and the cost of thesa mate period over which 53,000,000 gold
creased its annual expenditure for rials is much lower than has to be German marks, the price agreed
war, compared to the pre-wpaid for them. In. other
upon, would he spread.
countries.
standard three times.
Offered to Pay Cash.
be
in
India
erected
to
The
Hatred.
Engenders
The Chinese offer to pay in cash
plant
"5. Because war inevitably en- Is designed to produce eventually made
yesterday, was not accepted
genders hatred, cruelty, reprisals 600,000 to 700,000 tons of pig by the Japanese and the Chinese
and
works
atrocities
and rolling countered with a proposal that
Iron, with steel
"Because
the propaganda of mills capable of pr6duclng 450,000 payments be completed
within two
modern warfare inevitably victim- - tons of finished steel a year.
or three years, making the time as
short as possible. The Japanese,
according to a Chinese delegate,
said this period was too short and
, suggested
what to the Chinese
seemed "a very long term."
The sudden turning back of the
railway, the Japanese are understood to have said, would adversely
affect Japanese trade interests.
China will not borrow from Japan
any money with which to meet the
payments, the Chinese said, nor
will any loan be negotiated.
Mr. Hanihara of the Japanese
delegation, after the meeting, said:
"We are steadily coming forward
to a satisfactory settlement on the
questions under dlncusalon."
The following statement was is'
sued by both delegations:
V-x
t
"Tha fourteenth meeting of the
Chinese and Japanese
delegates
relative to the question of ShanIn
was
held
the
tung
Union building this afternoon at
The discussion on
,2:30 o'clock.
the question of Tslngtao-Tsinanf- u
The meetwas
continued.
railway
ing adjourned at 5 o'clock until 3
o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
record-breaki-

JAPS AGREE

LINE TQGHINESE

,

,

ten-fol-

Uer-man-

ar

h

steel-produci-

s.

ft

(Br The Amoclated Vrm.)
Washington, Deo. 16. Conflicting views of the effect of Bilk imports in the American industry
were presented today to senate tariff iramers. Horace B. Cheney of
New York City, representing the
Silk Association of America, said
the industry was "seriously menaced" while Samuel Kridel, of
New York City, representing other
manufacturers as well as trades
and importers, testified that since
the imports constituted
only 8
per cent of conumption they could
have little effect and on the whole
would be benoflcial and stimulating to American manufacturers.
Hearings on thex silk schedules
was
virtually were closed, and it
announced that all hearings on the
Fordnev bill would be closed
January . The rewriting of thea
measure will be started with
view to Its presentation to the senate as speedily as practicable,
probably in February. Tomorrow
the finance committee will take up
articles under the sundries schedule, such as buttons, toys, matches, feathers and other subjects.
In his presentation of the views
of the allk association, Mr. Cheney
told the committee that imports of
silk were increasing' Bteadlly whMe
domestic production was declining,
ni. .t aim, it eft no rnr nf
Lormal. He presented charts to
show that imports had Increased
enormously' under the Underwood
tariff bill and asked that the rates
in the Fordney bill be revised so
as to provide for a duty of 38 2
per cent ad valorem on American
valuation, or 55 per cent on foreign valuation.
On tho othe? hand Kridel protested against what he termed the
high rates in the Fordney bill and
charged that "the extremists and
wero
other high protectionists"
"desirous of prohibiting any silk
from
goods
being imported into
this country."
In 1914, ho added, American
i".

al

counter-atrocitie-

Another
Statement.

While

aced,"

Conflict and Find Its
Moral Equivalent in Peace

manufacturers supplied 88 per cent
of the silk consumed In tho United States, and despite the Increase
In imports, this product had increased to 84 per cent In 1919.
Tho value of the domestic product
in that year was 1688,000,000,
ho
testified.

NINE INCHES OF SNOW
PIONEER RESIDENT OF
IN PARTS OF MONTANA
NEW MEXICO IS DEAD

IlLRE'S STAR WHO

GOLF CHAMPIONS START RECORD TOUR;
GONELIGT
WILL PLAY EXHIBITIONS UNTIL SPRING VIEWS

HATRED HEADING

December 17, 1921".
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(By Tha Aasoclatea I'reu.
Levy, N. M., Dec. 16. Mrs. Eliza
Julian, an old settler and pioneer
and a former resident of Levy, died
at her home at Koogler,- - near Las
Vegas, at the age of 92 years, 8
months and 28 days. The funeral
Y'
was held here Wednesday and interment was made at Mountain
View cemetery near Levy.
Mrs. Julian's maiden name was
She was born in
Eliza Robson.
Hardaman
Tennessee,
county,
March 14, 1829, of Scotch parents.
She moved when a child with her
family to Mississippi, where her
youth was spent. Bhe was married
in 1860 to James A. Julian, a Pres
byterian minister, at Harrison, Miss.
They owned and lived on a plantation operated by 150 slaves. During the c.!vil war Mrs. Julian, who
was an adept at hand sewing,
knitting and embroidery,' carded
wool and cotton and spun and wove
cloth for her husband's suits and
for blankets for' the household. She
also taught her .servants to do this
work. Members of her family still
possess articles of her trousseau
made by her own hands and em?
T
bellished
with fine hand embroidJ
f
ery.
Mrs. Julian was the mother of
four children, C. E. Julian, R. J.
Julian, Effie Julian and one child
who died in 'infancy. Her father,
who was killed at the battle of
was brought home for
burial on the day her second son,
R. J. Julian, was born.
Some yeajs after the civil war the
family moved to Springfield, Mo.,
driving overland in a wagon. From
there they went to Gainesville, Tex.,
also by wagon, and later to Pilot
Point, Texas, wliere they- lived
about thirty years, and where Mrs.
Jullan'lost her husband in 1884.
In 1913 she came to New Mexico
with the family of her son, R. J.
Effie
Julian, and her daughter. Miss homeJulian, who both took up
to
True
pionenr
her
steads
Levy.
neer character, she lived the life of
the homesteader until the family,
having proved up nnd soldto out,
the
moved to Rprlnser and Inter
Panla ranch, near Lns Vegas, where
she died a painless and natural
denth of old nire. '
Jimmy O'ConnelL
Grandma Julian, tis she was famThe recent purchase of Jimmy iliarly called by those who In knew
this
and loved her, was noted
O'Connell, star first sacker and out- community for her sctlve. helpful
fielder of the San Francisco Pacific life In spite of Her advanced years.
Coast league club, by the Giants is
Tnle
The Princeton-Harvarone of the most talked of deals put
foot
Princeton nnd TTfirvarfl-Ya- l
over in baseball circles in recent bill cam" drew big gat
this sea
McGraw paid $75,000 for son conniderah'v over $500,000 be-- 1
years.
the star, a record price for a minor ing paid for tickets to the three
And thi3 purchase price gardes.
leaguer.
js now being used a3 a bis argument by tho Coast league, International and American associations
against recognizir.ir a draft
In yellow, vlilfo or green gold and
vvilt tho majors.

W y
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Sheet Music,

n

Is conclusively

Denver,

proven by the re

markable results accomplished in
the cases of the three children
shown in this picture.
Little Blanche Blair, of Provi-

'

dence, R. I., age 13, gained 10
pounda; Regina McCabe, at right,
age 8. of Seranton, Pa., gained 15
pounds; little Richard Leary, Jr.,
of Philadelphia, who was very delicate, is now in fine, robust health
The statements made by their par-"- j
ems are as ioiiows:
: Mr. A. M.
Blair, residing at JO
Atwood street. Providence, R. I.,
said: "We are Just bo happy over
the change Tanlac has made in our
little girl that we can't do or say
enough to show our appreciation.
She had lost nearly 20 pounds In
Weight and looked so frail and
weak that her mother and I were
both almost worried sick over her
condition. Since taking Tanlac, she
has already gained 10 pounds, her
eolor to better than it ever has been
and she looks and acts like a dif-

ferent girl."

Mrs. Catherine
McCabe, 414
Dickens Ave., Seranton, Pa,, said:
left
"The 'flu'
my little Reg'na in
Juch bad condition that I have no
idea she would ve with me now If
it hadn't been for Tanlac. It is a
mystery to me how she lived on the
little she was eating ana was so
lifeless she never even cared to play
with the dolls and toys Bhe got at
Christmas. Since taking Tanlac
she is as hardy and well as any
child could be and has gained 15
pounds in weight I will always
praise Tanlac for restoring our lit-

tle girl's health."
' Richard Leary, 2S42 Palethorpe
fit, Philadelphia, said: "There is no
doubt in my mind but that Tanlac
saved my little boy's life. For two
yeans I wouldn't have been a bit
seen him drop
have
surprised totime-.
He had stomach
off at any
trouble and. many a time the gas
pressed up Into his cheat until his

Th

AawclntrS Prn.
16.
Dec.

Colo.,

The snow
ming and, Montana.
reached a depth of from eight to
ten inches at Miles City, Mont.
The highest temperatures reported from any district north of
Sheridan, Wyo., today was 16 degrees above rero. It was 10 below
at Prince Albert, Canada. Sheridan was covered by a blanket of
snow three Inches deep. At Yellowstone and Kallspell, Mont., the
temperatures were 2 above.
The storm swept northeastward
to the upper Mississippi valley
today from central and northern
Wyoming.
II.
The southernmost part of Wyo4a.;
ming was untouched by the snow
fall but felt the cold wave to some
degree, as did Colorado. Leadville
was the coldest point in Colorado
with 10 degrees above zero. In
Cheyenne, Wyo., it was 14 above
and Denver recorded 80 degrees
heart palpitated so I thought sure above. Mild weather
was reported
he couldn't breathe fe'Jt a few rhore south of here.
Tanlac
back
But
him
gasps.
gave
to us strong and well and we will
OFFICERS ELECTED BY
praise it to our dying day."
The effect of Tanlac on the deliCL0VIS EASTERN STAR
cate stomachs of l.ne young is one
of the strongest evidences of its
to Tha Jonrnal.l
wholesomenesa ail well as its un- (Special Correnpondrac
The Order
usual merit. Although a powerful ofClovis, N, M., Dec. 16.
elected
officers
Eastern Star has
reconstructive, Tanlac contains no for the
as
follows:
year,
ensuing
harmful Ingredients, minerals or
W. M.; R. I
Mildred
opiates which are so often found in Pryor, W. Kennedy,
P.;
other medicines. Baing composed A. M.j Myrtle
. Marsh,
secretary;
of the most beneficial roots and
Dillon, treasurer; Leila
herbs known to science it is purely Minnie
Den-ho- f,
Hattle
Walker,
conductress;
vegetable and can be taken by the
associate conductress.
most delicate children, and does
appointive officers havs not
not upset or Injure the weakest or yetThe
been chosen, but will be named
most delicate stomach.
at the installation of officers, at the
Tanlac is sold in Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all next regular meeting, December 26,
other leading druggists everywhere.
Journal want ads get results
Adv.

A

ff

Bertha-McLaughli-

--

in robustness.
Scott

ABswa.

Bloomfi.ld, N. A

ALSO MAKERS OF

UHIQIDS

Old-tim-

(Tablets or Granules)

for INDIGESTION
lk

Hew Victor

CM
No. 18,825

SALE TODAY

"Weep No More My Mammy"
"April Showers"
Paul Whlteman and His Orchestra.

No. 18,826

'

Fox Trot'
Fot Trot

-

Step".Danube Blues"
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra.

"Everybody

Trot
Fox Trot

.Peerless
..........American

No. 18,832

"I Want My Mammy".
"Mandy 'N Me"

No. 18,834

.
"Birds of a Feather"
"Leave Me With a Smile"
All Star Trio and Their Orchestra,

I I

Quartet
Quartet
Fox Trot
Fox Trot

r

platinum.

to $115.00
MINDLIN'S

"What We Say It

GC0DS

SATURDAY MORNING EXTENSION COURSES

M

STATE

tliyERSITY

OF REV

MEXICO

OPEN TO ADULTS OHLY
George S. Hubbell, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. Princeton
and Readings. 9 a.'m. Saturdays at High School.
Lectures
University). Eight
y
Introductory Lecture and Registration Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TESTS. Benjamin F. Haught, A. B A. M.,
Dem(Columbia University). Ph. D., (George Peabody). Eight Lectures and
School.
introductory
at
9
m.
a.
Registration,
High
onstrations.
Saturdays
Lecture and Demonstration, Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921.
HOME ECONOMICS FOR HOUSEWIVES at the splendidly equipped Sara
Mrs. Walter Simpson (Ypsilanti) in charge.
Raynolds Hall, State University.
University.
Eight Lectures and, Demonstrations. 9 a, m. on Saturdays at the.
Dec.
17, 1921.
and
Demonstration,
Saturday,
Lecture
Registration, Introductory
EDUCATIONAL HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL TRAINING OF CHILDREN.
Katharine McCormick ArB.. M. A. (Columbia University). Eight Lectures.
9 a. m. Saturdays at High School. Introductory Lecture, Saturday, Dec. 17,
ENGLISH LITERATURE.

,

'

il

A Rich Opportunity for Adults to Enjoy Privileges of the State
University for Self Improvement Register Promptly
--

311 West Central Ave.

-- "

Is."

NOTICE: The Registration Fee for any one of these courses is Two Dollars,
not returnable.
,
the Introductory Lecture
attend
should
student
It is important that prospective
of any course elected, on Saturday, Dec. 17, 1921, at 9 a. m; The lectures
following will be resumed on Saturday, Jan. 8, 1922.

all the latest popular music,

Phone 778

IaJt

Third Floor.

1921.

Albuquerque Uuziz Store

The

large dividends

e
ball fans were surprised
to learn that Willie Keeler is ill
at his home In Brooklyn and up
It was genagainst it financially.
erally supposed that the former
great little player was well supplied with Jack.

$7.00

.ARTESIA SPORTSMEN
HAVE GOOD SUCCESS

THIRTY CENTS A COPY

northern Rocky mountain region
today was in the grip of a cold
wave that sent temperatures down
to 2 degrees above zero at several
points while a general heavy snow
fall was reported by the district
weather bureau in northern Wyo-

EMULSION
regularly exercise
foresight that pays

WEDDING RINGS

COLD GRIPS NORTHERN
ROCKY MOUNTAIN AREA

that

SCOTT'S

peratures.
Temperature during the storm
approached the lero mark but was
reported below zero from no point.

d,

We are going to sell them all before Christmas,
Stop in and look them over. We have every-thin- g
one would want in the way of small
musical instruments of all kinds.

.

always was better than
hindsight Those who take

j

f?S

ss

.

(By Ths Auacmted Freu.)
Helena, Mont., Deo. 16. The
snow storm that broke over Montana
Wednesday morning and yesterday
afternoon began
clearing today.
Approximately nine inches of snow
are reported from the southeastern
portion of the Btate. uonslderbie
drifting and blocking of highways
is reported from Livingston, Boze-ma- n
and Miles City.
The forecast for Montana for
Saturday Is fair with rising tem-

.

COUNCIL' ANNOUNCES
SEVEN OF PENNSY'S
to Th Journnl.)
(Special rorrespondenr
Artesia, N. M., Doc. 1G. The
FOOTBALL CONTESTS sportsmen
of Artesia have been
having great success in bagging the
(By Ths Aasortaled PfM.)i
game. Bird hunters iiave secured
Philadelphia,
Pa., Dec. 16.
many thousands of quails. The
Seven of the nine football games ducks are very numerous
and anycomprising the 1922 schedule of one can shoot a duck If he can pull
the University of Pennsylvania a trigger. The Pecos river and'the
were announced
tonight by the lakes south of town are almost covcouncil of athletics. Newcomers ered with large mallard and canvas
on the schedule
are the United back ducks. Many women hunters
States naval academy and the Uni- have bagged large numbers of the
versity of the south, of Sewanee, wild game.
Tenn. The University of Delaware
The sportsmen, in quest of big
and Gettysburg college are drop game, were able to bag many black-tall
'
ped.
deer in the Sacrementa, Gund- Negotiations are under wav with
Artesa. N. M., Dec. 16. The
Lafayette and Dartmouth, both of Some wore successful in securing
whom were on this year's schedule, wild turkey.
for the open dates, ana also with
Trappers are experiencing a very
the Universities of Alabama end successful
season In securing first-claAll
of
so
the
far
games
Maryland.
pelts. Many coyotes, badgers,
arranged will be played here.
muskrats, skunks and "hob" cats
are Included in the list of
A
Jesse I rkett denies that he has man, by the name of Foster,game.
arrived
been let out as coach of the New In Artesia on Tuesday with two
York Giants. He says he will he dead wildcats and a .live kitten.
back on the Job with the world's Another sportsman wns nhle to bag
a large bobcat on last Sunday.
champions next season.
--

FORESIGHT
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Overcoats

!

c

Oveieoats

A A

Y Y
O O

Delayed Shipment Just Received

I

NOW

SOME COATS LEFT-B-UY

At the time of our big sale a few weeks ago our Overcoats were
gone after the first few hours of the sale. We wired for more
coats to take care of hundreds of customers.
The coats were
shipped but delayed in transit. They are here now It's late in
'
the season. They must be. sold.
.
'

.Any

YOUR r CHOICE Of

2:

WEST CENTRAL AVE.

3

.75

Overcoat in House While They Last

MEYER & MEYEE
114

'TV

VALUES . UP TO $55.00
Every Coat Positively Under Cost

PHONE 520

ill
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Raymin Levy, and Puds flmldns
sed, I tell you lets wats do, lets
go on a strike and wen the last
bell rings lets us 4 get up and
wawk out with the rest of the
class as if we dident feel eny dif
from cnybody cits.
Sounding like a grate Idoer, and
us other 3 sed, G, all rite, gnsli,
nil rite, O. Me saying, I got rites
the same as enybody elts and 1m
froing to strike for them too, and
Sid Hunt saying, So am I, who
does she think she Is to pick me
out and keep me in? and Raymin
Saturday.
Faying, Mo either, me too, I
Mrs. John F. l'caroe will enter- Levy
got rites of my own and I dont
tain at luncheon for Miss Virginia caire who knows It.
Carr.
And we kepp on telling each
Miss Hortense Swltzer will en- other about our rites and
tertain Pont Neuf club at 2:30 about the strike and all oftawking
a snd-lip. m.
Puds sod, O, holey smoaks.
Campus Christmas Capers at Meonlng tho bell had rang for the
end of tho recess and everybody
university at 8 p. m.
elts hod went In alreddy, and us
4 quick ran In nnd wen we got to
28
room tho hole class was setting
k our
down with a ixpression ns If they
had
bin there for about 6 mlnnlts.
and Miss Kitty looked at us 4
sneeking to our seats like peeple
with no rites, saying, The following boys will remain ono hour
of a half hour, Henny Potts.
Sidney Hunt. Raymin Levy and
Charles Slmkii.s.
Wlch they did, Inclooding me.

Woma n s Daily Magazine Page
RUSSIA AND HAWAII INSPIRED
THESE COSTUMES FOR MILADY

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.

l1

Soda! Oafsrtdar
.

STEAMING THE FACE.
'
There Is a good way and a bad
way to steam the tace. The good
way will help you to .clear finegrained skin and the bad way will
give you only coaraa pores and
trouble.
The first thing to remember Is.

j

'

I

:

iJ

i :

'ft"

'

red and the beautysocker about to
suffocate.
I have known women
who went through this process every day and then wondered why
they had dry, coarse pore complexions.
It Is quite all right to hold the
face over a basin of very hot water, but it should not be kept over
It for more than two minutes. That
is quite time enough for all the
tiny pores of the skin to be opened
by the heat and ready to respond

to further treatment. A much better plan, however, is to wring an
old soft turkish towel from hot
water and to hold this over the
face. It can be put in the water
again and held over the face any
number of times until your skin
reacts and becomes red and moist.
This is a gentler method and, personally, I think a much better one.
In any case the steaming should
be followed by a massage with
some sort of cold cream, a cleansing cream if you Rre treating pimg
ples or blackheads, a
cream if you are treating wrinkles. Steaming the face opens and
clears the porea and for that very
reason is drying and must be followed by a cold cream massage.
The massage must be followed by
some treatment to close the pores,
either a rinse with very cold water
or water to which an astringent
has been added, or else by an lco

MINCE MEAT
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LITTLE,

BENNY'S
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MOVABLE SCHOOLS IN
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY
(Ily Th Asmrliitrd Press.)
' Today during the
Joggrlffy lesitn
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 16.
BUd'tm Miss Kitty sed, silence. Im tired of tliis continual Schools for children of migratory

flesh-buildin-

all of a

jf v

rub.
Anxious: There's no way to reduce the face, except to reduce all
over. But If you weigh what you
should, the face can not be too fat
for real prettiness. You can make
it seem thinner by drawing the
hair off the face when you comb
It, and by making the knot of the
w
hair quite high on the head.
A. B. C. and X. Y. Z.: A girl
five feet four Inches should weigh
about 120 It depends on her age,
but this is an average. I wouldn't
advise using any curling fluids,
Right: Gorgeous coat of grey
they may be harmless but it cer- astrakhan, Kussian fur. Ieft: The
tainly isn't good for the hair to designer of this creation, we Imag
coat it all over with a fluid. Do
you. think so? Wet-i- t
and roll it
on kid curlers, this is perfectly
harmless and makes a soft wave.

ft

(

x$

J

laborers, the first Institutions of
tawking. The following boys wi'il their
kind ever established in the
remain a half hour after skool,
United
States, have been opened in
Charles Simklns, Benny Potts,
tho
Joaquin valley of CaliforSidney Hunt and Raymin Levy.
Me thinking, Aw heck.
And nia. The schools follow the labor-er- a
from placo to place as they
pritty soon the bell rang for recess
and down in the yard mo and Puds move from one harvest to another
Simklns and Sid Hunt and Ray- seeking employment.
Establishment of the schools was
min Levy got in a corner and
started to have a meeting, me Fay- provided for by tho last California
They are conducted by
ing, Thats fearse, that is, wat rite legislature.
is she tot to pick us 4 out and tho state department of education.
make us stay In a half hour?
Sure, wat rite Is she got? sel
Journal Want Ads bring results.

None Such Mince Meat, pkg
None Such Mince Meat, No. 2,f2 can...!.-None Such Mince Meat, No. 10 can. . .
tin
Heinz Mince Meat,
Heinz Mince Meat,
tin....
Heinz Mince Meat,
glass..,
Heinz Mince Meat,
glass
b.

THE NEIY GENERATION
'
By JANE PHELPS

2-l- b.

PUDDINGS
Heinz Plum Pudding, large size
Heinz Plum Pudding, medium size..
Heinz Fig Pudding, medium size. .......
Heinz Plum Pudding, small size.........
size
Blue Label Plum Pudding,

JOAN IS WOURIED.
CHAPTER 41. ,
The Christmas holidays following Joan's sixteenth birthday were
spent at home, Mrs. "Walters and
Ted had come on for a week, and
both Margaret and Joan had planned to make their visit as pleasant as possible. Malcolm Frost,
Lonnie Carpenter, Gloria Freeman,
Hortense Thompson and other
young friends of Joan's Joined
with her in giving Ted Walters a
good time.
Margaret, engrosred with her
older guest, while not oblivious of
the younger people, did not spend
the time with them she usually
did, and which she would have
done had Mrs. Walters not taken
her time and attention.
Joan had given a small dance.
Everything had gone off nicely,
and Margaret was surprised when
Joan came Into her room the next
morning even earlier than usual,
although she had not gone to bed
Until very late.
"What is it, dear? Do you feci
ill?" she asked as Joan snuggled
under the bed clothes beside her.
"No, Mumsie! But I'm worried."
"Worried?" Margaret repressed
a smile. She knew she would hear

,

something interesting

but Joan,

worried!
"Yes, awfully worried. You see,
Mumsie, I can't tell to save my life
which one I like best, even if I did
lot them both kiss me."
Margaret held her breath for
fear she could not repress an exclamation of dismay. Joan was no
longer a child, she was 16.
"So you thought you could tell
which one you liked best if you
allowed them both to kiss you."
"I'm-uand I kissed back too,
but I'm Just as much up a tree as I
was before. You see, I suppose I
shall get married some day. Anyway every girl ought to be engaged, and how Is a girl to tell
which one of the boys she wants
to be engaged or married to if she
doesn't let them, kiss her? Mr.
Thompson kisses Mrs. Thompson
every time he goes away and comes
back. I think It is awfully silly,
but Hortense said he forgot It once
and her mother felt so badly she
had hysterics.
She doesn't seem
such a Billy person, does Bhe?"
"What a name to allude to so
dignified a woman as Mrs. Thompson," Margaret replied, convulsed,
and glnd of an excuse to laugh.
"That's Just why she deserves
the nnme! Think of a woman who
won't allow a great big girl like
ni

Hortense any freedom crying to be
kissed."
"You haven't told me yet which
two of the boys you let kiss you,''
Margaret reminded.
"Why Malcolm and Ted, of
course!"
"Why not Lonnle or Clarence?"
"They are all right nice boys
enough, but I never could think
of marrying either of them."
"But I thought you wanted to
go to college."
"Perhaps I would rather got
married bat I don't know. Anyway, going to college wouldn't
make any difference with being engaged. It would sort of keep ma
steady to wear an engagement
ring, don't you think, Mumsie?"
"Do you need steadying, dear?"
"Yes, I rather guess I do or
would, In college. I am bound to
be rather popular, you know."
There was no obnoxious egotism in
Joan's calm statement. It was as
if she were simply stating a
fact.
"Well, which one Is it going to
be, Malcolm or Ted?"
"That's Just it, Mumsie! I didn't
very much care about being kissed
by either of them. Malcolm acted
afraid, as if I'd melt or fade away,
and Ted was too rough I don't
mean really rough, but he kissed
me too hard, and hugged me awfully tight. Cave-ma- n
stuff, I suppose. I guess I'll wait and try
someone else, someone who isn't
too afraid or too sure."
"That wouldn't be a bad idea."
Margaret felt relieved.
"But then I won't have a ring.
xne moral effect of an engagement ring isn't to be overlooked,
Mumsie."
but why not
"Perhaps not
think it over until spring. You
won't enter college until next fall
If you still want to go, and there
win he plenty of time to buy a
That
ring during the summer."
"moral effect" had been almost
too much for Margaret.
uood Idea. Mumsie! Sometimes
you are really brilliant!"

NEWARK APPOINTS
FIRST WOMAN AS
TOWN CONSTABLE

FOn

DIRECTIONS
THUEK-riLX-

A

SLIT

E

(Continued.)

Directions for Leggings:

Use blue

and No. 4 needles. Begin at top,
f
of
casting on 72 sts., for
garment. K. 2, p. 2, for 4 rows
Make an open row as follows: K.
2, p. 2,
yarn over needle twice,
one-hal-

k. 2

together, p. 2, k.
across noodle. Sixth
peat from
row: K. 2, p. 2, across needlo,
dropping each double winding in
one long loop. Make 8 rows more
of the ribbing. K. In ridges (plain
garter st.) for 40 ridse-- i in all. K.
11 ridges more,
narrowing one'st.
at end of each row. Fifty sts. re2. p. 2, re-

main. K. 1 ridge with white. 2
blue, 1 white, with blue make 10
ridges, 1 ridge white, 2 blue, 1
With whito k. 1, p. 1,
white.
across needle and repent thl;! row
for 24 rows In all. IC. 2 rldies and
break thread. Turn, tie the thread
in after sixth st. and on next 12
sts. k. 10 ridges, then 2 ridges
more, nnrrowing 1 st. In beginning
each row. Fasten off white, Tls
in blue where white thread "was
broken off after last long row: k.
to instep tab, pick up and k. 12
sts. down sido of tab, k. aero?s
end of tab, pick up and k. 12 sts.
along other side, k. to end. On
these sts. k. 2 ridges and bind off.
Repeat directions for other half
of garment, but for this side make
Instep tab toward end of last Ion','
row, beginning In the eighteenth
st. from end. Sew garment into
ehape nnd sew straps beneath instep. Make a eh. cord of 2 threads
of blue, run It through holes of
ribbing, and finish ends with thick
tassels of blue.
Directions for Cap: Use blue and
steel needles. Cast 3H sts. each on
two needles, 24 sts. on third needle.
K. plain in rounds until work Is
14 inches deep. Fold double, p.

Dromedary Golden Dates,
F. F. O. G. Golden Dates,

ine, got his Inspiration for the skirt
at least, from the little Isle of Hawaii. Both models are set off by
Husslan boots.

high-tone-

surface In, and k. 1 round, using
white and picking up ono loop ot
(ast-o- n
edgo with each St., to lorm
hem. With white, k. 1 round and
1
p.
round, alternately, for elTht
ridges. Fasten off white and make
8 ridges with blue or until work is
3 Inches deep.
K. 2, p. 2, until
work, from edge up, measures 7
inches. Turn work, knitting in opposite direction, so that turnover
comes right after it Is turned back.
IC. plain for 2 inchcB.
First narrowed row K. SO, k. 2 together,
repeat to end of round. K. 1 round
without narrowing. Narrow In every socond round, always at ranie
3 points,
until 24 sts. remain.
Draw through nil, and fasten off.
Make a tassel cf white, having It
2 inches long when finished.
Attach white t top of tatrspl, make
ch. 14 inches long, attach to
point of cap. Turn back 2 inches
of point on back of cap and fasten
point down beneath a thick, blue
pompom.
Iam glad to publish these helpful directions sent in by a Column
Header, but I would like mv Read
to understand that I
can not undertake to print knitting
or crocnei directions tor any article requested nor can I give such
airections In my replies to per
sonal letters.
I believe that these directions
may Help mothers to reduce the
cost of her child's winter ward
robe. One young mother I know
or made such a suit as this hv rln
ping out an old sweater of her
own. wrapping the yarn around a
shingle, then steaming it over a
kettle-spo(to get the crinkles
out), ana letting it dry.
If you happened to miss the
first part of these directions yesterday, please do not writo to me
for them, as I have no conies, net.
a back copy of the paner from the
circulation
department of this
newspaper.

A

BASKETS
v

Baby Baskets
Work Baskets
Fruit Baskets
Candy Baskets
Flower Baskets
All Prices

CUT

ONE-HAL-

F

To close outjihe line

ST no

ncs

BOOK STORE

'

-

'V
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Airs. Mary L. Todd.
A homemaker, mother, business
woman and public official are the
regular jobs l.eld by Mrs. Mary L.
Todd of Newark, N. J. Mrs. Todd
is the mother of two children.
To
support the children she carries on a business
to support her children which in
Itself is unusual for a woman. Sho
owns and runs a shoe repairing
shop which Is very successful.
Her public office has just been
added to her other duties recently.
She was appointed constable by the
city commissioners who named her
when no constable wii elected lit
the recent election.. Mrs. Todd has

can hear the strong points of their
ma or rare; the cost sticks longer
in the mind than does the dish
sublime, refined; but who forgets
when

nlif nnrt

t fa a nntnn

frava1

hash that grandma made? I have
me price, ana i can Duy tne
the new-lai- d
pie; for long
I've had my money's worth of all
the luxuries on earth; but I'm best
comrortea ana stayed by such good
muni as granuma mane.
The first flying school for women lias been opened in England
where aspirants may learn all the
ins and out of aviation for a fee
of 500.

Perf ectShoilderi and Anna
Nothing
Deflutrtm.
vr b i 1 1

equatt th
ton, pcirly

:.

CURRANTS
kittle Cook Cleaned Currants,

19c

pkg...

z.

.....23c

. ...lt . . .

21c

..5c
29c

Covers skin blemishes.
Win not nib off. Far
superior to powders

3mll5e.fbr

I

BM

EJ

Trial SUa
W ,roU).T.!I0PHK3
SON

New York

Co-Operat-

ive

Phone 351

.

.68c
,35c

..j.30c
.23c

Boss Patent Flour, 48 lbs
Larabee's Eest Flour, 48 lbs..

.$2.30
.$2.30

:.

Wolfe's Premium Flour, 48 lbs
Diamond M Flour, 48 lbs.......

$2.07

..........$1.95

BAKED BEANS
Heinz Baked Beans, large size
25c
;.
Heinz Baked Beans, medium size.
.lSVfcc
Heinz Baked Beans, small size
.
Van Camp's Pork and Beans, large. .
.23c
Van Camp's Pork and Beans, medium..... . .
.16c
Van Camp's Pork and Beans, small
10c
Kuner's Pork and Beans, No. 2 can
.12Vc
Beechnut Pork and Beansj No. 2 can
...14c

.10c

...

SPAGHETTI
Heinz Spaghetti, large size
Heinz Spaghetti, medium size. . . .
Heinz Spaghetti, small size...
Van Camp's Spaghetti, medium size.

.

.--.

T7R0M the lamest, most
sanitary Baking Powder
factories in the world full
of fresh air, plenty of sun
shine and daylight, vhere
every employee is healthy
and happy, where spot
less machinery takes the
place of human hands

PUMPKIN

.

34c
17c

..

16c

v

..
2........

Del Monte Pumpkin, No.
Curtis Bros. Pumpkin, No. 2.

from such factories Calu

.

..i.......l2V4c

Fort Golden Pumpkin, No. 212 . . m..w
Fort Golden Pumpkin, No. 2

24c
. .12y2c
--

.-

. ,21c
...

,. ...180

COFFEE
and

I

7

that standard is excellence. Excellence tri
process of manufacture in increments, in

s

Eru

goodness and in fr&eday results.
To maintain that standard is the oledged
aim or every employee.
The final reeult of all this watchfulness,
and excellence in Calumet ingredients is
manifest in the baking. The light; tender,
tasty bakinEs everyone aa genuinely pood,
wholesome and pure as the others have
made Calumet America'3 biggest selling brand
ot uauing rowacr.
Calumet contains only such Ingredients as
have been approved officially by U. S. Food
Authorities.

Brothers Red Can Coffee, 1 lb...-..-.-- .
.44c
Brothers Red Can Coffee, 2 Iba..,;.;.-- . . .86c
Brothers Red Can Coffee, 5 lbs.. ..... . .$2.15
Brothers Red Can Coffee, y2 lb..M... . .
,t. .29c
Shilling's Coffee, 1 lb......
,44c
.
......
2
.
.
.
lbs..
.
.
Coffee,
Shilling's
,86c
Folger's Golden Gate Coffee, 1 lb.. ... . . , .VI:. . .44c
Folger's Golden Gate Coffee, 2 lbs
....86c
Maxwell House Coffee, 1 lb
,42c
Hills
Hills
Hills
Hills

..v.

Maxwell House Coffee, 3 lbs
Wedding Breakfast Coffee, 1 lb
Chocolate Cream Coffee, 1 lb
Chocolate Cream Coffee, 3 lbs
Arbuckles' Coffee, 1 lb.. .. .. .t.i.....i...

Important

Pound can of Calumet contains full 18 or
Some baking powders corra in 12 oz. cans
instead of 16 os. cans, tBe sure you get r
pound when yon wjnt it

..,....$1.24
.....34c
42c

:....$1.18
.

,25c

POTATOES
.
Colorado Potatoes, 10 lbs.
.25c
Colorado Potatoes, 45 lbs. for. ......$1.00
Colorado Potatoes, 100 lbs. for
$2.25
for.-...j..v-

J

appearance

Oriental
Counud't
Cream renders to the
shoulders and arms.

Albuquerque
Dairy Association

321 North Second

...22c
.22c

pkg
pkg

FLOUR

dust-proo- f

If you want something fancy, try our ICE CREAM ;
Individuals, Bricks, Gallons. Yes we have bottled
WHOLE MILK. You take no chance. It is the
best quality the best, care and equipment un'
.
surpassed.

'

z.

z.

Heinz Cider Vinegar, 'i gallon
Heinz Cider Vinegar, quart
Heinz Farragon Vinegar, pint....
Perkins' Distilled Vinegar, quarts.

your home wim all its
and
goodness
Eurity intactgenuine
in sealed
cans.

old-tim-

the distinction of being the first
woman constable Newark has ever
had.
'
"Of course I think a woman can
be a good mother and homemaker
and a business woman as well,"
she said when interviewed. "I find
my work is giving me a broader
outlook on life and keeping me
young with my children."

42c

VINEGAR

Here there is only one 6tar.r1nr3

IL

,47c
.22c

...

By WALT MASON.

n

10-o10-o-

15-oz-

RIPPLIHG F.liVi "E3

I've eaten much in fine hotels,
where foreign cooks were wearing
bells, and I have seen the waiters
bring grand dishes that would
tempt a king; yea, often they have
seen me pounce on grub whose
name I can't pronounce, and I
have paid five bucks or more for
victuals famed In tavern lore
cooked by a master chef from
France, or Italy, or Soaln. per
chance.
And while I piled my
tone ana knife, and ate and ate,
to save my life, I thought, "I'd
give a wad of cash to have a olate
of grandma's hash." I say ft hum- d
Diy ana in rear; I know my
friends will Jeer when I
e
confess I'd rather eat an
hash of spuds and meat, with onion flavor as a base, than feed my
chaste and useful face with kitchen triumph they'd applaud, compiled by artists from abroad. The
good old hash my grandma made!
New cooks wink out, their triumphs fade; no man in memory

.
t.

DATES

met Baking Powder enters

A S

84c
47c

b.

..
Sun Maid Seedless Raisins,
Sun Maid Seeded Raisins,
Little Sun Maid Seedless Raisins
Sun Maid Cluster Raisins,

By LAURA A. K IKK MAN.
KNITTING
CHILD'S

58c
40c
x. 73c

b.

RAISINS

EFFICIENT ISCSSEREEPIRQ
I

,29c

M.;...

2-l- b.

s

Tlicro la a bud and a (rood nay to
etcam Uio fnce.
not to steam the face too hard or
too often. The usual method Is to
draw a big towel over the head,
then lean over a basin of boillnK
water or even over a kettle from
which steam Is pouring and to Btay
In that position until the skin Is

.15y2c
44c
$1.52

X

tnea'.yO-i-

NUTS

..........

lb..
.
....... .35c
. . . . . t . . .35c
Walnuts, Shelled, glass. . .Ulf:. . .
Soft Shelled Almonds, 1 lb
..
.
. . ,30c
.
.
Almonds, Shelled, glass. ..i.
...47c
.t.
Pecan Nuts, 1 lb
. ...X. .25c
Pecans, Shelled, glass.......
.49c
Brazil Nuts, 1 lb.....
'. . . . ...... . .....25c
Hazel Nuts, 1 lb...........
.....25c
English Walnuts,

1

iC,--

SUGAR
Granulated Beet Sugar, 16 lbs. for.. $1.00
Granulated Beet Sugar, 100 lbs. for. .$6.40
Granulated Cane Sugar, 100 lbs. for.. $6.60

"S.

& II." Green Stamps

y
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THE BIG "SECOND PERIOD" VOTE SCHEDULE
10:00 O'CLOCK

Jb

;

1

1

.

To Contestants

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

)

YJ

:,

AT TEN' O'CLOCK

.

IK'-Xfei!- i

u

1;J

Mr

IS

REDUCED PROMPTLY AT

fONlGHT, SATURDAY, DEC. 17th.

r Those contestants, if any, in The Journal office at that hour will be waited upon and permitted to turn in their subscriptions on this vote schedule, but no one will be allowed to enter.
the office after that hour to take advantage of the big votes.
Any subscriptions mailed in any postoffice anywhere before 10:00 o'clock TONIGHT,
however, will be counted and given the benefit of the big votes even though they do
not reach The. Journal office till later.
-

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,29S.
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
STUDEBAKER TOURING
PURCHASED

FROM

AND

DISPLAY

ON

)

CAR

17

How

AT

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

The big subscription and "Second Payments" on subscriptions count faster now.

subscription counts 470,000 votes if turned in now A half dozett

Every
would count

ar

W

tKese

1

11

1:1

VOTES
DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes...
Chas. Kill Barber, Jr
Miss Dorothy Bowman,,..,,.,,,.,,,,,,,

1,633,000

t.....

Helen Gurule
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Mrs. Markett Jones
Mi3s Margaret Kleinworth.
G. Albert Linder
t.
Miss

.,
a..;

.,

Ada Philbrick

Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

G. D. Ramsey....
Louise Roark

,. ...

w
. . ,

Every subscription for one year given earlier in the campaign, extended five years NOW,
'
counts 261,000 votes PLUS the CLUB VOTES.
Just three
subscriptions given before 10:00 o'clock tonight.

1,345,600
172,800
1,726,600
1,779,800

.

six-ye-

,

182,100

1

882,300

:

J. Tompkins

1,576,800

Li.;............... 1,717,300
Edna L. Williams.....,...
.lu...
James Ross, Jr. . . . .t.A... . . ,c.j.,. .
1,686,000
Mrs. L. B. Sweney.
161,000
Miss Lillian Yrisarri
...,.
277,000
1:..

... ....

DISTRICT NUMBER TWO
Mrs. Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M..kMUviti.j
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound, N. M
Rene Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
.
...
F. C, Groman, East Las Vegas, N.
Miss Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M
. . , ,.M.,.
J. F. Jamison, Raton, N. M
R. M. Kimbro, Flagstaff, Ariz..
..
..,.
Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup, N. M
Miss Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M.. .. .ejuu, ...
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M.. wj....llj
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
M
N.
Matt Radosevic, Gallup,
..;
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M...., .n.t... ..

....

,

....j

...iu.

DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home, Por tales..
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz.. . . ...... in.-- .
H. L. Hart, Carlsbad, N. M
.j...,
Miss Geraldine Hodge, Vaughn, N. M.....;.;.,
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N.
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M..
. . .;
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
Rev. C. D. Poston,' Clovis, N. M
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M..,.,..
Clarence Stoldt, Artesia, N. M
L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M
.
J. A. Shaw, Mountalnair, N. M.. . ,l:.
F. C. Burgess, Socorro, N. M... ......... ......... .

M..........
,,-

-.

...

..........

1,081,300
169,100
1,296,200
1,642,300
1,410,900
556,200
5,000

f,315,100
906,100
329,000

4 1 0,000
VOTES

SECOND CAPITAL PRIZE
-

908,000

1,346,600

614,000
5,000
192,500

y

1,694,800
197,300

289,400

1,324,800
5,000
10,000
1,577,900
195,400
1,740,100

38,200

1,557,600
5,000
1,368,600
35,000
1,615,000

v
i.lwH.Hy)ip

ar

1,306,400'
:

Margaret Schaltegger.
H.

1,109,900
1,802,500
1,831,600

47,000

Mrs. R. M. Marx
Miss

1,805,150,

1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER

LIGHT "6" TOURING CAR, WIRE WHEEL EQUIPMENT, VALUE $1450

Purchased From and on Display at COOPER MOTOR CO.

,
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THIS COUPLE'S ROMANCE RIVALS
TIIAT OF ENGLAND'S PRINCESS RANCHERS ARE

SUSPECT IN THE

PEACE PROGRAM

Page Seven

Australia leads all countries in
the number of her women Justices.

THE

BBUHSWICX

Home-Mad- e

N. Y.B0MB BLAST
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HELD

i

PLEASED

II SI

FARM

I

(By The Auncinlrd

v

FraM.)

Warsaw, Deo. 18 (by the Asso- elated Press). A man by the name
of Wolfe Lindenfeld, alias William
Iiinde, has been arrested by the
Polish police as a suspect In con-- j
nection with the Wall street explosion Irr New York, September 16,
1920. The Warsaw police said they
made the arrest at the request of
the American department of
They claimed to have In their
possession the man 8 full confessionof being connected with the dlsaster.
described as a
Is
Lindenfeld
cousin of Rosa Luxemburg, the
German radiqal socialist . leader,
who was shot to death In Berlin
early In 1919, after having been
beaten by a mob. His confession,
the police state, Rives the names of
the ringleaders and the New York
city address where the bomb was
manufactured and s.iya also that
the bomb was Intended for J. P.
Morgan, but exploded prematurely.
Silvester Cosgrove, an American
agent, at
department of inJustice of
the de-- J
behalf
whoso request
the
suspect
partment the arrest of
was brought about, declared that
Lindenfeld has agreed to turn
'State's evidence and la willing to
return to America, where he has
a wife and two children In New
York.
The suspect's written confession,
according to the agent, says that
$30,000 was promised for the Job,
to be divided among four or five
persons, and that the money was
received by New York communists
third Internafrom the Moscow
tionale.
Lindenfeld left New York early
last spring. The Polish police say
he was exposed In Warsaw In 1906
as a Russian secret agent, fleeing
to America shortly afterwards.
According to Cosgrove and Paul
Altendorf, who trailed Lindenfeld,
the suspect in his confession names
five principals now in Europe, who
shared the money for the Joh. One
of the principals, the confession
shows, was. a woman who from a
window opposite Mr. Morgan's office observed the financier's movements for days, and from her reports the bomb was timed to extime Mr.
plode about the usual
Morgan came out for 'luncheon.
The confession, as described by
the American agent,?, terms the
premature explosion "a mechanical
mistake" for which the bomb makers were blamed.

I
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agricultural course
which has been in session at the Thirty Protestant Denominchamber of commerce this week
ations Submit Obligations
under the direction of County Agent
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Lee Reynolds and Home Demon
stratlon Agent Maude Doty, closed
yesterday with the largest attend
ance of any day of the course.
The opening talk yesterday was
delivered by City School Superin
tendent John Milne, who explained
many of the school problems con
fronting the city board and officers.
Fruit and grape culture was the
subject of the address given by
Prof. Fabian Garcia of the state
college. Professor Garcia has made
an exhaustive study of this subject
In New Mexico and explained tno
results of many of his testa. Tho
state college has done systematic
and testing for a
Investigation
number of years and has learned
what types of fruit trees and grape
vine are best suited to different
parts of ' ie state.
Dr. W. H. Long, federal patholo
glet, gave a lecture on shade trees
and their diseases in New Mexico.
The afternoon session was under
the direct'on of Professor Garcia
and was In Spanish. A general re
view of the course was given for
the benefit of those who do not
speak English.

Earl Grey and his fiancee, Lady Glenconnor, leaving Buckingham palace.
London scarcely recovered from the news of Princess Mary's en
Gallup, N. M Dec. 16. Notices
gagement when another announcement from royal circles stirred sor
noRted at coal mines In tho
ciety. Earl Grey, the famous British statesman, and Lady Glenconnor
district today putting Into
Their names were linked together Gallup
have announced their engagement.
a general reduction in wag
some time ago ty Dame Rumor and now that old lady is saying, "I told es.ffect
The reductions constitute a reyou so."
turn to the scale In effect In No-

LEW TEMLER
GETS DECISION

U

.S. OPPOSED TO

OVER FRIEDMAN ABROGATION
(By The

isorlnted

OE

Pros.)

New York, Dec. 10. Lew Tend- ler, the Philadelphia
lightweight, tonight defeated Sailor
Friedman of Chicago, receiving the
Judge's decision at the end of their
bout in Madison Square
Garden.
Friedman came back strong In
the fourth round, staggering the
Phlladelphian with a hard left to
the Jaw. He also had the better of
the fifth round. Tendler severely
punished Friedman in the seventh
round and again In the ninth, but
the Chicago boy came back strong
in the tenth.
Tendler took advantage of Friedman's wide open tactics In the
early rounds, flooring him four
times In the. second and stopping
his aggressiveness in other rounds
with hard punches to the body. The
recuperative powers of the
were remarkable, however,
and he shook Tendler often with
hard rights and lefts to the head
and body.
Friedman cut Tendler's Hps In
the twelfth round and cut his nope
with hard blows In the fourteenth.
Friedman had been credited with
three popular decisions over Tend
ler In previous bouts.
Friedman weighed 136 pounds
and Tendler 135.

CIIESE

left-hand-

'

vember, "1917. The reduction, operators state, has been generally
accepted and working conditions at
the mines remain normal. ,Tho
mines also announced a reduction
of $1 a ton In the mine prices of
domestic coal.
The miners In the Gallup field
are unorganized.
A similar reduction was put Into
effect two weeks ago In Coltax
county, the mori accepting the cut
with little protest.
The reduction, the operators
said, would average around 80
per cent.

(Iljr The Associates
Washington, Dec. 16

rrrss.)
Pueblo, Colo., Deo. 16. Reduc(by the Asat
China's appeal tion of wages in the coal mines
sociated Press.)
M., will not be contestfor a wholesale abrogation of all Gallup, N. United
of
Mine
Workers
ed
the
by
of the treaties and agreements compoints America, according to a report
prised under the twenty-on- e
Felix
which Japan propounded In her made publlo by Secretary
1915 demands will not receive the Pogllano.
support of the American delegation, although the Americans will
endeavor to obtain 'hrough voluntary concession by Japan, a relinquishment of many of the special
privileges and concessions which
have proved bo Irksome to China,
it was said today.
The American
delegates, It is
said, are of the opinion that Japan
is prepared to go to great lengths
to meet "reasonable
requests,"
from China for the amelioration of
conditions arising under the appli
cation of the points which bear
heavily upon her.
Having secured the adhesion of
Japan to two principles laid down
by Elihu Root, the American delegates believe that the application
of these will go far toward that
end. The tiret of these declarations Is that the powers represented
at the conference shall "respect the
sovereignty, the independence and
the territorial Integrity of China,"
the second Is that they shall "provide the fullest and most unemto China
barrassed opportunities
to develon and maintain for herself an effective and stable

(Bj The Aiirlotfd Preta.)
; CAMPAIGN AGAINST
London, Dec. 16 (by the Associated
IS
the
FIGHTING
Birkenhead,
BULL
Press.) Lord
lord chancellor,
the house of
STARTED BY PAPER lords waiting a kept
:
half hour this afternoon to enable him to deliver a
'
brief address to the American
tftr Th Auoclnled Preu.)
80. The Luncheon club.
Nov.
J
Mexico City,
t newsnaoer El Universal has started
Lord Birkenhead In his address
. a campaign against bull fighting evaded any discussion of Irish afof
which appears to give promise
fairs, dismissing this subject with
a passing reference.
possible success.
I
In the belief that the present
"Today marks a stage that can
generation of grownups enjoys the never be forgotten in the hlstorv
5 sport so much tnat its promotion of the English speaking peoples,"
Is impossible, the newspaper is ar he said. "I know of no qtiarrel, acf tempting to keep children away tual or potential, or discernible by
I from the fights and to that end has the most acute eye, between the
Mexico City two. I knew of one the specter
; placed the mayor of
and the governor of the federal of ther'old Irish quarrel. I don't
J district. In which Mexico City is know yet whether we have laid
located, on record as opposed to that specter, but If we are successboys and girls witnessing the "bru- - ful In this tank, we shall have done
i tal sport."
more to banish the Inst trench In
Quarter-pag- e
I
plcturea of young- - misunderstanding
which
might
the gory have lurked than our predecessors
j ators eagerly watching
have
been approached In the past two
eights of the arena
printed, and the newspaper asks
If this Is the sort of environment
that makes for culture and reflne-- 1 The first woman in Massachusetts
ment. Felix P. Palavicinl, editor to become a county treasurer is
of El Universal, long ago placed Miss Phoebe M. Curtis, of Gloucesunalterably ter, who has been appointed to the
j himself on record as
j opposed to
although, office In Essex county.
bullfights,
In deference to popular opinion,
his newspaper carries exhaustive
accounts of the corridas. He ar-- J
gues, however that If the young-'- 5
sters are now kept away from the
;
fights the next generation will not
want them.
(

MANSLAUGHTER IS
JURY VERDICT IN
PENNINGTON CASE
jv

I
I

i'
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DISPATCH

TO MOWNIN9

estant church
denominations
through their representatives at the
Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ of America here today, promulgated their program for permanent world peace, outlined obligations which they declare America
owes the world and called upon the
government to seize their principles.
Aid to Austria, Russia and Ar
menia,

to

congratulations

Pennington on the stand yesterday asserted that Joe Bledsoe, the
man he was accused of killing, had
threatened to kill him If he saw
him in the company of Miss Josephine Johnson of Shoemaker.
He admitted having shot Bledsoe
In self defense after the man had
beaten him and had climbed Into
Pennington's auto to attack him,
A Good Cough Medicine.
well of a cough medicine, when druggists use It in their
own families, In preference to any
other. J. Goldsmith, druggist, Van
Ethen. N. Y., writes: "I have sold
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
years, with complete satisfaction to
myself and customers. I have always used H In my own family,
both for ordinary coughs and colds
and for the cough following the
grip, and find it very efficacious."
-

It speaks

-

-

O,

;

;:o?
110 South Second

Central Ave,

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

Great

Britain and Ireland and recogni
tlon at an international court for
the settlement of the world prob
lems were among the demands
upon the government by the coun

ell.

Fearing the accusation of rartl
sanshlp several delegates debated
the wording of the program's reference to international courts and
associations so both the league of
nations and an association of na
tions were mentioned.
As an afterthought the council
adopted a separate resolution to
send its prayers and good will to the
league of nations.
"We maintain with firm
it is the right and duty of the
cnurcn to declare In no
douotfu
terms the moral principles that are
involved In International life and
to Insist that our lawmakers, our
diplomats and all those who repre
sent our nation in Us International
relations shnll observe these prin
ciples with utmost care, the dec
laratlon read.

Attend Eubank Bros,
Sale

Pre-Christm- as

Today
IT PRESENTS A REAL OPPOR-

riUX

AT'TO KACE.
Dec. 18. The 1922 grand

GTtAXD

Paris.

VA

TUNITY TO GET SUITS, OVER.

will take
prlx automobile race
place at Strasbourg July IB, nc
to
an
made
announcement
cording
this evening by the Automobile
Club of France.

COATS,

UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS,
SOCKS, SHOES, HATS AND CAPS

Waterman Fountain
Peng
$2.75 to $35.00

AT A GENUINE SAVING.

MINDLIN'S
"Wlint

It Is, It Is."

AVe Say

'

J

H8 West Central

Phone 513

i--

.

The women of Roumanla are
elated over their victory in gaining
ht
of municipal suffrage, regarding It as the first step In their
political emancipation.
the-ripr-

POrXT) SALE.
On Monday, the 19th day of Deat 10:00 a. m., in
1921,
cember,
front of the city hall on North
Second street, I will sell one grey
horse about 17 hands high, weigh
about 1,200 pounds, 7 years old,
branded H on left Jaw, and branded on left shoulder.
J. R. GALUSHA.
City Marshal.

CONVEX KETTLE
"
"
"
"
"
DOUBLE BOILER
"
, "
"
"

151
152
153

154
231

232
233

264
265
266 V,
267 H

TEA KETTLE
"
"
"
"

"
"

H

.
r.

Regulnr Price
$1.25
$1.75
$2.25
$2.75
$2.75
$3.25
$4.25
$0.00
$B.f0
$7.00
$7.75
K C7

$2.C0

$3.20
$1.50
$4.90
$5.25
$5.85

;

;

nD

Sale Discount

U

'O

rt

C Cf

HIGH GRADE BLUE AND WHITE ENAMELED
WARE.

Bale Discount

Don't Forget Our

s
of the
National Bank, AlbuquerNew
Mexico.
que,
You are hereby notified that the
annual meeting of the stockholders ef the Citizens
National
Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be held at Its Banking House
on Tuesday, January 10, 1922, at
S p. m
for the purpose of electing directors for the ensuing year.
II. G. BTIN.TES, Cashier.
December 10, 1921.

the Stockholders

Sale Price
$1.00
$1.35
$1.75
$2.10
$2.10

HIGH GRADE CARVERS

NOTICE.

TO

pj

QQ

& D

everybody

-
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Christmas Sale Special
Ladies' best quality Slippers, padded
soles, silk ribbon trimmed, (J j
P
all colors, only....'..

f

tpXOD

Men's Felt Slippers', with
padded soles,

E3

...

76.

305-S0-

7

West Central.

leather or

$1 95

I

Just in time for Christmas came the notice of a nationwide reduction of Pathe Phonographs. The Pathe plays
all types of records without extra attachments. Except in the case of the table models you have your
choice of electric or spring motor without extra charge.
We can arrange
The reduction amounts to almost
terms.,. A small payment down puts one in your home in
time for Christmas.

cabinet, exquisitely denigned with the same skill
and craftsmanship that is used in
the more elaborate models. This
model gives all the Important
Pathe features at an exceptionally low price. Oak or mahogany
with all exposed parts nickel-plateUniversal tone arm; Pathe
reproducer; Sapphire 17 ball;2 double
lncher
soring motor: 8i;'.e
wide; IS 4 Inches deep, 13 Inches high

m

;

Way.
Shop' the Advertisers'
'
Buy now and by then Your Christmas
Will Be Complete.

JillJ'

This Cabinet Model Reduced
from $110 to $69.50 Choice of
Spring or Electric Motor.

3

mas Gift That
She Can Wear
From the days of Mother Eve7, 'all women have
been followers of that mysterious thing
know as "style."
You will be getting mighty close to the heart
of any women your mother, wife or sweet-hea- rt
if you give her some sensible and
handsome piece of wearing apparel.
The main difficulty, of course, is that men
are generally at a loss to choose something
that will thoroughly please the feminine heart.
'. And that's exactly the difficulty that has been
done away with by the fully described list of
attractive gifts for this sort gloves, sweaters,
fur coats, laces, hosiery, fans and neckwear
That you'll find in the Christmas Gift Sug- -,
gestions in the advs. which are appearing
daily in The Journal.

j

1

lrClDlr
This $325 Period
model, now $185,
with choice of
spring or electric
motor.

This classic Sheraton will harmonize as
well with a simple Interior aa it will with
the most elaborate.
Its artistic design,
with severe lines gives it strength and
dignity. Satin finish mahogany, with all
the exposed metal trimmings of antique
75 Table model,
tone arm;
sih'er hardware. Universal
40 Pathe perfect
now
.$
tone control; Pathe rema$150 Cabinet
Sapphire ball; double spring
89 producer;
vninu
motor; size 47 2 Inches wide; 20 Inches
Cabinet
(225
deep; 36 inches high. Choice of electrlo or
Actuelle, now ...$150 spring motor wltholit extra- charge.
i

Other Models.
....

wmm

K

CENTRAL;

CO.

AMMJCtVUtQV

II3W. COLO AVE. 4

PHONE.

'

209

'

IN ALL MODEL PATIIE PHONOGRAPHS

An Inconspicuous

R, F. MEAD, MANAGER,

Phone

mmmf

reduction

This Machine Reduced
from $55 to $29.59.

Electric Iron Sale

Whitney Hardware Co.

1

TfiKE ADVANTAGE GF THE

50.

0

Give Her a Christ-

--

m

Cltl-zon-

'

i

311 West

ON SALE NOW

The Province of Quebec has
again gone on record
opposed
to the admission of women to the
bar.
DETTA RAINBOW JAZZ OR.
CHKSTHA, TON If. I IT. COIXEGKl
DANC-ININN EATS SHEETS

Phone 778

WARE

CLIPPER

r

Albuquerque Music Store

8c Pcand

Prot-

Thirty

UNIVERSAL ALUMINUM

JOUHNAL(

Las Vegas, N. M., Dee. 16. The
Jury In the case of Thomas P. Pen-- i
nlngton returned a verdict of vol- -'
untary manslaughter after two
hours deliberation at 2:30 this afternoon. The penalty Is one to ten
years. Pennington's attorneys filed
notice that they would file a mo-- ;
tlon for a new trial.

Special Sale
For Christmas

(By The Atsoclnlrd Prem.)

Chicago, Dec. 16.

'

r

Candy Shop

Which They Declare America Owes the World.

NOTE THESE SAVINGS:

PE0PLE--BIRKENHEA-

S

PACTS

-

five-da- y

WAGE REDUCTION IN
GALLUP COAL MINES

Washington, Deo. 16 (by the As-- I
smiiuod Press). Justice department officials would not discuss to- night the arrest In Poland of Wolfe
In Warsaw, as a sus- i .Lindenfeld,connection
with the Wall
i pec't in
It was Indicated.
street
explosion.
'.
however, that official reports from
''
Poland were expected by the de-- r
partment and that further details
would then be available.
Efforts of the Justice depart- ment to trace the perpetrators of
the explosion are understood to
of
have included the
the police of a number of countries NO QUARREL BETWEEN
1 hut
the aenartmenr nas neen
SPEAKING
ENGLISH
i guarded In any discussttm of clues,
. in order to avoid disclosing inior
D
J matlon.
I

'

fi

c$ v JT

.1us-tic- e.
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tu&ks

CHURCHEE1C

COURSES

Once you hear it, you will have it sooner or later
for it does not cost any more than the other makes,
but it returns much more. The longer you play
the BRUNSWICK the sweeter the tone grows.
Nothing goes out on approval, every instrument
guaranteed when you buy from us, you get strictly
new goods. Hear the Brunswick Records, they are
wonderful.

Christinas
at the

The

Police Claim to Have in
Their Possession His Full
Confession
of Part in
Wall Street Blast.

i

IS OUTLINED AT

WITH

I
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CF SOUTHKfEST MEETIB8
'.ROW ISSUE WAS
The following report on the
meeting of the League of the South
west was prepared by Judge Heed
Hollomnn, who attended ns a spe
cial representative of Ban Juan
county. It shows how the Intrusion
of a local California qunrrol block
ed the real work of the league
meeting:
Mr. D. Tiollia, President,
McKlnley County Chamber of
Commerce,
Gallup, N. M.
Dear Sir: I desire to make r
report through you to the Chamber
of Commerce of Gallup relative to
the matters In connection with the
League of the Southwest held ot
Riverside, Calif., December 8, 9
and 10.
I wish first to extend to you my
thanks for your courtesy in suggesting that I attend that meeting
as a representative of this Chamber of Commerce.
I regret to be compelled to report that owing to the conditions
which I will hereafter state In this
report, no real work was don by
the convention. As an educational
matter, the convention was a complete success. Rome of the nblest
men from the different parts of the
United States and Canada attended
and addressed the meetings upon
different matters directly connected with the development of the
Colorado river pro.lect.
The convention was honored by
the presence of the secretary of the
Interior, Hon. A. B. Fall, who delivered an address which was of
great benefit to the convention because of certain positives reference
he made relative to the manner one
of the projects will be constructed.
When the delegates arrived at
Riverside thev ascertained that a
situation existed which would like-1- "
develop so as to be disastrous to
the interests of thn states outside
of the state of California.
There were present
delegates
from the states of California, Arizona, Nevada, Wyoming, TTtah, Colorado, New Mexico and Texas. We
soon discovered that a bitter contest was on between certain Interests of southern California, namely,
the Southern California Edison
company, and what Is known ns
the Municipal Ownership People of
Los Angeles.
The Edison company desires to
construct a great pro.lect at Boulder canyon. Their purpose Is, of
course, to control all the power derived from the project as a private
On the other hand
corporation.
certain Interests In Los Angeles
seemed to desire that the city of
Lo Angeles be permitted to con- -

USE SLOAN'S TO

.

I EASE LAME BACKS
YOU
I

can't do your best
back and every

when
muscle

aches with fatigue.

Apply Sloan's Liniment freely, with-trubbing, and enjoy a penetrative
glow of warmth and comfort.
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
sciatica, sore muscles, stiff joints and
the after effects of weather exposure.
I For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
your neighbor. Keep Sloan's handy.
At all druggists 3Sc, 70c, $1.40.
Y

ut

MBS
Mr

r-t
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J. J.
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trol the entire project. A proposl
tion had been submitted by Los
Angeles to the reclamation service

by which Lom Angeles would be al
located SO per cent of all the power
This
derived from this project.
contort was so bitter and involved
so many angles that the delegates
immediately realized that their own
Interests would be Jeopardized if
the, convention was permitted to
take action upon any matter that
was of mere local Interest.
liy the peculiar method of select
ing delegates to the convention
southern California had an over
whelming majority of votes over
all the other states, so they had the
power nd we early realized that
they would exercise this power, in
putting over any resolutions they
.desired, and we also realized that
the propositions they would pro
pose would bo disastrous to the
welfare or tho otner stares.
A meeting was held by the other
states and it was determined that
they would take no part in any
declaration of policies or platform
unless each slate was granted
eo,ual voting power. I was selected
as the representative of all the
to
states, outsido of California,
present their proposition by approconvenpriate resolutions to the of these
At .the request
tion.
states, I Introduced a resolution to
tho effect that each state should
have one voto In the convention
upon all matters doelatory ot policies, tho vote of each state to be
determined by the majority of tho
votes of tho delegates from such
state. At tho Fame time the convention was Informed that unless
that resolution was adopted the
other states would not participate
In such matters. The vote of the
delegates present was overwhelming in favor of the resolution, but
the chair ruled that unless the
voto was practically unanimous,
be would not permit a change la
tho form of voting, and in held
that although the vote was overwhelming in favor of tho resolution, it was not practically unanimous, and therefore ho declared
the resolution was not adopted.
Later In the day the following
statement was presented to the
convention:
On behalf of tho states of
Arizona,
Colorado,
Nevada,
I'tah, New Mexico, Texas and
Wyoming. Relative to the sit
uation that lias arisen In tho
of tho
present convention
League of the Southwest, we
deem it proper to slate our
present relations to this meeting.
"As stated when the resolution was presented, to the convention, we deem it inadvisable to further participate In
he
any manner relative to
policy or platform that may
come before 1hl convention.
Our conduct In this regard is
actuated solely by the belief
that it is vital to our interests that we shall not participate in such matters unless
each state shall have equal
voting power. We feel that no
fair expression of tho purposes or the policies of the league
can be given when tho views
and desires of six states ran
be nullified by the votes of one
slato. We do not desire that
our action shall be construed
ns severing our relations with
the league. The work that tho
league has accomplished, and
tho great possibilities of its
future efforts are fully recognized nnd appreciated bv us,
nnd It Is our earnest desire
that in the future the leasuo
will function In a spirit of
complete harmony, and that
such steps as aro necessary
may be taken to the end that

in the future no such unfortunate situation may possibly
arise, Willi the sincere appreciation of thu courtesies extended us by the people of
we
that
regret
Riverside,
present conditions rcquiro us
to tako this action."
After the statement was presented to tho convention, a delegation representing thu Chamber
of Commerce of the City of Los
Angeles appeared and interested
themselves In attempting to bring
out a satisfactory solution of the
situation but not being able to
control their own delegates, their
efforts were of no avail.
About
that time a gentleman from Oakland, Calif., a delegate to the convention above named, by the name
of Fred C. Heed, who was chairman of the State Realty Board, appeared and started a movement to
bring about a reconciliation in the
convention.
At his suggestion,
each state appointed two deleto
meet as a committee to
gates
see if resolutions could not be
agreed upon which would be satThis
isfactory to all the states.
committee met on the morning of
the 10th and proceeded to its
work. California was represented
by a delegate who was the real
leader of the municipal ownership
people of Los Angeles and by a
delegate who was working with the
Edison people.
P.y the noon hour we had drafted a set of resolutions which were
agreed to by all the delegates of
this committee, Including tho delegates from California.
At that
timo we had great hopes that tho
situation would bo alleviated, that
the convention would not break up
and that some real good would
come from its efforts. However, at
tho afternoon meeting and while
we were waiting for a redrafting
of the resolutions,
tho delegate
from California, representing the
municipal ownership people, with
no notice whatever to other members of the committee, repaired to
tho convention
hall and
nut
through a motion to adlourn the
convention. This act prevented
reconciliation between
any
California and the other states.
However, the resolutions which
had been ndopled by tills committee were given to the nress of fnl- ifornia.
I am leaving with your
secretary, a paper which contains
a fV.iii of these resolutions.
After this condition
arose the
states outsido of California gave
out a statement to the press
setting
forth their position in the matter.
The statement was published by the
California papers. That statement
roiiows:
"Owing to tho dissension
that arose In the convention of
the League of the Southwest,
we think It proper to state our
position. When tho delegates
arrived from the outside states
they were Ignorant of the purposes of the convention. It did
not take long to determine that
tho entire matter had
d
into a local fight between divergent Interests
of
the Southern California as to
whether tho lioulder
canvon
protect shall be built by private capital. Also the question
of the relation ot the city of
Lost Angeles with the
project
was another serious bone
of
contention. Realizing- that this
dissension
was & matter In
which the other states were
not concerned, and havinrr ascertained that, growing out of
this fight, action would likoly
be taken Inimical to the rights
of the other states, nnd ascertaining also that the state ot
California bnd an overwhelming m.ilnritv of. the votes of the'
convention, by reason of tho
large local attendance from
southern California, wo refused
to participate in any matters
relating to tho nollcles or the
platform of the convention,
unlcs each state was accorded
This
equal voting
strength.
position was agreed to by all
the states outside of the stato
of California.
"Every possible effort waa
desren-erate-

TEACHER'S

ter Industries

because other
communities had not power to
offer.
Failing in that, their
next move was to halloo their
heads off for government ownership because that offered less
possibilities of competition, end
they figure their political Influence will he strong enough
we refused to allow a local disto "take care of Los Angeles.'
sension to Injure those things
one thing they succeeded
The
that nro of vital Interest.
in accomplishing was to pre"The delegates of our states
vent anything
being accomwero selected by our respecplished."
tive governors and by civic
of
the
The
delegates from
feeling
bodies thereof, and consisted
all the states outside of California
of men fully conversant with
was that It would be far better that
tho Interests of the states and
no action be taken at this conventhe real purposes
of the
and really far better that the
tion
league, and we refused to be
League of tho Southwest be disdrawn from their proper conrupted and another one bo planned
sideration Into a local fight
to tako Its place, than that Caliwhich should not have been
fornia be permitted to jam through
dignified by permitting it to
resolutions that would be disaseomo before the convention."
trous to the interests of the other
Tho position assumed
by the states.
states outside of California was
There was not a, delegate from
endorsed
practically
universally
of the seven states outside of
by the press of California. In fact any
who was not In full acCalifornia
so far as I have been able to aswith this position.
certain, it was endorsed by all of cord
W e could not agree that a mere
the press of California outside of sentiment
of courtesy, because of
the city of Los Angeles and by a our
In California, should
meeting
of
the
Los
of
part
press
Angeles.
be allowed to destroy or Impair the
A fair expression of the resent Interests of any of the states. There
ment is evidenced by a statement was no discord whatever between
of the press contained
In
tho
of the states outside of Calieditorial of the San Bernardino any
fornia, nor between their delegates,
Daily Sun of December 11. as fol and although no action was taken
.
lows:
we feel that
by the convention,
"If tha convention of the
ereot good was accomplished by
League of the Southwest at
these mere notification to the city of
Riverside was a farce In itself,
Los Angeles that the' other states
a failure as to results and probwill not submit to their dictation
ably a tragedy so far as tho orand that each state and the states
noIs
ganization
concerned, let
collectively have interests to probody think it was not of amaztect nnd that they propose to see
ing educational benefit to all
them protected.
That such a separticipating.
Rospeotrniiv sunmitTen,
could
Btich
quel
REED HQLLOMAN.
spring from
conditions mny be so strange
as to seem impossible, but it is
the simple fact.
ESCAPED PRISONER IS
"We take it that the league
Is dead
NABBED WHILE TRYING
beyond recall, and
that two elements Conspired to
TO BREAK INTO HOUSE
bring about the fatality, each
of them determined to control
or to put the organization out
(By Tli Anclated FrN.)
of existence. One of these was
Boston, Mass., Dec. 16. Harry
extremthe public, ownership
from tho
Berwin, who escaped
ists of Los Angeles, the other
state prison In a packing case toyas the power companies not
day, was captured In Newton late
only of California, but of all
today while trying to break Into a
the west, perhaps nationally,
house.
for their organization is nation
After Berwin or a confederate
wide, and very close at that.
had placed a change of clothing
Hut tho logic of the situation
Inside with the underwear which
is nil with the visitors from
tho case was supposed to contain.
other states, nnd against the
Tierw.n R'.fp-Los Angeles folks who were so
in, screwed down
the cover and was taken across the
selfish and discourteous ond
city in a truck. Arriving at his desand destructive as
to insist that in this conference,
tination the driver found in the
box a. convict's uniform, a screw
California should have as many
effective votes as six other
driver and a pair of pliers.
Btales represented, because of
tho accident
that the session
was held in California. Natur-- .
at first protho
visitors
ally,
tested and then rebelled, and
the Angelonos went back to
the city with food for thought
ns to whether the end Justified
the means.
"Their course from the outset has been hoggish.
They
may deny until doomsday that
Soolhinq &nd He&linq
the contract offered the reclamation service awarding 80
per cent of tho Boulder Canyon
power to Los Angeles, was
'never meant as a cuntract,' as
Attorney W. B. Mathews did
deny after the contract had
been exploited by a Denver
speaker and publlcaily repudiated by Secretary Kail, but
from society
nobody has yet answered the
question as to why It was ever
when
the
drafted.
Its purpose, on the
simple
surface, was to monopolize
Resinol Soap
s
of the power from
sa there
Boulder
Canyon,
Ointment
would be little or none left for
tho rest of Southern California,
condition
relievo
Arizona and Nevada, and Los
Angeles could continue to cen
A
skin treatment
made bv the states outside the
state of California to effect a
reconciliation
but .without
avail.
We maintain that it
Is
for
highly
improper
the states to attempt to determine any matter that is
purely local to one state, and

MANY USED CARS ON
EXHIBITION
AT THE
"OPEN AIR MARKET"
There were lots of bargains
snapped up yesterday, the opening
day of the Albuquerque used car
market. The cars were exhibited
by a number of dealers In the vacant lot next to the Morning Journal building on Gold avenue. The
sale will last three days.
All of the cars were In good
condition and were ready for demonstration and to be wrapped up
and delivered In caso they pleased
the customers.
"Make an offer" was the sign on
most of the cars and a number of
these were purchased at attractive prices. The cars represented
everything sold In the city from
the cheapest to the most expensive
makes.
As the market Is a new thing tn
Albuquerque but few customers attended the morning offering, but
large crowds looked the cars over
during the afternoon. The sale will
be open early this morning and a
number of additional used cars will
be on exhibition.

BICYCLE SALE"

"15-DA- Y

Now Is a Chance to Buy a
Bicycle and Save Money

High-Grad-

'

Harley-Davidso-

Rugby,
and Other Makes

World-Gendro-

n,

220 South Second

DFT.TA
RATXBOW JAZZ OR.
CHKSTHA. TONIGHT. COLLEGE
INN EATS SWEETS

e

n,

BICYCLE CO.

BROAD

St

Phone 736

,

Our Big Sale Opens

TODAY
On All of Our Ladies' and Children's Ready-to-WeWe are giving you an opportunity to buy now at reduced prices. You don't have to wait until after Christmas. Dress up for the Holidays.
ar

-

bull-head-

Improves bad

Complexions

Try it

Ladies' Coats, made of fine Normandy cloth, fur or plain trimmed

StcK.$!!-.00-

of

IZ

AND

$39.50

T0-

$1.75

-

$7.50

Handsome Imported Beaded Bags, worth ip to $40. Specially priced at
AND

$7.50, $9.50

$14.50

Fancy Belts and Girdles, the newest for dress trimmings, made out of
metai, cenuioia ana leather,
fjrr TO
tf--

The Mama Doll is the only doll.
unbreakable. There is no better
doll for the money

mm) ELL

standard

fl

$3.50

I)1.ZD

from....

and
is sure to
the

WRIST WATCHES
$29.00 to $150.00
MINDLIN'S

.,...$29.50

Today Extra Special,
Shantung Pongee, yard.
."
Fur Chockers, a useful gift.....
2Sfl OFF
Handsome Vanity Boxes, made of assorted leathers; beautiful "fitted.
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FRANK HEHRERA

EE TS DRAW WITH

TEXANS ARE

Theaters Today

I

"B" Theater Repeating for the
last time today, "God's Gold," with
Neal Hart as the leading star, assisted by an
cast; also repeating "Betty's Romeo," a two-recomedy.
Crystal Opera House Harvey's
the
Minstrels, famous all over
country as the best of its kind on
the road, will appear tonight, glv-i- n
the second night performance
Sunday night. Besides the evening
shows there will be two matinees
this afternoon and Sunday afternoon. The company will be out In
parade this morning about noon.
Lyric Theater Viola Dana is truShe is the leading
ly popular here.
star in "The Match Breaker," and
was at her best yesterday.
The
picture is being repeated for the
last time today. The management
is also repeating the two-recomedy, "April Fool."
Tom Mix
runtime Theater
leave the Pastime after tonight, he
a"s
star
in
the
"Trailin',"
repeating
which has been a big success during the past few days. The management is also repeating the
Sunshine comedy, "The Golfer,"
for the last time today.

MRS. M'

LOCAL ITEMS

DIES FOLLOWING,

DEATH

all-st- ar

el

BENNY
Bony Galiardi Knocks Out
Jim Flynn in Third Round;
Galiardi Challenges Eddy
Lewis, Who Accepts.
Clean SDOrtsmanshlD featured the
draw between Benny
dova of Albuquerque, and Frank
Herrera of Trinidad, at the Crystal
last nlKht. The bout was not an
exceptionally fast one, being held
up considerably by clinches, but
we general gooa nature 01 me
boxers and' their desire not to take
unfair advantages kept the fans
with them every minute. This trait
In both of the
boys was clearly
shown three times when one
thom trlnnpd in thfl floor and on
TiiimHai rt tirfaairtriu whan hpn.VV
punches were given while they were
being separated Dy tn rereree.
The work of the two boys la ai
different as day from night. Her
,nrn nnod nut tnt Tf4l4ta. RoTlTlV fO
(l knockout
Benny seldomly lands
blow not intended as a Druuser,
he scorns to Rive easy taps ana ti
fMnt.rt Vilmqplf from thftm. Her
era's gloves are never still, and
11s Benny made no effort to keep
iway from them except when there
km tnrilnatlnn of tnrra hphlnd the
flows, he took hundreds of the
easy. jaDS.
considerable
J Opening up with
In
Jiep, the boys lost but little time
several
feeling out, 'toBenny landing
fieaw lefts
the Jaw, followed by
I right to the ear. Merrera woum
,

then rtn rnnt 1Am
jn the clinch and would occasionilly send a heavy swing. of mix; This was the usual style
rounds
through the first eight fnlr
pp
PX"
In tlir. ntntVl tVlOfA WAR
blows and In the
Change of heavy Bnil
twelfth this
tnnlh olnrcnth
was continued, Herrera having the
st of the Ugnt worK ana Benny
Jne best or me ncavy. in me
Pprp(m nnilv hurt the best
The match
f thn heavv sluceing.
ended with Herrera landing some
ripnw fin manv light swings and
liennv connecting with a number
-

1

1

IntnnrinA

Chauffeur Shot While Sit- - Mrs. J. P. MeMurrajy 412 South
Fifth street, died last night at 10
ting at Steering Wheel of o'clock after an illness dating from
His Car Near Building November 28, when she sustained
home.
broken limb In fall at
Known as Ku Klux Hall. a Mrs. McMurtny a was bornherin Mis-

Vinvmnkprtt

ing trials of nineteen Austin citizens charged with tho murder of
P. R. Clayton, a taxlcab driver, who
was shot to death last night will
be held next Monday before Justice
of the Peace Mondel, in whose
court the charges were filed by
Earl Shelton, Austin attorney.
Late today thirteen of the nineteen had been arrested and released on a 15,000 bond.
of the
Judge R. H. Hamilton
Travis county criminal district
court said today he would not call
a special grand jury to Investigate
the killing. The next session of the
Jury is in February.
Clayton was shot last night while
sitting at the steering wheel of
an automobile which had, halted in
an alley next to the building
known as the "Ku Klux Klan hall."
It was reported there was a meeting of some nature going on in the
hall at the time of the shooting.
Barney Blunt and Olney Child-eralso taxi drivers, were with
Clayton at the time of the shooting. According to stories told the
police, they were on their way to
a dance and had stopped In the alley for a few minutes when five
or six men standing in the alley
opened fire on them. Clayton was
struck by one bullet and died almost
instantly, living long enough to exclaim that "I don't know why they
did it, but I died game."

.

"GOD'S GOLD" AT TUB
TIIKATKR TODAY
FOR T1U3 LAST TIME

'"

Tnight will witness the final
showing of "God's Gold," Neal
Hart's latest production which has
been thrilling the crowds at the
"B'N(heater for the past few days.
The picture presents Neal Hart
in the role of a sea captain
and
his quest for buried treasure is
marked by one continuous round
of excitement.
A fight with his
mutinous crew, the destruction of
two big ships by fire, a storm at
sea and the rescue of his sweetheart from the clutches of a gang
of bandits are but a few of the
exciting situations in the picture.
HISTORIC YACHT IV
"HI 11 MATCH BKJRAKER."
NOW AT LYRIC THEATER

s,

CARRIERS FIGHT

'

GENERAL- CUT IN

IT

however, failed to accomplish their MIX
I "TRAIMV HITS
mission.
i Tinnn ftnllariH of Trinflafl knock
THE TRAIL TONIGHT FOR
LAST T.MIE AT PASTIME
id out Jim Flynn of Albuquerque 1
round of their gehed-.In the 1 third
Tt
han
hnpn nn nniiennl nfrrTit to
Thn Trinidad
.nMn mill
ouf- see Tom Mix In a Tuxedo suit, and
considerably
had
Flynn
boy
F
t
Va Vr.nl Via he will be seen in it for the last
l
today at the Pastime theater.
Challenged Eddy Lewis to a match time
Of course, the speedy William Fox
Lewis accepted, v
: Th
rii lnot Tilarht was ODenco cowboy star goes to the west asid
iv. a v.Hl rnvnl which was won that Is when the excitement begins
Herrera for the audience. "Trailin"' that
ty Tony Garcia.was Young his
bout is the name of his picture tells a
given
pf Albuquerque
with Montano in ine sccona romm most absorbing and exciting story.
ilotitano being unable to continue
The decisions were given by th VACHEL LINDSEY TO
City boxing commission.

'LARGE

"PEG

i

0'

BY A.

j.

SEES
HEART"
H. S. JUNIORS

MY

x

capacity house laughed a lot
ana cried a bit over the second
toerformance of "Peg (V My Heart'
Iven by the Junior class of the
fhigh
school at the auditorium Inst
tiight. The play itself Is a favorite
dramatists
And the high school
under the direction of Prof. John
13. Burton did credit to its repu
tatlon.
J Miss Pansy Hicks, playing the
title role, stands out, as of course,
t, real heroine should, from the
pther members of the cart. Her
acting in the part of "Peg" seemed
remarkable from a high school
student with little previous expe
prelence In dramatics. She threw
herself into the part with an In
tentness seldom seen In amateur
players, sustaining her Irish brogue
throughout the piece and interpreting the various moods of "Peg"
with convincing feeling.
Owen Marron, as the swaggering young son of the house of Chi
chester, came In for first honors
among the boy players although
Frederick Ward as ; "Jerry," the
hero, ran him a close second. Miss
A

' Mildred

Zirhut arthe elderly, Mrs.
Chichester was particularly 'good.
, Miss Helen
Schneider played the
r proper Insipid daughter of the
house and Richard Lewis was an
extraordinarily tall and pompous
butler.
Nathan Classman as the
daughter's suitor, Carl Allen as a
lawyer and Miss Laura Shaver as
a pretty French maid, were all
good.

CRYSTAL

Last night's performance was
the second, a Thursday matinee
having been given for the school
children of the city. The proceeds
of the performance will be used
for the annual Junior prom. A
Senior class day Is promised
for
early In the year.

Washington,

Dec.

!

merce Commission were made to
day by spokesmen for the railroads
In three dtstrlcta of the United
Stfites. Arguments were based, the
spokesmen explained, In statistical
studies of earnings and the effect
upon them of rates and traffic fluctuations.
-- T. C.
Powell, vice president of the
Erie, was the witness ffir eastern
carriers; W. C. Maxwell, vice president of the Wabash lines, spoke for
the central freight tssocintion, interritory,
cluding most
and George W. Iamb, auditor for
Association
of
the
Railway Executives, made the presentation for the
southern district.
The agitation for lower rates
worked to decrease
traffic, Mr.
Pnwpll said. tChlln Mr. Maxwell
asserted that "the outlook would
be gloomy Indeed for tho central
roads If the rates are to be

AT
OPENED

WIRELESS STATION
UNIVERSITY

Korbor wireless station at the
University of New Mexico was
opened at 7 o'clock last night and
was eFtnlvlshed
communication
with several radio stations, the one
farthest away being at the agricultural college at Ijrs Cruces. The
station operated a- 375 meter wavts'
length. Those who wore fortunate'
enough to "listen in" heard rauslo
from Denver, telephone conversation from Catallna island and
In
picked up telegraph stations
Iowa. The receiving set was madi
by Bert Noe, South High street
The station will be open to the
public Saturday and Sunday.
The government call is

SENATE VOTES
CONFIDENCE IN
FRENCH PREMIER

Harvey's Greater Minstrels will
muko a very attractive street
Introducing several novelties.
Tho wardrobe consisting of purple
and burnt orange, Kkinner satin
coats with hats to match, presents
a very flashy effect while the trom
bone work of Sinn Austin furnishes
comedy in tho street. Not all the
company participate in the parade,
as such people as the stago me
Octaroon
the
chanics,
Beauty
chorus, are busy with the ward-rob- o
and effects.
This company will be at the
Crystal opera house, today and
17
and 18.
Sunday, December
ilatineo this afternoon and Sunday
afternoon.
pa-ru-

DUKE CITY HIGHS TO
MEET MEKAUL QUINTET
Albuquerquo high school basketball team will meet Menaul school
tonight for the first timfe this sea-on
son. Tho jrame will be played
the Menaul school floor and be
gins promptly nt 8 o clock. The
contest premises to be very Interesting since the two teams are very
Both
evenly matched this year.
squads have been working hard and
are primed for the battle.
In the preliminary
gpme at 7
of
o'clock" Headquarters troop
scouts will meet the Menaul jun
iors.
The high school girls' team plys
the Good Time club gills in the
at 7:80
high school gymnasium
o'clock tonight. Last week the
high school won from the Good
Timers,
The lineups for tonight s game at
Menaul (we as follows:
Menaul.
Hitrh School.
Martinez
f
Hogrefd
f,
Candelnrla
Rogers
Cruz
c
Fenjamln
r.ong
:vasqiies
...g
Wilson. .
..Lash
g
The lineup for tho girls will be:
A. H. S.
Good-- ' Time,
M. Fracaroll
dris Curtis... f
V. Fracaroli
Mary Brown.... f
Pauline John. . . ,g. ...W. Warrennr
Mildred Lighton . g.Dora McCreary
i. c
oilie Pitt
Julia Ryan
Ethel Burgin. .r. ct. Helen Davidson
40-1- 3.

ST

Funeral services for
Fermlnia Chavez, 17 years
,

f

REAL BARGAINS

old, who died Wednesday, will bo
held this afternoon from tho Sacred Heart' church. Interment will
be made at San Jose cemetery.
have charge.
Garcia and Sons'-wil- l

at the

West Atlantic avenue. Interment will bo in San Jose cemetery.
Garcia and Sons will have charge.

LADIES' SPECIALTY SHOP
7 MORE

ONLY

SHOPPING

DAYS

SANDOVAL
The
funeral of
Miss
Mannellta
Sandoval, who

Take advantage of the wonderful bargains offered.
Come and see them, you will not be disappointed.
Heavy Flannel Gowns, $1.00. Windsor Flannel "Billie Burkes" and Pajamas,
$1.95.
Fancy Silk Bloomers, 98c." Felt Comfy Slippers, $1.39. Wool Sport
Hose, $1.25. Full Fashioned, Pure Silk Hose, best quality, 3 pair for $5.85.
Silk Crepe de Chine Gowns, $3.95. Wool Jersey Over Blouses, $3.95. Coats,
Suits, Dresses, Sport Skirts, Blouses, Girls' and Children's Coats, greatly reduced to enable you to buy something useful for Christmas gifts at an im-

at

Remember Everything On Sale

The funeral of
GUTIERREZ
Teodora Gutierrez, who dlel
Thursday evening at her residence
on North Fourth street, will' be
held this morning at 8 o'clock from
the family residence. Burial will
be In Santa Barbara cemetery.
'Crollott is in charge.
Mrs.

died last Tuesday at her home at
San Jose, will be held this morning
9 o'clock at the family residence.
Burial will be In San Jose cemetery. Crollott will have charge.

mense saving.

TI5E

LENNER
Tho funeral of Robert Oliver Lenner, who died last
Wednesday at his apartments on
North Seventh street, will be held
Monday morning at 10 o'clock at
Crollott'a funeral chapel. Burial
will be In Fuln lew cemetery.

Crollott's funeral parlors

pend-

GIBBONS WINS FROM
O'DOWD
ON
POINTS
St. Paul, Minn., Deo. 16. Mflce
Gibbons of St. Paul outpointed his
fellow townsman,
Mike O'Dowd,
former middleweight champion, in
d
a
bout here tonight,
newspaper men at the ringside
agreed.

MAHARAM

The Last Store on Main

SHOP

SON

&

Central Avenue
Street The Store That

Sells

For Less.

....

Time

.

Is

MAIL ORDERS
DELIVERED
FREE

Flying

GARCIA Miss Rosalia Garcia
died yesterday morning at her
apartments In the highlands. She
Is survived by hor parents and two
brothorg, James and IJbrado, both
of this city. The body was takeri
ing funeral arrangements.

SPECIALTY

518 West

BMATTLDIXG
Mrs.
Pauline
Smaulding, 54, died last night at
her residence, 715 East Hazeldine
avenue. Mrs. Smaulding had been
a resident of this city for tho last
fifteen years. She is survived by
six sons and two daughters, besides
her husband. She was a member
of the F. M. P. lodge of this city.
The funeral services, which weivj
to to have been held today, havj
been postponed till Monday afternoon at 2:30 at Mount Olive
church, on account of sickness In
the family. Meanwhile the body
will lie in state at CroIIott's funeral p..
chapel, where friends may view it.

to

Nothing Reserved.

LADIES'
E.

Christmas is only eight days away and if you haven't
done your shopping DO IT NOW so that you may
receive the proper service.

For "HIS" Christmas we suggest a Bath Robe or

House Coat, Ties, Hose, Slippers, Gloves, Pajamas, Shirts

SUGGESTIONS

DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW

Holly, Mistletoe, Roping and Wreaths
NUTS

In Shell, Brazils, Walnuts, Filberts, Almonds,
Pecans, Chestnuts and Pinons.
Shelled Walnuts, Pecans, Almonds.
Sweet Cider, quart bottles
50c
Oregon Sweet Cider, gal. jugs..
$1.25
Heinz Plum Pudding. .... ... ... . . .25c, 55c and 95c
Heinz Fig Pudding.
25c, 55c
Heinz Mince Meat, 1 lb. tins....
35c
Heinz Mince Meat, 2 lbs. tins,.
65c
Heinz Mince Meat, 1 lb. glass. .,.,.. . . . . . . . . .45c
Heinz Mince Meat, 2 lbs. glass...;
85c
.
California Layer Figs, lb
. . .30c
.V. . ... .50c
Imported Layer Figs, lb
carton
Table Raisins,
, .35c
boxes
Washed Figs,
'.,.70c
.ti.
Washed Figs,
jars
l;.70c
.V. 95c
Jumbo Queen Olives, quart jars.
Jumbo Stuffed Olives, quart jars. , .v... r. .. .$1.15
Full line Candy in Boxes, and Bulk, especially for
Holiday trade.

So

Q

..

HOUSE

DAYS
8

Wash hum
any

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers
i.i .til yii.
jiyi
'
turning i

2 II

ii'jrt'i

b.

CURTAIN PROMPTLY, at 8:15
R. M. HARVEY Present

Looks as If Cornell had a shade
on Lafayette for eastern football
honors. Cornell scored 892 points
against 21 for their opponents,
while Lafayette's record shows 272
and 28 points. Both teams defeated Pennsylvania, the Cornell score
being 41-- 0 and the Lafayette figures 38--

iafr,

Each nnaiiT AnnJt
bears name 3T,UIJ

Wonderful Values

FUNERALS

CHAVEZ
Miss

Rffcrc,

CATARRH
ef the
BLADDER
Sdccmfal

Our Phone Service Cannot Be Excelled

sands of homea.llghted candles aro
left all night in the windows, so
that the infant Christ, when he
passes through village or town,
may not stumble.

17-1-

AND

i"MM.tfot

to
MINDLIN'S

North First.
DEATHS

Weak Lungs.
s
Those who have weak lungs can
not be too careful about taking
cold, as unless promptly treated,
pneumonia
may follow. As a
prompt cure for bad colds no one
could wish for a better medicine
than Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. Thn success that has attended the use of this preparation, not
only throughout tho United States,
but in many foreign countries,
shows that it Is a remedy that can
bo relied upon. It is pleasant and
snfo to take and only costs 35 cents;
large size 60 cents.

IVORY SETS

on

STREET PARADE OF
HARVEY'S
MINSTRELS
AT 11 THIS MORNING

pretty Christmas custom Is
observed in Austria, where In thou-

Saturday and Sunday, Dec.

completed project for fifty years
and proposes) to pay ail construction costs, though under certain
circumstances financial assistance
might be asked of the gov
SOjEAR
crnment.
Estimates of those in
terested
18.
Dec.
San Francisco, Calif.,
placed the government's
under
the arrangement at
profits
Fred C. Hitchcock, vice president
of the construction company which halt a billion dollars.
is Building here the Heteh Hetehy
WIIKAT Hi:iJ ItY FAKMFRS.
project to supply San Francisco
Doc 16. KanTopeka,
with water, left for Washington to sas farmers Kans.,
are holding 27,399,000
in
to
a
in
response
government
bushels of wheat of this
day
vitation to be on hand In the capi crop, or 21.3 per cent of the year's
total
tal December 26 to confer on a pro crop, the smallest
percentage held
posal made bv his company for nt this tlmo of year for ton years,
taking over and developing the except for one year, Secretary
Muscle Shoals nitrate and power Mnhlcr of the board of agriculture
project on the Tennessee river. said today.
Other officers will leave shortly.
Only bare outlines of the propo
sal have been given out here. Its
principal Intent is to bring about
the maximum
possible develop$60.00
$3.00
ment of electrical energy and the
sale of this at a profit which would
be shared evenly with the government.
"What Wo Say It Is, It Is.'
The company asks a lease of the

COMPANY SEEKING TO
LEASE MUSCLE SHOALS
PERIOD
FOR

(Dy The Aorlnlrd Preu.)
Paris. Dec. 1C. The senate, toconfidence in the govvoted
night
ernment of Premier llrland on the
PAIZ Funeral services for litquestion of the resumption of rela- tle baby Palz, daughter of Mr. and
tions by France with the Vatican. Mrs. J. M. Paiz, will be held this
The vote was 174 to 129.
afternoon from her parents' home

A

OPERA

T: GLAD

're,J
16. Renewed

arguments against general rate re
ductions In the Interstate Com-

APPEAR THIS EVENING
AT THE WOMAN'S CLUB

Vachel Lindsay, who will give
readfngs from, his poems at the
Woman's club tonight, is glad to
get back to New Mexico which he
the most fascinuting
proclaims
state in the union. "New Mexico is
weird," he says.i "somewhat unreal-Lik- e
a sunny day in an Edgar Allen
Full of color and va
landscape.
riety, romance. Endless possibili
ties."
Whether the sandy haired poet
will ever write about New Mexico
or not is another question. He has
written but little during the past
two years, for his speaking engagements both abroad and at home
have kept him too busy. He has
visited or will visit more than sixty
colleges during the present season.
While he fills othr dates, ne
like the college visits best, for they
bring him most in contact with aspiring young writers. Mr. Lindsay
is very genuine In his interest in
the young writer, and very generous
with his help. He believes that tne
poetry of the present era will come
from the Rocky mountain region,
and on that account is particularly
eager to become acquainted with
the writers of the west.
The program tonight will include
all of Mr. Lindsay's best poems and
the skill with which he brings out
shades and meanings that are not
obvious on the written page will
undoubtedly capture his audience.
The program will start at half past
eight and tickets may be ontainea
at the door. There are no reserved
seats.

years old. She
was married to J. P. McMurray,
now master mechanic of the 'Rio
Grande division of the Santa Fe
lines at San Marcial in 1885. Mr.
and Mrs. McMurray have lived in
nine
Albuquerque for the post
years.
Funeral arrangements will be announced later by Strong Brothers,
who are in charge.
66

'

11

HOUSE

RATES

(By The Annnrlnlril

-

T--i

souri and was

(Bjt The AnnrlnlMi I're )
Austin, Tex., Dec. 16. Examin-

J. D. Speckles' historic yacht,
"The Venatin," which succeeded in
sinking two German submarines
during its active war service, can
be seen in the movies.
The luxurious pleasure craft was
borrowed for use in Viola Dana's
tewest starring picture, "The Match
Breaker," a Dallas M. Fitzgerald
production for Metro now showing
at the Lyric theater today for the
Which last time.

O

Jill ill

OP TAXTDRIVER

Coal Supply Co- - Phone 4 and E
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Brenton Vernon on December 16,
a daughter.
Ada Fhilbrlek Phone Z418-J,A. G. Miller left last night for a
business trip to El Paso and neighboring cities,
Home made candy will be oh sale
today at Reldling's music store by
Enthe Presbyterian Christian
deavor society.
t)r. Murray, Osteopath. P. 644-Miss Arvonla Davles of 209 West
Hazeldine
avenue, who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia, is reto
be
ported
improving.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
The King's Daughters of the
Presbyterian ehurch will hold an
apron sale at Reldling's music store
today.
Extra fine squabs. Phone 1957-Just arrived, a big shipment of
men's overcoats. Values up to $30,
On sale, (14.96. Kahn's store, 109

Page Nine
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12-o- z.

6.

W. L.Hawkins

In Berlin the shops are opened
on each of the three Sundays before Christmas, known as the copper, silver and gold Sundays, and
customers flock to them in thousands to buy their Christmas
presents.- -

PnONES

893

394305

.........

II

Ideal Grocery.

XMAS SAL
OF

O. Tj. McMTLTjAN.

Phone 256.

816

K

SUPPERS,

Central.

SHOES,

NOW GOING

MANUFACTURER'S

RUBBERS

ON AT THE

SALE SHOE

STORE

'

AND, OCTOROON BEAUTY CHORUS
'

THE BIG SALE

IS now

III

FULL SIViriG

301

Genuine Darkey Jubilee Singer and Coon Shouters
A . Musical Vaudeville Girl Ministrel Show
Combined Feautring Such International Start as
Chick Beaman," Whitney Viney, Charles Beechum,
Noah Robinson, Emmejtt Moss and Leland Goldman,
the double voiced singer.

50 MINSTREL KINGS AND QUEENS

COME - SHOP - SAVE

Traveling in their own two fine 'steel stateroom
v
sleeping cars

itVthe merchant

disesensation of the

son. Seasonable merchandise with the prices cut
in two.

x

v

DREYFUSSGCO.
.

113 North First

12 HIGH CLASS-HI- GH
VAUDEVILLE

sea-

SALARIED
ACTS

.Something New in VaudevHle and Novel in Minstrel.
The greatest singing v'Tirst Part" ever with a
i 'y
i
'r; V:' '"' 'v "
'
minstrel
Street parade daily and band concerts in front of
;
.. theater preceding each performance.
,"
Reserved Seat Sale now at Matsons Book Store
PRICES $1.10 and 85c (including tax
'
MATINEE TODAY AND TOMORROW.
at 2:15 p. m.
,
Matinee Prices 50c and 75c,,,
No reserved seats for matinee T
.

.

...

FIRST

If you have not as yet taken advantage of this sale. Do to now! The numerous
bargains now on sale in Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes, Rubbers and
Xmas Slippers will please you. We have not space to tell you all.

.

Come,

NORTH

EXTRA

4

SPECIAL

WOMEN!S

NORMAL TIMES ARE HERE

XMAS SLIPPERS

to our modern machinery and efficient workmen we
are able to dd first class work at pre-wprices.
Men's Boles, sewed, and rubber heels
...$1.45
Ladles' Soles, sewed, and rubber heels
$1.30
Children's shoe work from 60o to
,.,...$1.00
Shoes called for and delivered free.

98c
$1.29

EXTRA

SPECIAL

MEN'S
XMAS

SLIPPERS

EXTRA SPECIAL
CHILDREN'S
XMAS SLIPPERS

Owlnar

,

ar

A-

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
P

113 South Second St.

Phono

567--

$1.69

$1.49
$1.85
$1.98

8c
$1.19

tA

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL:
BURYING IT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
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The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all news credited to
the use. for
It or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
December 17. 1921
SATURDAY
GROWS STRONGER.

HUGHES

The position of Charles E. Hughes as a. moulder
of world affairs la materially strengthened by the
decision of the "big three" powers to sign art agreement for naval restriction on the basis of
as originally proposed by the American secretary of
state.
When Mr. Hughes appeared before the disarmament conference and suggested his plan for the
limitation of naval strength, there were critics who
said that his idea was visionary. They assorted that
Japan and England would find fault with details
and by carping criticism on small points these two
nations would be able to discredit the whole great
principle involved.
The pessimism of such has been happily unfounded. There were minor readjustments. The Japanese may retain the "Mutsu;" the United States
may build two ships of the "Maryland" class; England will be given tho right to build two superdread-naughtThese changes have been made, but the
ratio of naval strength stands at the original
Hughes figure
The same critics of Mr. Hughes may now say
that his accomplishment of an agreement between
England, America and Japan, is all right, but that
Italy and France will present a greater problem.
Buch a fear seems equally unfounded, for these two
smaller sea powers are likely to abide by the decisions of the "big three."
The American secretary has won a great victory
for open diplomacy by his skill in bringing about
harmony between the "big three" on the question
It is to be hoped thnt ho
of total naval tonnage.
on
may be as successful In the remaining subjects
the agenda of the conference.
"6-5--

ions. However that may
The
his advice la good.
much of their possible
way to sttay young 19 to
self as young.

the spirit that animates
aged are not to think too

be,

December 17, 1921.

The
physical infirmities.
continue thinking nf one's

turities.

A Washington correspondent says the balance
power In the armament conference will go to the
nation "here represented that is able to mobilize in
support of its position the sober second thought of
a majority of the American people."
At first glance one might be tempted to say.
of

already settled, for a mapeople strongly approve tho
anposition already taken by their delegation, as
nounced by Secretary Hughes." But there is that
word "mobilize." Are the people sufficiently making known how they feel about it? The delegates
at Washington will go as far as they are pushed by
the people. It Is important, It is vital, indeed, that
tho people who bear the burden of warfare, who
suffer the terrible sacrifices, should make known
their will In no uncertain voice. Then it will be
carried out by their agents at Washington.
The "battle of Washington," we are told, is "a
contest Drlmarlly among the London, Washington
and Toklo governments for the favor and support
It is not discourteous
nf American nubile opinion."
to tho foreign governments represented at WaBh
to insist that the
ington for the people of America
stand taken by its own delegation is eminently fair
and Just and ought to be adopted in its entirety
without weakening modifications and reservations.
There Is danger in extended discussion after tho
under
principles and details are once thoroughly
tend. It should be realized that this is not intend
gather-lng- s
ed to be one of the
to
of tricky diplomats, but a conference called
o HnflnltA decision and put Jt into eneci,
it is hoped, will end the hideous evil

tho question is
of the American

on

'

s.
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Oats

Pork

Lard
Ribs

a iuu anu

May,

$1.12;

July.

May, 63c; July, 64c.
Mav 38c; July, 38c.

Jan.,
Jan.,
Jan.,

$14.70.
$8.55; May, $9.87.
$7.65; May. $7.86.

NEW YORK COTTOX.
New York. Dec. 16. Cotton futures closed barely steady. Dec,
March, 17.76;
18.00; Jan., 17.80;
May, 17.43; July, 16.95.
LIBERTY IIOXDS.
New York,
bonds closed:

16.

Dec.

Liberty

first 4s,
8s.4s, $96.00;
$96.70; first
J97.26; second 4s, $96.92;
4s.
third 4s, $97.88; fourth
4),
$97.22; Victory 3s, (100.02; Victory 4s. $100.04.
Bocond

$97.08;

s

NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Dec. 16. Call money
Firm. High, offered at and last
loan, 6
per cent; low,' ruling rate
and closing bid, 5 per cent.
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
and six months, 5 to 6
per
cent; prime mercantile paper, 6 to
6
per cent.

d;s

lft

NEW YORK METALS.
New York, Dec. 16. Copper
Firm. Electrolytic, spot and near,
by, 13
14c; later, 14c.
Tin Easier.
Spot and nearby,

futures,

$33.75;

$33.50.

Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.704,g0-- .
livery, spot $4.90 4.95.
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
Foreign bar silver, 65' e.
Mexican dollars, 49 c.

....

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York. Dec. 16. Foreign e
change Irregular. Great Britain
demand,
$4.16; cables, 4.17.
demand. 7.84;
France
cables,
7.84. Itnly demand, 4.6"; cables, 4.55. Belgium demand, 7,60;
cables, 7.51. Germany demand,
cables. .51. Holland, demand.
36.30; cables, 36.36.
Norway de.
Sweden demand,
mand, 15.20.
24.60.
Denmark demand, 19.35.
Switzerland demand, 19.42. Bpainfi
demand, 14.70. Greece demand,
4.22.
Argentina demand, 83.87.
Brazil demand. 13.12. Montreal

...-6-

HOSTOV WOOL.
Boston. Dec. 16. The Commer
Mni TiniioMn tomorrow will say:

.50;

There has been a fair demand
tcr wont diirlns the week, which
has come to a fair extent irom me
mills. Prices are slightly higher
again this week, both on fine and
medium wools, rne govermnmi
will offer 8,000,000 pounds of wool 92

ratios.

January

THE GOAD.
was not meant for cloistered walls,
And quiet, uneventful days;
want the hum of busy streets.
The beckoning of broad highways.
I want variety and change

No sameness, no monotony;
new faces and new scenes
Caroler bringing Christmas cheer are to vtai:
I want new
adventures endlessly.
And
the homes and sanatoria of Albuquerque on Christmas eve. The Fortnightly Music club, which has
I must not even pause for rest,
been bringing noted musicians to the city In the
Nor have the time to think. For then
My old, old grief that will not die
artist recital courses, will continue the holiday cusWould come to haunt me once Inagain.
tom of dispensing "Joy to the world" on the eveDesigner.
Adele L. De Leeuw
ning of Christ's nativity.
The club is to be commended for Its continuance
of this custom. Church choirs are drawn upon for.
a large share of the singers. Cars are to be secure-and every sanatorium in the city is to bo visited In
PASTE THIS IV YOVR HAT.
order that the sick may have at least one chance to
If things don't come your way go after them,
hear Christmas music.
Fitchburg Sentinel. G w w
The carolers are to visit private residences. They
FOR CONGRESS' STOCKING.s congresswill be guided by lighted candles placed in windows.
As a suitable present for everybody
Wherever the Christmas music is desired, the ngnt man why not Samuel Smiles' "Thrlft."-Chl- cag
e
In the window will cause a band of cheer dispensers
G
to stop.
THE SEALSKIN'S DAY.
choose.
as
awa
or
you
receive, exactly
Tou may give
The moleskin and the pigskin now are laid
If you will sing or will furnish an automobile, you and tho sealskin is having its inning, or. Is, It outing.
Cincinnati Enquirer.
can have a part in the occasion by phoning Mrs.
Ray Bailey. If you are unable to do either and
WHAT ECUADOR IS GOING TO DO.
wish to be visited by the carolers, have a lighted
Prldo goeth before a fall. Ecuador announcesof
candle in a front window on Christmas eve.
gallv that beginning next January prohibition
alcoholic beverages on feast days will be enforced
the country." Louisville
A man can't always be Judged by his clothes throughout
cab.
a
never
drove
who
hat
a
silk
man
wears
a
Many

6.

Among the mills there is little
change, consumption dropping off
The retail cwmiMt
considerably.
are beginning to cut prices, more
The wool trade
units.
on
especially
is waiting for the opening of goods
of the next heavy weight seasons.
Scoured basis:
Texas Fine 12 months. 75
78c; fine 8 months. 87 70c.
Territory Fine staple choice, 88
90; half blood combing. 7780c;
blood combing, 55
combing, 45
6fl; nuarter bloodmedium
clothing,
ro. ftne and fine
fine and fine medium
65(B) 70c:
French combing, 7578c.
Pulled Delaine. SB 90c; AA,
tiehiftf A Aimer. 60068c.27 30c;
Mohair Best combing,
best carding, 22 26c.

VERSE OF TODAY

CHRISTMAS CHEER.

$1.02.
Corn

ma-

"

have
number of countries that never aspired to for
now
are
asking
unusual
strength
navies of any

I

Closing prices:

Wheat

more

75
Great Northern pfd
42
Inspiration Copper
64
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
26
Kennecott Copper
11
&
Louisville
Nashville...... u
11
Mexican Petroleum
27
Miami Copper
i'7
Missouri Pacific
73 H
Central
New York
79
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania .'
Ray Consolidated Copper.... is
71
Readlne;
53
Republic Iron & Steel
23
Sinclair Oil & Refining
SO
Southern Pacific
i
Southern Railway
81
Studebaker Corporation
47
Texas Company
64
.
Tobacco Products
.126
Union Pacific
V
United States Steel
4
Utah Copper

A

I

was

shorter

Erie

are merely waiting
-imnri.aii nuVittn nnlnlon.
.
expression ui
no longer. Let mere
wait
to
Bhould
have
then they
expressions tnrougn
ha expressions unmistakable,
the usual channels; the newspapers, the pulpits
ajubtx
public meetings, letters to the delegates,
battlesIs back of the American plan for scrapping
so.
it
say
Let
armaments.
hips and limiting
emphatic

funds were

a

old-styl- e,

decision thnt,
of war.
If the delegates

change.

yes-

6

There was a pronounced falling
off in the demand for bonds, most
of which, including Liberty Issues,
The
reacted on further realizing.
new New York city $55,000, 000 ofa
slight premium.
fering sold at
The foreign division was irregular
at nominal changes. Total sales,
par value, $16,350,000.
zn
American Beet Sugar
34
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 46
American Sumatra Tobacco,. 31
117
American Tel, & Tel
14
American Zinc
49
Anaconda Copper
i 90
Atchison
&
Ohio
354
Baltimore
67
Bethlehem Steel "B"
21
Butte & Superior
48
California Petroleum
121
Canadian Paclfio
30
Central Leather
56
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago. Mil. & Sh Paul...... J
28
Ohino Copper
;
Colorado Fuel & Iron
67
Crucible Steel
6
Cuba Cane Sugar

THE PEOPLE'S PART.

"Then
jority

Packers sold. Eastern in.
terests were buyers,

5. against
per cent.

rate later rising to
terday's maximum of
Quotations for time
unaltered but money
freely offered for the

PACIFIC

'

three-eight-

I

CHICAGO rRODCCE.
Chlcage, Dec, 16. Potatoet
Market steady. Receipts 13 car
Total U. 8. shipments, 448. Wisconsin sacked round white. 1.68fi.
1.80 cwt.; Minnesota ditto, $1,600,
1.75 cwt.; sacked Red rivers, $1.6
1.70 cwt.; Idaho sacked, Rural,
$1.851.95 cwt.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

X

B

Chicago Livestock.
me!" barked
ajgontlemen have of taking care-- of This is no place formost
Chicago, Dec, 16. Cattle Re
animais,
like
for,
the
Fox,
yvk
said
uranupa.
ourselves,
ceipts 7,000. Market dull. Beet
some of
can not run fast and we have no he was afraid of a snake,
steers and fat she stock weak to
can kill with one poisonous
teeth to bite, so Mother Nature whichwhile
25c lower; quality plain. Bulk beet
nara
as
others
squeeze
scare
to
dogs bite,
veal caltes,
gave us permission
steers, $G.607.60;
Mr.
bite
me,
can.
"Don't
as
thev
bad
animals
looking
by
and other
canners and cutters weak; bulls, j
Snake!" howled the Fox, ana away
fierce."
stockors and feeders steady.
By Howard B. Parte
'Well, It's a good way," saia he ran.
Hogs Keceipta 47,000. Light
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wigwas adven"That
Uncle
Wiggily.
and
REVIEW.
WEEKLY
light butchers 15o to 20o lower,
DUN'S
was
far
enough
Fox
when
the
gily,
what
one.
Copyright. 1921. by Mcciure
wonder
I
ture number
others 10c to 15c lower than yesaway, "I forgot that you can also
Newspaper Syndicate.
the next will be?"
New York. Dec. 16. Dun's to terday's average: packing wwi
like a snake, Grandpa."
He did not have long to wait to hiss
steady; big packers doing very lit
"Yea." answered tho goose gen morrow will say:
UNCLE VTGG1LY AND
and
tho
goose
out.
As
find
tle. Top, 87.30 tor llgni ligniB,
bunny
ena oniy a
we
With
year
the
GRANDPA GOOSEY
is
another
way
"that
tleman,
gentleman were going through a havo of scaring away our enemies. night distant and holiday interrup- bulk 180 pounds and up, $6.66
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS

United States
says a headline.
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

income tax bothers Canadians
It bothers Americans, too.

d,

THE MARKETS

WORST HAS PASSED.
"Cheer up, the worst is yet to come." is an ironn
old adage that can be revised ftr
ical,
the present. Just now the business man can look
in his mirror and say: "Cheer up, the worst has
And the worst having happened, what
happened."
follows naturally must be in the way of Improvement. Everybody agrees that the country is on the
although it naturally will be some timo
before the increased buying capacity of the public
will begin to make itself materially felt.
What a well known financial expert has termel
"deferred business" has accumulated, and is accu
mulating every day. This means that as soon as
the tide of trade sets in strongly, with prices stabilized and rising here and there, orders will bej
odd
placed for all manner of commodities. It is an
fact that buying slows up on a falling market, and
is stimulated as soon as there is an indication of
sustained advances.
The wise dealer or manufacturer is getting hW
.
house in order. He is keeping his business favora-full
to
take
be
will
He
ready
before the public.
; bly
advantage of the steady growth of business that is
Just ahead. While the pessimist is bemoaning hi
getfate, the optimist is going after business and
time-wor-
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A western railroad has gone back to the
table d'hote dinner for one dollar. Nothit
for giving a fellow an appetite.
like
ing

riin

One of today's questions Is whether- dancing is
ever going to get back on its feet.

EXERCISE FOR THE OLD.

u--

ih

v.

Hlss-iss-iss- !"

JL.

One hears much talk nowadays about the danger
of any but the mildest kind of physical exercises,
such as a leisurely game of golf, or an' occasional
horseback ride, for persons advanced in years. Great
care must be taken, one Is told, not to put a strain
upon the heart. The assertion has been made that
Theodore Roosevelt weakened his constitution by
engaging In vigorous games like tennis after he had
attained middle age, and that he probably would
have lived much longer if he had been more moderate In his exercise.
Jt is Interesting, therefore, to note that a well- known London surgeon, an authority on physical
culture, has come forward as a champion of
exercises for old persons. Sir James Cantlle
la his name, and although he is 70 years old him
elf he Is described as "supple as an athlete." He
Is conducting a physical culture class for men
ly 80 end another for elderly women, and this is
his advice to old persons: "Don't be afraid of your
hearts. They will stand more disease than any
other organ in your body." Sir James maintains
that men ought to walk at the rate of 110 paces a
minute (the rate known In the United States army
as "quick time"), even after reaching the age of
60, and he adds that if they do so then they win
likely be still doing it at 80.
Perhaps Sir James expects too much of old per
mus-''cul-
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COOD FRAME
Located close in, Jn the Highlands! has 6 rooms and glassed
sleeping porch; la arranged bo
can be used for two families.
This will make a very comfortable home, or can be' used
as a home and Income

Tell

city.

us what you want
may have it.
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D. T, KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
roans and Insni'onoe.
210 YV. Gold.
Phone 907-1

'

US AN OFFER

brick
double
with two baths. Five-rooon
each
side, furand bath
nished, separate entrance, only
five blocks from postoffice..
OWNER VERT ANXIOUS
TO SELL, so call
& GRIFFITH,
ACKERSOX
Realtors.
Phono 414.
120 S. Fourth.
On
a dwelling-

FOR SALE

ten-roo- m

m

frame cottage, sleeping
furnished, corner
porch, completely
lot; highlands, on block from Central avenue; terms.
18,000 Ono of the finest homes on East
Silver avenue; seven rooms aid bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full basement ; hot water heat, laundry, fine
' electrical equipment, good garage vlth
(
servant's quarters.
$3,100

,

full-size-

FOR SALE

Furniture

Household goods.
Central.
FOR BALE Household goods. 708 East
Central.
SALE Furniture,
FOR
rugs, beds,
springs, tables, everything. Call at 100
,, South Arno.
'OR KALE Heating stove, dresser, but
,. fet. kitchen cabinet, library table, eanl
411
two rockers, book case.
jary cot,
West Marble.
TOR SALE Two
library tables, two
. - dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
chairs, one kitchen table, and several odd
chain. 405 West Central.
FOR' SALE One bedstead, mattresa and
springs, sanitary couch and pad, gas
.range, arm chair; all In good condition
never used by sick. 207 North Arno.
SALB Dressers, chiffonier, child's
'FOR
desk, Morris chair, wardrobs, china
cabinet and complete stock of good used
furniture, priced right. 325 South F
t&'QH SALE

SHELLEY REALTY CO,
Realtors.
216 W. Gold.
Phono 4SD-J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to people who demand quality.
;n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
next
noon
6
m.
mailed
In
before
p.
Work
day. Address work to
THB RED ARROW,
B. Las Veges
Albuquerque
,;
A. IFLEISCEEK, BeilCor
representative In TO'JH
(We want
Insurance In nil Its brunches, Loans, territory.)
,
i
Snrety Ilonds.
Street, Next to P. 0.
lit South Fourth
Phono 671.
V,
"SOME BARGAINS"

CENTRAIi AVENUE HOME
Df five rooms, two porches, fire
features. .Complace, built-i- n
pletely furnished, even to dishGares- and kitchen utensils.
d
lot. Make this
age,
HER.
to
your Christmas gift
Priced at 15,600, with reasonable terms.
ROIXIX E. GTTTIIRIDGE,
814 W. Gqld.
Phone 1023.

A HOMEY HOME
New pressed brick, five large
rooms, plenty of big closets, linen
laundry In
closet, bath, heat,
basement, extra roomy front and
floors
concrete
with
back porches
great, big garage. Frontage of
71 feet on one of the best streets
In the Fourth ward.

frame
frame
frame
two

Mcdonald

750

$1,100
$1,250
$1,650

lots
&

worsham

Real testate Insurance
Phono

108 S.

908--

FOR RENT
FOH KENT

Twu-roo-

house.

1407

Vir-

ginia boulevard.
FOR PENT- - Strictly modern
furnlslud hjueo. 419 West Coal.
FOR RENT
Furnished house, four
rooms and bath. 425West Santa Fe.
rour-rooli&NT
d
FOR
house, at 328 North Fourth.
Or. Eaa- terday.
modFOR RENT iurnlehed four-rooern bungalow.
Call at 1015 South
Edith.
.
unlur-nlsheFOR RENT Five-roohouse,
with range. Apply 212 North
Walnut.
FOR RENT Five-roomodern . bunga
low with glassed-i- n
sleeping porch. 814
South Sixth.
FOR RENT Five-roobungalow, fur-Ca- ll
2384-at
ntshed, 25 P,r month.
111 South Edith.
Five-rooFOR RENT
modern house,
'614furnished, 804 South Walter. Inquire
East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT "wo unfurnished ri.ui.s. oue
block off Mountain road; reajnab:c.
Call at 1061 :iTth Eighth.
FOR RENT Four rooms and glassed
sleeping porch, furnished; lil.('.ilin.l.
Inquire 714 East Central.
FOR RENT Several cottages, furnished.
2B,
35. 840 and 145, on car. line. Inquire 1218 South Edith.
FOR RENT Five-rooheuse, furnished.
electric lights, city water, pianola, etc.;
ICQ
a month. 142.1 North Virginia.
FOR RENT Three, four and five room
apartments and houses; eomo lilrnlshe,
steam heat. W. H. McMlLlun, 206 Wfet

a home of your
of four rooms
porch,
sleeping
built-i- n
features, oak floors,
furnace heat and large basement? This place is priced to
Why not have
own consisting
nd glassed In

jell quickly. Call.
A. lu MARTIN

Ilealtors.

CO.,

To Stop Faying Bent.
Small payment down buya either of
the following:
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
bath,
lot; (1,700, $250, (25
per month.
Five-roobrick, two porches, bath,
garage,
lt; 14.760; 1760, 50
per month.
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
lot, Fourth ward; f 1,250; 500,
2( per month,
DIEKMANN REALTY CO.
Phone 670.
309 West Cold Avenoe.

FOR RENT

Room.

120 Buut'l Va'tor
FOR RENT Room.
FOR RENT Nice newly furnished rooms,
'
11C i
West
FOR RENT several unfurnished ruoma.
124 South Edith.
FOR RENT Two large rooms for light
housekeeping. 600 Worth Second.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 Wsst Silver.
furnished
front
FOR RENT Nicely
room, adjoining bath. 311 west Iron.
FOR RENT -- Nice furnished rooms rea- 315
South Second, phune
sonabie,

her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a con'.raet to
one of our choice
'o's. Ton
will both be happier for the glvltitr.
1 20
cash

Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
228 W. Gold Ave.
Thono 136.
SPLENDID

HOME

J

starts

W.
705

"Homewirl."

you

C.

THAXTON

Mountain

n

n

JIST OFF WEST CENTRAL
A
residence that would
cost 8,000.00 to duplicate. The lot
Is worth 1,200. In the most select
residence district- - of the city.

fOR SALE
FOR "'"Siui

FRUIT

kTttensT'Pholie

1508--

FOlt

BALE

TREES

SHADE TREES AND

ORNA-MENTAL-

O M

ALBU-

F

11

8

.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.

J.

t. vocxa N.&

Albuquerque,

co.

M.

Miscellaneous

AnsoTaT

"Sargum"

hay.

Phone

KELEHER, Realtor,
West Gold.
rhono 410

YOU MAKE PRICE
A fine ranch, 13 acres, all kinds
2
fruit, i alfalfa,
house,
mi:es from posHoffice, $8,600. 9
acres all cultivated,
bargain. 2
fine lots West Fruit, $b'75.
house, $5. GOO.

t

W. IX

""v'01,

FeATUR

NC

T

SOLD

$8,500,00
lots on Hast

of
silver, near
HlUHLANt) PARK the past month.
A few choice
lots left Jt
1500 and up on easy terms.

Worth"

3. A. HAMMOXD,
834 East tillver.
Phone U22--

That Christmas Present
Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms
to euit.
Lots In the Anderson Addition.
Easy payment n.

FRANKLIN

ROOMINu

Third and Gold.

Phone 65V

MoMIl,UO, Realtor.

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous

Cuttle

lu

2409-K-

feed.

A

INCOME

property brinKlngr a good return on about double the price
asked. Close in. Eauy terms.
METCALF AGENCY

FOR cocking
and solving dinners and
purtles, phone 16SV-a) OVES POLISHED
antr let uu. Ervin
Bedding Co., phone 471.
HAL'LINU of all kinds done,
Joe Coi'o- na, phone 1S20-Rent-Room- s
UOOIltiuN
ii CO. Cleaning paper and
cleaning kalsomlne, waxing floors; all BOARD 8 per week.
work
634--

For

Houtei

FOR SALS By owner, four-ronJunuiro l) la West Fruit.
FOR HALl'J
brick
ftnrth Kilith.
Phone 21D1-R-

WANTED
WANTWD

houn

guaranteed.

SCA VE.NU Ell

Phone

ANlTti

Mouth.

Broadway,

FOR RF.N'T
Several dandy furnished houses
and three nice unfurnished"
houses.
IX CASK
Tou Never Heard of
UN1VERSITT
HEIGHTS
We just mention in passing;
that wo are general agents,
and there is many a happy
home up there today,
(let your lot now only ten dollars down and ten dollars per
month.
A beautiful Christmas
present.
We Are At Your Service.

LEVIE11S1T ZAPF
Kcooncl

Phone

MrSTKnlghCOO

HNURA.L HAUL- - FOR RENT Rooma
with
Keasonuiilo rules. 1J. A. Griffith,
board.. 120 West Marble.
23UU--

REALTORS.
nml Gold Avenue.
g40

A REAL SNAP

milirn brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
porih, also one
off the kitchen,
lategt built In features, hardwood
floors nnd finish throughout, large
lot, Just
outliilo
limits. In.
Fourth word; IJ.450 city
cash will handle, balance of 2,0U0 at 8 per cent
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bath, close
In on South.
Arno street.
A. C. STAKES,
310 West Kiold Avenue.
Phone

FKUfrfcSMOiNAL
JOHN

with Board

'

& CDEPAOT

&'C0.

Realtors

200 West Oold.

m

Modern, of course, and' our price
is only Jo, 800. 00. TermsV
J. L. PHILLIPS. Roul Estate.
110 S. Third.
I'houe 334--

-

D.

211

HOMEY nOME.
on East Sliver, new. well built, rour-roobrick
five rooms, basement, furnace, es, modern, built-i- sleeping porchdining room
built-ifeatures; furnished ready and kitchpn features;
garage,
to move in; good terms, and lawn, shade,
a fine location.
priced to move it.
Priced to Fell, $4,200. Terms.
I. P. GILL, Real Estate.
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
Phono 7H3-,
115 S. Second.
'
204 W. Gold
Phono 442-- J

HT'1-

When easy payments will buy a
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instead of savinir rent receipt,
save money and before you
realize it your homo will be
paid for.

J,

Road

Y

WHY PAY CASH?

Every Mother longs for "Home for

elf and Children." She has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you Owe It to her to eatlafy this
yearning. You can If you will but
only make tho start. Delay is dangerous and time Is fleeting. Make

Real

HOW

Third

Dwellings

To ITusbandsi

THINK

AXD

iiorsis

This Is a good one eight
rooms
and
three sleeping;
front
and
back
porches,
porches screened; lot 100x142
feet; gas, sidewalks, fences,
large variety of berries, fruit,
etc. Best g.irden soil, ditch
water. Now just think of all
this at f 0,400, and your own
terms.

FOR RENT .'
furSome very desirable
nished and unfurnished houses
all
and apartments in
parts of
the

OH B0YI
Why not this brand new bungalow of four rooms, glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, two screen
for that Chrmtmait
porches
home? It litis hard wood floor
built-i- n
throughout,
china closet, kitchen cupboards; sidewalk, alfalfa all
around the house in season',
shade
fine neighbortrees,
hood. It's a dandy. Price only
53,850; terms.

Ho.

IV

'

lull

1(ML

CARDS

wnvi

Attorney,
and in, (.rocjwell Building.
Phune 115S-I'll I fltLut Ao M KI,UM,

ms 16.

17

without
S. I.. IHIMOIN,
Iron, phone
Kiei'iMFS of lae Stomn.h.
N1CEL?
furnished loom with board:
UNION'
L A 'i' H E R S
t.u t h mi
done
Suite, a. Uait.ett liuiliilng.
private family; no sick. 1027 ForresterJ
& Sons,
E.
Uood
6Al,b,
Thiehoff
by
J.
promptly
TiouSe,
HH.
gar
S.
C. tl.Aliiiii,
ryith unu small grucery. Call at 3J
ROOM AND BOARD with sleeping porch,
4. North Eleventh, phono S76-Plrnnes'2413-R4- .
Eye, l.ar, Nutu and Throat,
South fcevemb..
adjoining bath. 1638 East Central.
820-CUTTINit
VYEl.ljINCi
AND
ut
Barnett
metals;
FOR SALE Christmas trees. MuAdums, i'
iluildliig.
Phone Hi.
ne lady convalalso welders'
bALb uy owner, new modern Blx
uit
and carbide for CAN ACCOMMODATE!
Ofi-FOR RENT Furnished room with privi
Uourj
phone 6.18-escent; Apply Casa da Oro, 613 West
room house,, near Robinson park, 1750 sale. N. M, Steel supplies'
t o.. Inc.. phone 1D47-to
a. in., and 2 to 8 P. m.
lege of parlor; garage available, phone FOR SALE
Gold.
Guaranteed.
Navajo rues. iju, e'nj per muntn.
1714-I'hone 182u-WAN'l KD
I K. uJAIiG
furniture
and
208 South Arno.
VilTH RIGHT,
five-rootrunks. We buy leverytlilng In house- FOH RENT Room and. sleeping porch Office Grant Alii.1' l Room
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
u" bai.u ror
frame, modern.
Bldg.,
lii. Phona 171,
with
SALE Baby carriage and sulltey
FOR
Unlve.-sit211
board.
hold
Stanford,
Max's
310
two
817
goods.
convenient
Sou
larire
families:
lot
steam
heat.
Bargain
close
room,
Store,
In;
Residence
1123
8 19 North Second.
Uust Central
li
Heights.
1
3
une
.
ij"Uth First.
Third.
i'none lS6a--- i
l,11Kniano8;
Phone 671.
RENT
FOR
d
FOR
Room
an!
SALE
corn-feMAX
Fresh
halves
BARGAIN'
board, with
BALK Ult TRADE
run
STORK,, at 316 South
Mm frn fo,.r
p.rk;
FOR RENT Suite of sitting room, bed
and quarters. Phene 1805-board. 410
steeping porch: first-clas- s
room nouse. sleeu nir nomh. imrj
Flist, will pay the highest prices for
room and bath;
steam heated. 80S
W. iw. SHERIDAN,
East Central.
mil 8120 lot; a bargain. 1030 East Cmi your second-han- d
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap.
South Fourth.
clothing, shoes and
1'ractk'it Mniiicd to
858.
FOR
2314-J- .
uirniture.
South
RENT
furnished
liui.
I'hone
room with
Large
Walter,
phone
FOR RENT Three rooms, unfurnished,
- IKl.VAHV:
GIONITO
table board; rates for two people. 217
RUO CLEANERS
DISEASES
for housekeeping, IIS, Inquire 1624 FOR SALE One $.'i00 diamond ring; will t vi. bAl.b Ly owner, four-roomud
South
Fourth.
n
MATTRESSES
AM)
BeH
117 South First.
urieKL nouse: two norchfta
DISKASICS, OF THE SKIN
vi
renovated. 13.60 and up
South Edith.
cheap.
irjirn,,.
JAMEKON'S
or
RANCH
Voeriuuu
rurmshed
In
furniture
end
tor
Ideal
location
unfurnished;
Ervin
..aliorot.iry
t.rira.
good
repaired
Connect!....
packed.
FOR RENT Furnished rooma: also cau FOR SALE Youth's
bo'i rcoutn Edith.
few reservations now
healthsookers;
715 East Gold, phi pnb laii-J- .
uenillng Co., phone 471.
ary birds for sale. 1 iteuth Walter,
Hl!f!!"lJj"ll5jil''g . I'houu
phone 2238-J- .
bunirAlotv nnrl uiaiiu.lt
IJUKAK FINISHING It Is available,
phone 1667-DENVEK POST delivered at your door, tun Ft A LL five-rooCM iKOPilACTORST
three lota, at bargain: six blocks from
oetter. Return postage paid on mall F R RENT Room ana sleeping porch,
65c per month.
Phone 1949-1FOR RENT One nice iarge room f'
" " n'
car line, call phono 8384-' "WN
vlth board for convalescents; gentle E. 1.
Beo owne. orders. Tho Uarnum studio, 2i8
West
housekeeping, for lady employed. 517 NAVAJO RUGS Positively at cost. U7 ai iun tsoutlr
CAILmp"
men
noma.
I148-N.
M.
wcinmi.
Phone
jUMlt.
oniy;
private
Aiouiiuerque,
West Silver.
North Mulberry, phono 1780-ihlroprnctor.
FURNITURE FOR SALB
71(1
ruu hALU By owner,
19 nnd .to Aimijo lluildlng.
West Coal WILL GIVE PIANO storage and excel nujiii uuAKutsu HOUBE Nice, warm
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms for gentle
A FF.W MORE PIECES of mahogany fur
FOR SALE Man's bicycle, reusunaule.
iranie stucco. 4 rooma end hath
lent care In private home; family of
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
men employed, 18.00 up; no sick, ill
- nlture left;, handsome dining suite,
Phone II08-Couiier.
413WeBt
904 South Third;
two
can
porches,
short
walk
large
vacant.
FUK
fium
station.
aouita.
KEN I- - -- Apartments
newly
decorated,
oniy
settee
give
beautiful
thoroughly
beautiful mahogany bed,
West Silver.
FOH SALE Girl's b'iryeieT
"wheel, lorms it UMtrefl. Phone 1803-ausiuciory local retereccss. Adilremi s. FOR RENT Nine rooma with sleeping FOR
find chair. House also for sale. Mrs. Mar
FOR RENT Two clean, well ventilated
care
condition..
J.
3:1
Fifth
good
B.,
St.
South
four-rooJournal.
BALE
FOR
A
ror
coc703
porcrres,
furnished
witn board,
Nortn jeutn.
convalescents, -- !.u '
soils,
rooms, close in, also close to shops. FOR BALE Winter
J
eu.'no ,U;lt- MJ North F.wirffi.
tnge on oa loot lot near R. R hi,i,. WANT!'.!)
Careful Kodak
dog house, two
finishing. M,a. Rued, all South Broadway, phone FOR
409 w.est Iron.
RliNT Nliwiy furllisheir"thrco room
Twice dally service. Remember,
n
Dill,
pairs new feather plllowa. 710 West "'"I fiuu inr quiCK sale. J. A. Hui
mono. 824 East Silver. Phone 1622-R- .
FOR RENT One room for llsht house Lead.
apartment, with piano; no jljt. 216
Send your finishing
MIHAMONTES-ON-THE-MESguaranteed.
West Iron.
keeping for gentleman. Address P. A. FOR SALE Edison machine and forty-fiv- e FOR BALE Account leaving oliv. fur to a reliable, established firm. Hanna A SANATORIUM-HOTEFOR SALE Poultry-Eg- g
for tubercular
Care Journal.
FOR
Master
niched
or
KENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
new.
aa
Phone
AHanna,
unfurnished
nurse
In
records;
convalescents:
good
Photographers.
mod
graduate
FOR BALE S. C. WMte Leghorn cock Oold.
and a large sleeping porches. 1117
ern house; screened porches, nicely ar hakuk HUAIII5B Send c.r
FOR REejT Large furnished front room, 2404-J1- .
rates by the week or month.
eross.
your tendance;
Phone 2420-R- I.
bring
FOR RENT Unfurnished
man preferred; no sick, phone 1385-East
2400-J- l.
Silver.
four rooms,
:
two
for
Call
families.
West
na-ranged
nun
Central,
SALE
blades
FOR
doohiefor resharnen
Extra large size
FOR SALE Choice milk and grain fed
bath, basement and two porches, at 801 south Third St.
Phone owner, 2204-edCT, 8Se; single edge, 25c per dozen; RESERVATIONS may now be had at 6t, FOR RENT New small, m.ju.oin furnishand Monnrr-gas stove; fine shape. nearpartc.
turkeys, ducks and chickens. Phone 1201 East Copper.
Inquire at S10 North FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt 702 North Fifth.
ed
five-roohave
razor
exhoned
SALE
your
FOR
and set y
,
John's Sanatorium (Episcopal): rates.
and
apuriment, steam heat, hot water.
By owner,
Cedar, phone 237R-housekeeping; no children. 608 West FOR BALE Full Bet new solniol books.
large front porch, modern bungalow, perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Brothers 117.50 to 25 per week; includes private Inrjiilro apartment 7, 1215 West Roma,
FOR Rent Three-rooiVE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS
room with sleeping porch, connected to I' OR RENT Modern three-roofurnished house. Silver.
in gooa residence section; east front, at Ruppe's lirug store.
and
Fourth
Call
Sixth
furnishElgin
grades.
862-'.. all
802 South
kinds.
Phone
lawn and trees. In very best condition: ALPUQUKRQUB
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Soiun FOR HJS.NT Furnished light house Hotel, room 16.
batn and toilet; medleal care, medicines,
ed upnrimcnt with bath, close In. Call
WINDOW CLEANING
Broadway-- .
Edith; will Le vacant December IS. In
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
CO.
excellent meals, tray 505Niirth
general
Windows
nursing;
room
cleaned
floors
Second.
for
month.
a
and
$10
keeping
n
lady,
FOK
SALB
Gibaou
Beautiful
New
town, fnone i48e-405 South Edith.
FOR KALE Entire stock puro brad B. C. quire 224 South Edith.
offices
scrubbed; stores,
and houses service; no extras. All rooms have ateam FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
model), leather cas cheap.
five-rooneat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
R. I. Reds, breeding pens r singles; MODERN
house,
garage, FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room Call 606 (flat
FOlt feALE By owner, in the Fourth cleaned; reasonable rates and honest W.
North Becond.
housekeeping; adults; no sick.
H. Zlegler,
Phone 721light
lso a fine lot of bronze turkeys. Mi
Fourth ward; three and four-roowork.
Postoffice
box
Superintendent.
101,
A. Gramme;
wara,
modern bungalow, gar
South Hscond.
close
for
in,
bath,
colFOH
gentle'
2418-Jadjoining
BALE
491.
Blue
suit
velvet
nutria
B.
leave your calls American Grocery, phone
houses, highlands or lowlands, Rollln E. man. 407 West Coal.
,"31.
Watklns, phone
has
and
age,
light
best
rest
heat;
very
FOR RKNT-ln- g Threo furnished housekeeo-als- o
lar, size 38; belted pony skin coat, size ilentlal district ,ln city;
202.
HED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred QUthrldge, S14 West Gold.
priced right
, cheap,
214 West Onlil. phone 442-RENT- -, Two furnished roams for
two rooms and Bleeping
rooma;
BUSINESS CHANCES
Two-rooeasy terms; not priced over phone;
FOR RENT
i S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks.
unfurnished FOR
o04 Forrest er.
housekeeping: reasonable; adults; FOR SALE Ued tractor,
6
snown by appointment
and
AUTOMOBILES
house, with sleeping porch. 111 month. no light
Phone
FOR" BALE
only.
flockerels, pullets, hens and pens for Breed'
location' in porch.
best
Garage,
613
sick.
Arno.
South
Z040-wltn gang plows.
FOlt RENT Two rooma with bath,
1801 Forrester avenue.
Hardware DepartJog. 418 West Atlantic, phone 1483-town. Phone 879.
Apply j. H, Peak,
SALE
truck, enclosed body.
FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n sleep ment J. Korber A Co.
for
607
' FOll
COOD HOME IN SANTA FE
I'hone 420.
FOR SALE All kinds of nice young 714 West Central, phone 398.
FOR SALE Small business and will rent South First. l .'chtulre housekeeping.
ing porch, gentleman only. 224 South JUST R15CE1VKD a lurge consignment FIVE-rooSavoy Hotel.
n
adobe
j4
house,
o'n.i
modern,
hens, reasonable; also springs, ducks, FOR RENT Unfurnished
B. F. T., care Journal.
2272-WILL
PAY
for"used
CASH
building.
224
Phone
Walter.
cars.
182-UkINT
FoR
less furnace, electric lights, iie.irt rf
of plnons, 16c the pound. Robert
Two rooms and Bleeping
801 South
house of five rooms with larae lot. at
Jteese, turkeys. Phone
worth High.
FOR SALE Small grocery and five-roorooma apd
1114 West Central.
411 West Atlahtlo avenue! very handy to FOR
.
Santa Fe; wonderful bargain t tnk?:n et
porch, unfurnished;
entrance
Broadway.
dwelling, call at 816 South Seventh no small children. 208 private
North Walnut.
sleeping porch, for two persona; no CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Tlieie once; casn proposition; splendid value. FOlt10 HALE Good Ford truck. Inquire
raitroaa employee, city Realty Co., 207
BABY CHICKS
HATCHING EGOS
North
A
Thirteenth.
SALE
FOR
110
,
meat
Mrs.
children.
market
South
Frank.
west
Walnut,
667.
s
Santa
avenue,
FOR
everything
Goia,
y
KENT
Is only one place to obtain It. Albu
i
phone
White Leghorns.
FROM bur
modern part-mef e. Jiew Mexico.
EXPERT Radiator Repairing. O.
complete, call at 1105 Eaat Central
Chicks J20 oer 100: eires 112 per 100.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms; querque Dairy Associntlon. Phone srl.
partly furnished, 127.50, wator
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Third phnne 76.6-and light paid. Inquire 1501 West Marrates by day or week. Over Pastime FOR BALE! Fresh buttermilk and cot BY OWNER,
modern house in
Jt. I. Reds that are real Reds. Chicks
X' ourtn
wara, hnrd wood floors, fire FOR BALE
5
$22 per 100; eggs, 114 per 100. Hatch off FOR RENT Three, four-roomodern Theater, 211.4 West Central.
Bulck vourTng car: FOR SALE One of the best husinei-- s ble
tage cheese; also freah milk In gallon place, large
first-clas- s
sorcened porches,
three
each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
houso FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
rn
condition. Bond-Dliin- n
houses, $30 each; one two-rooFOR RENT New rurnlshea ap.t..ment.
porch and two lots, Bwayne's Dairy, phone 1815-rooms
bed
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
with
extra
light,
airy
and
large
city.
114
half block front Central avenuj car
prepaid. Mesllla Valley Hatchery, Mrs. with glassed-i- n porch, $20;
across
street.
airy rooms; board
FOR BALK Beautiful now J. l'Theelulg closets, tronts east on large lot with
glassed-l- n
H. V. Bundy. Las Cruces. N. M.
line. Call 1315 East Central, Woodlawn
,
porch, $18; located 1416-17-BALE
FOR
North Maple, phone 188S-Some
used
or
player-piantia
good
carl;
easii
mahogany oase;
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
South Arno. Call at this address or phone
SALE
FOR
sum
terms.
confectionary Apartments, or phone lr,7n-M- .
Mcintosh Autn Co..
easy
t
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and easy payments. Particulars phone 1)H J. condition;
term
WANTED Houses
If, desired. Phone vVetCentral;
uilltam, at 1828-J- .
shop, handling high-grad- e
goods: good FOR
RENT Furnished
114 FOR SALE Chicken
bath.
1877-three rooma,
adjoining
porch
sleeping
tfig'n
sandwiches,
low.
Address
rent,
location;
Shop, care
Autoinoblle
bath
and
modern
TRADE
WANTED Four-rooFOR
house;
private
North Edith. Phone 2278-in
excellent
sleeping
In
heat,
porch;
cream
Whistle
the
candles, best ice
water and light furnished. Apply 1041
un.es price la right don't waste your
condition, for suitably located lrv lofs Journal.
HELP WANTED
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms, city. We deliver free.
College Inn,
WOULD LIJUS TO EXCHANGE SOilt West Central.
etnte price, location and term
Phone 1762-J- .
4im
with sleeping porch; lights and water phone S41.
WANTED Position
CAPITAL
PLUS
EXPERIENCE
AfldreBS Mr. Kufcet, care Journal.
FOR RMNT Nice four-rooMale.
FOR SALE Dodge touring car. good FOR Interest In business of
use or batn, 128. Phone 1611-apartment;
FOR SALE
Selected
strictly fresh
proven worth.
bb' general houBe cleaning and' floor Eand
iois or sun; tircpiaee; modern In every
condition, bargain.
or
Phone 1012-ana
deliveries EMPLOYMENT OFFICE We furnish all
rooms
1.0 IN HOTEL Sleeping
white
eggs
at
market
price;
Box
Address
"Aribltlon."
Postoffice
MATTRESS RENOVATING
1430-114 Pouth Edith after 6 p. m.
way; close in, highlands; very reasonable
waxing. J. W. Lowe, phone
of
kinds
our
Address
F.
110
and
service.
help.
884:
Try
the
by
Wednesday
Baturdfey.
day
housekeeping apartments,
rent. Phone SlM-3 60 and up.
WANTED
W. D., care Journal.
south TBIra, phone J54-FOR BALE Oldsmoblle six. In excel FOR) SALE
IWATTREB HKNOVATlNli.
West Central.
Washing and Ironing by the week or month. 602
At a bargain, five second- FOR RENT Tlirt-- rooms and eleeninr
aay. can 1204-lent condition: a bargain: cash or
after 6:30 p. m. FOH RENT Two nice unfurnished FOR BALE Alfalfa, nineteen dollars ptl WANTED Young man, typist, In office
Hug cleaning, furnlttiro repairing, fur
hand
one
and
billiard
table.
poolitables
1304
porch, completely furnished: one and
or mercantile company; answer, stating terms.
West Central, phone i4X8-niture packing. Phone 471. Ervtn Bed WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
In flrst-claton; also beardleaa barley one seventy-fiv- e
rooms with bath and large sleeping
condition; also one twelve-foo- t one-hablocks from postoffice; no sick.
i
nome.
105 EaBt coal, phone 1606-Robana salary expected. Box f'OR SALE Will sell Chevrolet touring
ding Company.
Ke,
hundred. I'hone 240U-Iaoda fountain, A- -l condition. In Inquire 703
porch. (IS West Mountain Road. Phone ert E.perDIeti.
West Silver.
core .lournai.
ra. experience
ear reasonaoie- - or w li trade lor Ford oulre at 120 West Silver.
WANTED To prune your fruit trees; 802-FOR
first-clas- a
KENT Apartments furnished com
302 South Broadwav.
LEGAL NOTICE
r
work guaranteed.
Phone FOR RENT Weir furnished Iront room, FOR BALE Toy
two vv AN l li,ITen ateet workers; also one runabout.
pups,
BUSINESS
SALE
FOR
Old
poodle
established
plete for light huusekeenlnir. Incliuiln
Hikes, 1423-hoisting engineer at Gallup, New Mexi Fok SALE Ford light truck, 8150; one ' mercantile business, located on railmonths old, thoroughbreds;
delivered
steam heated, hot and cold wateralso
notice"
lights, heat and g ih. 215 North Seventh.
ror information write Worden &
ton Ford truck. 1300, worm drive; 6
road. Will sell for value of Improvements Crane
CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and garage; no atck. 611 West CoaL phone any time, anywhere. I E. M, Brown, co,
Apartments, phone 314.
Allen
M.
last Will and Testament of Cre- - WEKeepAUDIT.
N.
company,
1102-Wisconsin,
1590
light Bulck,
Bulck
Barton,
Milwaukee,
Good reason for selling.
1660. 116 alone.
WILLIAMS
bonus.
If In- FOR RENT
ZANO,
Two rooms furnisheA
sencio Torrez. Deceased
West Gold.
fn
room t Mellnl building.
terested in good-size- d
rrmata.
Phone 701-proposition, adfurnished room for SEND a genuine NAVAJO RUO r C.ijlt- RENT
FOR
Nicely
llRlit
and
Torre
To Severa Armanta de
housekeeping; porch and all con
MANTOWN PILLOW TOP home for WANTED Experienced collar
AUTO COMPANY
for dress' postoffice box 818, Albuquerque.
WANTED
Ex- - SEE McINTOSH
Position as housekeeper by
gentleman; steam heat, bath adjoinminor..- - from cm,. I am
five
girl.
veniences
used
HJ1U O.U Ail VV I1UIIJ
ant1761-used
Christmas:
1005
East
tires,
Max
OUlia
421 South'
all sizes,
Darts:
reflJied middle aged woman, for wid ing, close in. . Phone
bargains at
isior Launary.
UNUSUAL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY car line, 30. Call afternoons. 701 North
well, Studebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
ower or bachelor.
Jt Mav Concern:
ral, phone 1419-Address Box 44, care Third.
Manufacturers of very nrofltabli
Third.
WANTED Salesladies, Spanish speaklnaj. 608 West
Central.
CAKES mail,! to
Tou are hereby notified that' the Journal.
elusive products with unique selling propWOODWORTH
115 South First.
Newly furnished, nice. MCE HOME-MAD- E
- WANTED IISRD CAHS
order; leave your order now for fruit WANTED- - Girl
osition, "will gl' a good reliable man state
housekeeping apart
alleged last Will and Teatament of WANTED Work of any kind; house clean rooma and
PERSONAL
for
housework.
WB PAY CASH for used cars of einy agency contract, Llva wire can make
general
for Christmas. Mrs. Mackey, 2i'
rescenclo Torrez, deceased, late of
cleaning, kalsomtnlng, odd Jobs of car ments, by day, week or month. 112 cafe,e
Apply 323 North Thirteenth.
East silver, phone 1285-make, regardless of condition.
Viaduct several thousand dollars per year. About BARBER For prlvuthomesr Ph. 1421-- .
201 East South Third.
work. Phone B04-the County of Bernalillo and State penter
500
South Second.
Maid for general housework. Garage,
$1,600 required. Write for particulars.
MONEY TO LORN'
300to 1,M"7
FOR RENT Two modern rooms, fur BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu WANTED
'of New, Mexico, was produced and Lewis,
Address Manufacturer, 610 Martin bldg.,
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper.
TO CAR OWNERS on northwest Bide
queruue Dairy Association butter; If
Albuquerque improved property only.
nlshed for housekeeping wltlsj sleeping
nursing and keep
ead in the Probate Court of the NURSE wants position,
s
Adilre
C. I'., rare J o u r n a .
- El rasq, Texas.
wlmian
WANTED
etorn
can
An
at
call
to
grocer
not
obta
your
winter
for
you,
houaacut.
no
opportunity
no
aoutn
or
aupply
nealtneeeKer porch;
for Invalid
general
children,
lien;
1
the dairy,
work must oe good cook, 706 West age In garage within easy access. Serv-ic- e
County of Bernalillo, State or New twoing house experience
North Second.
DO Vol WANT to learn conversational
in hospital. . Ad' Broadway.
and wash rack in connection. Cara
LOST AND FOUND
Jlexlco. on the 17th day of Novem- dress years'
N. C care Journal.
Span., i
individual Instruction, See
FOR RBNT Two well furnished rooma PLATER piano for a Xmaa gift, with Lend..
called for and delivered. Kent Avenue
"
er.
ber 1921, and the day of the prov- AMERICAN WIDOW wants laundry to lor light BouaeKeeplng,
415 North Sixth.
native
black'
with
thirty records, for sale cheap; Liberty WANTED Girl to wash dlshu and do Auto
wltn
LOST
dogl
large
Small
white,
710
Kent
Laundry,
avenue,
phone
Will
bonds
said
of
and
terms
to
must
Last
housework;
611
taken;
608-no at borne: 50 cents rough ary; one sleeping porch, electrio lights and. gas;
party.
alleged
responsible
face
speak
and
reward.
English.
Phone
ears;
ing
am,
South Broadway.
Phone 1018-or 1223 West Central.
Testament was thereupon fixed for dollar per docen finished. J802 South no children. 410 East Central.
Rooms
PARTY lust located in New Mexico, de- PART V wantlnglost B. R. T. latter. In
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions WANTED Second girl to assist In care
Monday, tie 2nd day df January, High.
sires to purchase half Interest In an ' quire of H. E. Walter, Maaonle T".m FOR UENi; i'ir7i?spacw
2U VVeit
of Infant. Mr. S. J. Lewinson, 606
prevent fallen Insteps: cures all foot
heated bed room; hot and cold water
A. D. 1922.-- . at. 10 o'clock in the MEN'S furnishings salesman wlshea posi
pie.
Oold.
ana
phone
automoniie
service
station
agency
tion at once; steady and reliable: best in room; close In; no sick. Phone 1174. troubles, II. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. Luna boulevard.
'"lorenoon of said day.
authorized Ford or Bulck
,
pre LOST 15 bill and 10 bill on South Si
For RENT Attractive office, steam
first-clas- s
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. WANTED Girl to do housework,
Ad 10'. West Iron,
experience.
under my hand and the references:
ab.lt, ferred. Reply confidential.
5,
Phone
Given
ond; finder may have
Address
heat, light
and water
furnished.'
4a.re
Box
4S0,
two
dress
Journal.
hour
SALE
the
T
FOR
Fine
nm V, J
box;
Bee
1052-Mr.
per
Richard-4Uta
Aavr ff
apples, by
care Journal.
day.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
Busy,
v7rlght building, opposite postoffice.
to
II Store.
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Ark&nsaw son, lo
OFJ"ICE position wanted by experienced
bed room, In private home, bath adLOST
.
Airedale pup, five months old FOR RENT Three
November, A. D. 1921.
Wine
Ben
Qanoa.
Black,
Sapps.
A
Davis,
WANTED
FOR SALE Ranches
accountant, auditor, credit manager; joining, furnace heat; employed gentleverydeslrabl office
eook In ayfamlly of four;
answers to "Kim;" return to 705 West
rooms light, heat and water; will rant
Phone 1628-W- !
or call Wm. Doide, 706
(Seal) ' , FKED CROLLOTT,
prefer steady position rather than high man; no sick, tot West Marquette, South
good wagea to rlglrtparty.
Mrs. 1.
reward.
Iron;
YOU WANT to buy a ranch, eoa Moi
Clerk.
re
as
a
i.r
to
Broadway.
A. B. Mllner,
whole.
and
wish
1S34-health
separately
in
County
good
Weinman, t08 Weat Copper.
salary;
phone
LOST
Mullen, north of Indian school.
West Central, phone 2I.
Typewriting manual, with name 813
Address Bos eon,
main permanently.
FOR SALE Fox terrier pups, six weeks WANTED Young ladles to take ordois
FOR RENT Well furnished room, sepaPOUND SALE '
Inside.
Please
leave
e
Mayree
Whitley
care Journal.
SALB
Forty-aoiFOR
well
from
.
old,
stock,
alfalfa ranch.
ror oeautiful medallions: go0 pav.
rate entrance, next to bath and toilet;
four mllra from city. Innulra 400 West at Journal office.
TIME CARDS
ready for delivery Christmas. Call mornings, B06 North Seconl
On Saturday, the 17th day of
ean be arranged for housekeeping; em- marked;
PARTY who took wheel in front of Grey
Prices lt and 120. Address N. W.
uoio.
CARPENTERING
WANTED
December, 1921, at 9 a. m. In front
112
and
ployed person
up.
Reliable
for ge lei al FOR SALE
preferred,
hotel
girl
last
Stone
M.
return
N.
Jemea
evening,
please
Springs,
home,
stucco
house,
Country
of the city hair on North Second PETTlF?JmCTHE ODD JOBMAN. 116 North Arno, phone 1768-after C
housework; good wages.
Apply Mrs.
seven rooma steam heated, electric at once and avoid trouble.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
Albert Stern, 1121 West TUer,u.
p. m.
A:, kind of work rhone U73-street, I will sell one grey horse
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per galranch: In alfalfa and LOST Tan leather key case, containing
lights; on ten-acHOARD
SAKN
Room
about 14 hands high, weigh 800 WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paint
110
and
month orchard. Adereee Postoffice box 177. or
110
South
The Miliaria
lon.
six keys.
Finder please return to
Co.,
OR ALE-Liy- e
while
school: catalogue free phone 2407-Ring and roof repairing Phone 14B0-Mrs. t. J. Mise, Ji
jtcxk
Waiiiut, phone 1834-J- .
pounds, 10 years old, branded on
south Walter or
Try . a built up Mackay attending
Business College.
1461-JBuote?"" doea
South FOR SALE
pnone
0tt
left nip b ...
IF YOU are thinking of buildTng, phone FORsXl
andf
rylng roof, will last as long a the building.
one-hasH
and
Ranch,
Los Angeles,
Main,
1929-J- ;
work
all
furnished
710
tree;
rabbits.
R.
West
GAUTSHA
Lead.
LOST
FOR SALE Beautiful cabinet Columbia
J.'
plana
pump gun, Winchester
acres, four, miles north of Alboueroue:
WESTBOl'NO Dally,
guaranteed.
machine, and floor lamp, perfect con- WANTEP -- Ladles all over New Mexlto three-rooon ditch, all fenced,
make, swell In barrel about three
FOR SALE Two horses, two cafts, 10U
i
;
City Marshal.
-r
Train.
to take ordere for my medallions; good 11,600. W. J.adobe,
Arrive.
Depart.
chickens and good collie dog, cheap. dition, reasonable; would make a won
car McCanna office, inches from end. Lost on Santa Fa road No.
BUILDING, alterations, repairing; laRice,
1
The Scout.,.. T:80 pm
between Albuquerque and Domingo, Deo.
:l pn
derful Xmaglft; must sell at a sanrlficej pay. Write me for particulars.
648.
or small: worn ny contract or oy Mr. Lawrence. 1204 North Eleventh.
Harry
lobs
phone
No.
I
Calif.
Limited.
1073-am 11:00
lu:30
11.
Albiqu-rquRoa, 605 North Second,
Congratulations to Princess Mary, the day; careful mechanics and reason- FOR BALE Fine' bred rabbits; ail young aa mil leaving ior.ii, boa puiiiii nniiri.
Reward. J.'hons
Four-acr- e
SALE
FOR
twdTniles
ranch,
No. J Fargo
New
. 10 :60 arn 11
Mexico.
Fust.
the only daughter of Britain's king able prices;' work guaranteed; estimates
am
:0
from postoffice. on malt) ditch; double
stock; new hutches; will sell reasonNo, I The Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
'
WANTED A young lady to keel) a small
MONEY TO LOAN
end queen, who will soon be led to freo. Call 1765-ouse, garage.
chicken houses, t 'ole.
able; must leave city. Oall morulngs,
.
SOUTHBOUND.
of
aet
of
SALE
-.
must
acme
understand
FOR
books;
man
shares
rear
own
Five
altar
hundred
fur'
City
of her
blooded chlckeng hnd turkeys; also
the
by the
til West Marquette.
iluNlii1 "TO LOAN On watches,
No. 89
El Paeo Exp
10tl Jm
and must know how to drive
FOR RENT Ranches
2418-JRailway, below par. Or, R. Spanish
choice. When Prince Henry was
FOR SALE Ten head of Missouri mules, U Electrio
guna and everything valuable. no. 27 El Paso Exp
11:10 am
a car. Apply at Fred Crollott, 418 South nlture; terms. Phone
Uust N. T. Armljo building. '
Mr. B. Marcus, 118 South First,
ten bead of work horses and mares
on,ce asked by
FOR
RENT OR HALE Eighty-acr- e
EAST BOUND. -.
Second.
Phone 678.
DRESSMAKING
four-rooseven
of
miles
and
head
and
Holeteln
sort
twelve
of a girl is your sister?"
Jersey
house,,
"What
ranch,
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, Vatches No. I The NNavaJo.. 1:10 pm 1:40 pm
WANTED Competent, experienced sten- WANT
of town; fireplace, water and tele- milk cows, for sale cheap or trade. Cows
children's so'
the answer came, quick and em- east
and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con No, 4 Calif. Limited. 1.00 pm 1:40 pm
ographer for out of town: must speak
Call at ftoa Bast Central, phoae at corner of Mountain road and Fourth; FOR SALE F. O. B. track, check Willi
1130-J- ,
phone.
Mrs.
& brick!"
Baker,
lng
Princes
fidential
specialty.
phone
Oottlleh Jwe:.-- y Co., 106 N. 1st. No. 8 S. F. Eight.. 7:15 pm 1:10 pm
"she'js
and
write
'100 pounds extra good pecans',
phatic,
in-Y- f.
Spanish; nlso experienced
mules and horses at Bell s JLivery Stable.
order,
No. 10
The Scout.... 7:20 am 7:10 km
HEMSVITCHINO,
' ApMo pound; 100 pounds good quuuiy drv dining room girl, neat and efficient.
pleating. Williams'
Mary began her schooling at the
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dla-- .
,'
or 46.
Phono
FROM SOUTH.
777-200
821
e
South'
of
Bureau.
18o
Service
JVeat
monda watches, Liberty bonds, plan is. No. IS
Broadway, pp.
four, together with her
pounds ply Expert
pecans,
TYPEWRITERS .
v
pound: twenty-fivage
From El Paso ?35 pni ;
N. M.
Gold,
Lowest
20o
automobiles.
Par
rates.
Albuquerque,
Rothman's
aviso
good
pound.
peeams,
DRESSMAKING,
men's
brothers, in the royal schoolroom. TVPEWRlTERa All makes overhauled
quality
dry
shirts, neatly 117
CHIMNEY
SWEEP
No. 30
'
El PAo 7:00 am
From
,'
uames-vllleSouth First. Bonded to'the state.
cel post prepaia. J. w. Mitcneu,
806 West Iron, phone
WANTED For Immediate duty, offlc
re4sonabje.
done;
4fjQueen Mary has always had full
ma
no.
10 connects at relen with No.
and
Ribbons for every
Texas.
WE SPECIALIZE in cleaning chimneys
manager for collection depart. nnt In 1174.'
control of her daughter's education.. chine. repaired.
for
Peooa
Ex
Clovla.
ltaBValley.
Typewriter
Call
Albuouerque
and furnaces.
Citf and
Sweep," USE KFFECTQ AUTO TOP and seat law office; do not apply unless thorough PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
"Chimney
O
The princess nas read a great oeai, change, phone "OJ-Oaat.
lit Peuih Fourth. T. M. O. A.
mall orders. N. Crane, 215 North
Effecto Auto Enamel, Vnli-pa- r, ly trained andlexperlenced. Southwestern
dressing.
No, 19 connect, at Xtekin with Na
and she Is particularly . fond or
i
Educations! exchange, Chamber nf Com- Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314. WHENor considering painting, paperhang- - from
automobiles.
saTLe
on
Enamels'
Valepar
Clnvls and 'point
PAINTING
east and south
memoirs and letters of famous
ing
merce building, Albuquerque, N. M.
itaisomining, can use, or can at
Homestead
Cottage Faint.
UKESSMAKING Young 207 EasV Central, for Hanson & Powers,
people, and autobiographies. She FDil "BALE Fine 69 fout i'ut" "on ' Bast WH3N YOU consider, painting, puone Plymouth
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement Satfirst-clasi
ladles' dresses
nnd paperhangers;
painter
socially; reasonable.
1547-Sliver at reduce price.' J. A. Ham- estimates funisked free; nil isfaction assured. Thos. P. Keleher LeathMiss Halchuuk, 5i)K! West Central, phone we guarantee all our work) as job too
kreps n, diary, in whluh she makes
. mond, 124 East Silver,
er Co., 401 West Central- - shone 1067-notes oil he? opinions.
Journal Want Ads bring results. IKI-work guaranteed; no job too large.
.'
.
blf or loo smalt.
240S-R-

St. Bernard
dog. inquire
106 East Sliver.
Tlty RODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
FOR

SALE

house,

lN'U.
722 East

u

OT
8.

,

r"

.

'RRWf:OrTice

I

,'

f

"PAINTINGAPERiNG"

For

Ri' Ett

mm
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will visit our store

f you

N
M

C'onl

Gallup

S

Lump

1 1

.50 n Ton jjl

Phono

Today we have so many different kinds of fresh cakes that
Just arrived that we cannot enumerate them here.

The Jliima Doll she walks and
talks and is unbreakable. Mandell-Drcyfu-

ss

Co.

CURIOS
RUGS

NAVAJO

Gems, Laces.
Trading Post,
-'Indian Building
Opposite Postoffioe.

WRIPHTS
VVmum

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter

SIS Marble Atchob

rhone

Phones

E7t

PfiSTIHE
IOX

WILLIAM

In Ills

Jewelry

Just out of the high rent district.
Opposite Postoffice.

Phone

Fourth.

Coal! Coal! Coal!

ADMISSION'

The Mama Doll she walks and
talks and is unbreakable, llandell-Dreyfus- s

Osteopathic
Stern Hide Tel.

501 -- J,

i!033--

Co.

Fbone

KI.KCTHIC

BHOB SHOP
Kmilh Hrioml.
t'sll and Delivery.
21.1

BB7--

rrrr

Taxi & Baggage

158

BITTNER

HOUSE

SI9H South First.

Phone

The Mama Doll she walks and
s
talks and Is unbreakable.
Jlandell-Dreyfus-

Co.

J.

W.

Rot ii man's

Treasurer and Collector.

First

First

Phone

917-- J

Let Us Send a Man

Phone

St.

917--

ARMSTRONG SCHOOL
DANCING

207

Eversharp Pencils
$1.00 to $35.00
MINDLIN'S

25 Cent

.

"What We Say

Call "6

Lt Is,

7

!i WEST

GOLD.

Phone

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives-in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:00
Santa Fe
Arrives in Albuquerque 7:30

Phone 600

21(1

Taxi

75

or

145.

521 South Broadway
Phone 591

We

Slnsrer
West

Store,
Opir
Central '

ilS

WATCHMAKERS

& JEWELER!

'

Spare Ribs, lb
Home Made Pork Sausage, lb
Nice Fat Hens, dressed, lb

. .

22c
.20c

..30c

Fryers, dressed, lb...
Order your Christmas Turkey early.

Beautiful
"Picard" Gold. Ware

North First Street.
Phone 19S
Phone
Your Order We
Will do ttie Rest.
201

r

CREAM CCFFE
Sold at this Store.

...21c;

.....77c;

ONLY
2 lbs
8

40c

lbs.. ....... ,$.47

Only

The

iPf
workmanlike

t

Vampid

was Jane Morgan's fob in life

J

p
but Jane really, was an
; a sort of sentimental
to rescue those caught in the
undertow of romance. Meet Jane by seeing

VIOEA. DANA

Real

Gallup

IIAHH

Coal

Lump

COAL

PHONE

91.

CO.

Gift

b.

We Will Have a Demonstration
of the Famous Heinz "67
Varieties."
Tou Are Invited to Come Tasb. and See for
Yourself Just What They Are. On this occasion we are offering Special Prices on the following Items:
..
4Bo
Quart Jars Apple Butter, per jar.
2 Bo
Pint Jars Apple Butter, per jar
Can Baked Beans, per can
lie
Can Baked Beans, per can
15c
r.
Can Cooked Spaghetti, per can
17c
,.
31c
Pint Jar India Relish, per jar
Can Cream of Tomato Soup, per can..
18o
Can Cream of Tomato Soup, 2 cans for
25c
'
We also have the balance of the "57.'
will pay
We will have bottom prices on many other Items.
you to come and take advantage of these prices
Orders of $10.00 Delivered Free.

in

"

18-o- z.

It

from

the

They "Just Roll Out"
of my machines
SHELLED
CLEAN
WHOLESOME
SWEET
DELICIOUS
Mail Orders Given

1

Careful Attention

pinon;nurs

Send

for price list
sheet.

,

A

Two-Pa-

ATTRACTION
rt

"APRIL

Comedy

FOOL"
PRICES

t

10-o- z.

PINON NUTS
SHELLED

3-l- b.

ADDED

REGULAR

HEINZ

F. S. S. Sunshine
Packages '

b.

BREAKER

CERRILLOS EGG COAL

J

Sunshine

"Pinon-Alley-

Copyright, 1921,
by Fannie S. Spitz.

'

V'.Ci.f

ls

Packages

TtWH SIRST

g

life-gua- rd

Silver Pieces of
Every Description

Heirloom Silver
lasts a life time

b.

205 S. First St.

TODAY

Special Sale and Denmonstration on Merchants
Biscuit Company's Cakes and Crackers.
2 packages, large size for, . . t
25c
2 packages, small size for
. .13c
"If We Suggest Today, You'll Insist Tomorrow"

Dainty and genuine

3-l- b.

J. A. SKINNER

FOR

SPECIAL
Snowdrift, 1 lb
'..
4 lbs

Burns Longer
Least Expensive
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,

Holiday

s. spitz'

M,

1

16-o-

nORTH

JVJwTju

Prices

Everyday

18-o- z.

3Z5

1

Phone 638-1116 East Central
Prompt Delivery and Personal Service

11-o- z.

rflonrc

P.

,

CO.

Price, $11.25 Per Ten

Add-A-Pear-

b.

WILLY-NILL- Y

GROCERY

$2.50 to $35.00

ther Macaroni Products.

We deliver your order for 10c.
Why pay more?
Orders over $8.00 Delivered FREE

1 TO 11

,:--

5

to your home

McADAMS

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all

CHOCOLATE

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

.

JlyJm,.li,z:

W,

CO.

Eversharps

WeSeII5KJHHERJS

decorations.
Evergreen Roping. Evergreen Wreaths.
Holly Wreaths. Loose Holly.

EMWMIIlllWIIBMm)Wljl

$1.00 to $35.00

32c

$1.00
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, 40 lbs
25c
Fancy White Colorado Potatoes, 9 lbs
15 Pounds Sugar
$1.00
Council Pork and Beans, 2 cans
15c
15c
Polly Corn Syrup, 2 cans
Bath Rose Soap, 6 bars
25c
25c
Nysa Soap, 6 bars
Sunbrite Cleanser, 2 cans
15c
Chocolate Cream Coffee,
can
,39c
Chocolate Cream Coffee,
can
$1.15
can
Crisco, '
$1.78
can
Crisco,
$1.19
'
can.
Crisco,
6ic
Crisco, lVHb. can
31c
Crisco,
can..'
..21c
Solid Pack Tomatoes, No. 2'2 can
.17C
Solid Pack Tomatoes, No. 2 can
.14C
Fort Brand Tomatoes, Eastern pack, No. 2 can. .20c
Pinon Wreaths, the most beautiful of Christmas

Comedy
PRICES

rt

REGULAR

trucks bring comfort

Let our

Today

Hens '
Springs
Belgian Hares
Fruits Vegetables
and Groceries
Ham and Bacon
25c Pound

.....30c
25c

Two-Pa-

anti-vam-

17Vzc

Hamburger, 2 Vas. for
Leg of Pork Roast, lb
Shoulder of Pork Roast, lb

PHONES

4

Veal

and 15c
17c
35c

and LUMBER

COAL SUPPLY

Alvarado Eggs, in cartons, doz
..70c
We also handle Duke City Eggs in cartons
Mixed Nuts, 1 lb
$1.45
.30c; 5 lbs..'
$1.45
30c; 5 lbs
Walnuts, 1 lb
Order your Christmas Tree now. We have all sizes.

1883

Fountain Pens
12Vi5C

A

ROMEO"

LAST TIME TODAY

Beef

Deliver

Good Beef Roast, lb
Prime Rib Roast, lb
Rump Roast of Eef, lb

"BETTY'S

The same high standard in quality
will be maintained and superior service rendered. Satisfaction is yours if
you order your Fuel from the

$25 up to $200

Mutton .
Pork

PAL IN

ATTRACTION

CONTLNXJOrS

PHONE 199
For Your

0. It. MARKETS
501 North First
Phone 319

blocks

waste money on
Don't
watches of unknown quality
when you can buy "Gruens"
at $25, $250 and up
(ask those who have one)
Gentlemen's "Gruens"

am
am
pm
pm

STABLISHED

17

FOR SALE OR RENT.
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. II. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.

rilONES

two

WATCHES

TAXI
SINGER
Office

8"

AND WATCH I S MOVE
Is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.
AND
BROWN'S TRANSFER
STORAGE

Cen- -

'

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Open and Closed Cars.

(Jlovlng

and

Our New Shipment
Of the Celebrated

Prompt Day and Night Service

It Is."

Ninth

modern,

ADDED

LAS- T-

AT

STAGE

OF

have returned from the east and are featuring New York's latest dances.
Also lessons for beginners.

replace that broken window
elans. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North First

I

''God's Go IcP

The Mine
having: reduced the
price of Gallup and Dawson coal
to us, we therefore reduce the selling
price accprdingly $1.00 per ton.
The Company from whom we purchase our Canon City coal have not
made any reduction, yet we offer
genuine Canon City at a reduction of
65c per ton.

"GRUEN" WRIST

J

Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong

To

The path of true love may be rough, but ultimately every-thin- g
come out all right. Few lovers have ever had tho
obstacles to overcome that confront Neal Hart in his new
picture, God s Gold and the means he takes to win
his sweetheart make one of the most interesting prouuc
tiona we have ever presented.

Real Dance Music

AHHOUNCEMEHT

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las Vegas

E. B. SWOPE,

Watch, clock and jewelry repaired.
Swiss and English
American,
makes.

117 S.

Plenty of Heat and

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

AMERICA'S

Can Make Good Terms,
If you are Intending to buy
lnvestiKate these first.
821 West Silver, Phone 1949--

TO TAXPAYERS

At Reduced Prices

117 S.

SAND STORM
ORCHESTRA

DIME PER DANCE
Music by Syncopators

one block from

Music and Jewelry Store

BRASFIELD

TO RIGHT

Finest rooms in the state
steam heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single ;
$2.00 double.
With bath 2.50 single and
double $3.00.

Prize to
Holding
the Lucky Number

ROOMS
221--

ARMORY

300 54

tral.

NOTICE

Taxes for 1021 will be payable
January 1. Delinquent February 1. Five per cent penalty
added 15 days after delinquent.

158

LAST TIME TODAY

MOTEL
ELMSNorth
First.

TONIGHT

modern,
from Central.

BEADED BAGS
MOCCASINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
BASKETS,
RUGS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

Almulell-Dreyfu-

A

A. MONTOYA,

DANCE

i

ndiaN.

The Mama Doll she walks and
talks and is unbreakable.
CITV

TRANSFER

Phone 512. 401 North First St.

Specialist.

7

Business
less than

No loan

eiME DflfJC

North
on
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

Call

C. IT. CONNER, M. I). D. O.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Gold.

PRICES
ALBCQVERQCE

Co.

s

Reidling Music Store

Press Brick, and built by owner.

Clean Gallup Lump Coal
8 11.50 Per Ton.

Good,

Also a SUNSHINE Comedy
"THE
GOLFER"

KFGtLAIt

122 S.

J.

"

(By Ma
Brand)
How a boy went to the west to find a murderer nnd
found happiness and love Instead
'

903--

picture

"TRAILM

WISEMAN S WATCH SHOP.
213 South Second Street.

FOGG, The Jeweler

Presents

II vest

first-clas-

COLOMBO HALL

MIX

TOM

HOT CHICKEN TAMALES
Tod ii y.
Phone your order early. Made
Crisp Potato
by Albuquerque
Chip Company.
PHOXE 1538-.-

on

115 South Second St.

Before You Buy

JEWELRY.

Jewelry,

CRESCENT GROCERY

$5,000.

Tour Christmas

made fresh Butter.

WARD'S STORE
HOMER B. WARD

MONEY TALKS

"1

$75,000
loan
querque
Property.
To

On Sale Today

Get Our Prices

:&

E

Presbyterian
Christian Endeavor

1

.

To find so many articles, that will make nice and appropriate
Christmas Gifts.

Albuquerque

3 7

y

8N8--

HOME-MAD-

CANDY
Made By tho

Call

,

MHtTIl FIRST STItEET.fi

01)00
H

you'll be surprised

H

and Wood.

DELICIOUS

GUYS TRANSFER

December. 17, 1921,

order

FANNIE S. SPITZ
323 N. Tenth St.

Invcn(tor and Proprietor of
the V. S. S. Sunshine

and

Separating

Machine. Tel. 802. ,
Sold exclusively from and at
my factory.

5Ae

S Grocery

Highland

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Phone 328
Corner Coal and Arno.
..

NEW

STATE

.

COAL

COMPANY

Practical Christmas
Gifts
Look as much a8 you like, you will not find anything that is' better for a Christmas Gift than a
selection from our many lines of splendid footwear.
There are so many different styles that any man,
woman, boy or girl can use that would make such
a sensible gift.
There are shoes for all purposes, Street or Dress
Wear. Then, there are our lines of Slippers, where
we ..show House Slippers for everybody in every
wanted style.
;
Then, there are handsome Dress Slippers for the
woman who appreciates something beautiful in

footwear. .
Then, there are
Rubbers, Arctics,
Rubber Boots, Spats, etc.
You will have no trouble in selecting something
from our lines of Christmas Footwear that would
be just right and, we will make any exchanges desired after Christmas.
,
Storm-Boots,- ,

ANNOUNCES A SUBSTANTIAL

REDUCTION

HI

PRICE

On all grade of their HIGH QUALITI GUARANTEED COAt.
Ordtr now You may win the Christmas coal.
S3
PHONE

west Central Ave?

18

r

if
1

.

